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Abstract 
This work is concerned with the study of photonic crystals and other topical photonic mi ­
crostructures, whose optical properties are investigated by solving the Maxwel l equations 
using appropriate theoretical and computational schemes, which are described. The work 
focuses on the photonic band gap, the existence of which is crucial for most applications of 
photonic crystals. 
Disorder in photonic crystals has been studied. The photonic eigenmodes of an ensem­
ble of a type of disordered one-dimensional photonic crystal are investigated statistically for 
three different models of disorder and a certain type of disordered two-dimensional pho­
tonic crystal has also been studied. It is seen that the disorder introduces photonic modes 
into the band gap, and the properties of disorder-induced modes localised on random mi-
crocavities are discussed for both one and two-dimensional photonic crystals. It is appar­
ent, however, that there is a certain level of disorder below which the probability of finding 
disorder-induced photonic modes with eigenfrequencies in the centre of the photonic band 
gap is negligible, and this produces a threshold-like behaviour as a function of the disorder 
parameter in the transmission properties of the photonic crystals. 
Novel designs for two-dimensional photonic crystals based on the deep etching of a 
Bragg reflector and on a unit cell with local quasicrystalline order are considered. Both 
are found to possess wide complete photonic band gaps for one polarisation of light over a 
wide range of geometrical parameters, and the parameters of the structures are investigated 
in order to optimise the properties of the photonic band gap. 
An approach using a simple analytical theory has been developed for the design of mul­
ti layered optical bandpass filters based on coupled microcavity layers embedded in an one-
dimensional photonic crystal and the parameters of the optimal structure are presented. 
A formalism based on non-local dielectric response theory and a Green function tech­
nique has been developed to describe the interaction of a quantum well exciton with an 
evanescent optical mode of a planar waveguide, and the dispersion relations of waveguide 
polaritons in a planar dielectric waveguide with an embedded quantum well have been cal­
culated. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
It seems to the author that the guiding principle of science is (or should be) understanding. 
I f something is understood, then it stands that it is amenable to control. Thus it has been 
throughout the history of human progress; understanding leading to control. It is set against 
this background that the field of photonics attempts to understand the behaviour of light in 
material systems. I f it is understood why or how light acts the way it does, then mantónd 
can invent ways to modify this behaviour to suit our applications for light. One example 
of this from the telecommunications industry is the optical fibre―it is known that light can 
be confined by a step in the refractive index, and this is used to guide light through "l ight 
tubes" to wherever we want, even across the oceans. Our understanding of the mechanisms 
involved also allows us to understand the l imi tat ions―in the example of the optical fibre, 
confinement is lost i f i t is attempted to guide the light around sharp bends. 
Microstructures are structures with component parts on the scale of micrometres. Vis­
ible light in air has a wavelength of 400 to 700 nm, and so the understanding of how light 
behaves in photonic microstructures must involve a description of the wave nature of the 
electromagnetic field of the light. 
The aim of the study of the optical properties of photonic microstructures is to understand 
them and how to control and manipulate light with them. I f we were able to guide, store, 
filter, suppress and create light, then light could be put to all manner of useful purposes. For 
example, building integrated photonic microchips that used light for all-optical computing 
and telecommunications. Such all-optical realisations would have many advantages over 
current (no pun intended) ways of doing things. Since the 1970ร, the number of electronic 
1 
Figure 1.1 An illustration of possible dielectric variations of (a) ID, (b) 2D and (c) 3D pho­
tonic crystøls. The structures are piecewise homogeneous, and the red and yellow coloured 
regions represent two different dielectric materials. 
components that can be fitted into a microchip has doubled every 18 months, with a com­
mensurate increase in computer speed. This trend is known as Moore's law, but there are 
fundamental reasons to suspect that it could be coming to an end, and the top speed at which 
integrated electronic circuits can perform wi l l level out [1]. Researchers now believe that 
all optical computer chips could break the speed barriers that integrated electronics seems to 
be coming up against, but such chips would require the total control of light on micrometre 
scales. A new class of materials known as photonic crystals [2-7 ] , researched for the last 
15 years, has emerged, which promises the potential to be able to control light in the ways 
discussed. 
Photonic crystals are dielectric materials where the refractive index varies periodically, 
but the segments of the photonic crystal are normally piecewise homogeneous. This peri­
odicity can be in one-, two- or three-dimensions, with the properties being constant in the 
remaining dimensions, as illustrated in figure 1.1. Thus the structure presents a series of d i ­
electric interfaces to any incident light, and it is well known that at such dielectric interfaces, 
incident light is partially reflected and partially transmitted. How much the light is reflected 
or transmitted depends on the refractive index contrast of the two materials and the angle at 
which the light is incident upon the interface, described by the Fresnel equations. For any 
photonic structure where the wavelength of the light is similar to the scale of the structure, 
interference of the reflected waves must be taken into account. For a periodic arrangement of 
dielectric material, Bragg-like reflection effects occur. This can result in a photonic band gap, 
a range of frequencies for which no harmonic modes of the electromagnetic field exist due to 
the destructive interference of waves in the structure. The concepts of photonic crystals were 
first suggested by Yablonovitch [8] and John [9] in 1987, who both suggested that the prop-
2 
erties of light could be controlled in such a structure. Yablonovitch'ร main motivation was to 
engineer the photonic density of states, in order to control the radiative properties of mate­
rials inside them, whereas John's idea was to use photonic crystals to effect the localisation 
and control of light. 
Photonic crystals that do possess a photonic band gap are also sometimes called photonic 
band gap materials. Note, however, that not all photonic crystals necessarily possess a pho­
tonic band gap. A photonic crystal might possess no photonic band gaps, or band gaps only 
for certain directions of propagation within the crystal, or for certain polarisations of light. I f 
a photonic crystal has a band gap for certain directions in the crystal which closes for other 
directions, then the band gap is said to be incomplete. Only i f the photonic crystal has band 
gaps for all possible directions, and further that these band gaps overlap spectrally, is the 
photonic band gap said to be complete. I f a photonic crystal has complete, overlapping band 
gaps for all polarisations and directions of propagation in the crystal, then the photonic band 
gap is said to be absolute. In the latter case, the density of photonic modes drops to zero at 
frequencies in the absolute band gap. The rate of spontaneous emission of a quantum me­
chanical emitter, as given (to first order) by Fermi's golden rule, is proportional to the final 
density of states of the system. Thus spontaneous emission at frequencies in the photonic 
band gap of a photonic crystal can be suppressed by embedding the emitter in the photonic 
crystal. 
Many authors choose to introduce photonic crystals and the concept of a photonic band 
gap through an appealing analogy with electrons in crystals [2,5,6] . These systems possess 
a periodic arrangement of positive charges (the (screened) nuclear cores of atoms) which 
create a periodic total potential. Electron waves obeying the Schröedinger wave equation 
experience Bragg-like scattering when they interact with this periodic potential, which can 
lead to forbidden frequency regions in which no electronic states obeying the Schröedinger 
equation and associated boundary conditions are allowed. An example of this is the forbid­
den band gap between the valence and conduction bands in a semiconductor. The appeal 
of this analogy is broadened when one realises that many of the principles and much of the 
nomenclature is directly transferable between the two cases; it is usual to preface words used 
in the description of atomic crystals with the word "photonic". Bloch'ร law/theorem applies 
equally well for electromagnetic waves in periodic dielectric media as it does for electrons 
in a crystalline solid. The notion of Bril louin zones and bands of allowed states are equally 
used in both cases. 
These appealing similarities between the photonic and electronic cases in periodic media 
arise because both the electric field E (г) in the photonic case and the wavefunction ไի (г) 
in the electronic case must obey wave equations, from the Maxwell wave equation for the 
electric field of angular frequency ω in the former case (see section 1.1) 
V x V x E ( r ) = e ( r ) ^ E ( r ) (1.1) 
and the time independent Schröedinger equation for electrons of energy Í7 in a potential 
V (Γ) in the latter case 
- ¿ • 2 ゆ ( r) + V (r) ^ (r) = ՍՓ ( r) (1.2) 
However, there are also important differences between the wave equations in equations 1.1 
and 1.2. The electromagnetic field in the photonic case is a vector quantity, whereas the 
electronic wavefunction in the Schröedinger equation is a scalar. Also, the potential V ( r) in 
the time independent Schröedinger equation can be positive or negative, and a potential can 
therefore exist where V {τ) > บ in the local surrounding region. The analogous situation 
is not possible in the photonic case, as the relative permittivity є (г) in non-absorbing linear 
media has a real positive value. Also, in the second term of equation 1.2, the potential V ( r ) 
enters the equation independently from the electronic energy บ, whereas, є (г) enters in 
equation 1.1 as a product of ω 2 . 
Examples of photonic crystals can be found in nature. Opals are minerals consisting of 
grains of hydrated silica (ՏւՕշ · пНгО) which are regularly packed in a crystalline lattice. 
However, the refractive index contrast between the grains and the voids is not sufficient for a 
complete photonic band gap to form. Rather stop-bands of high reflectivity caused by incom­
plete band gaps are seen in different frequency ranges when the angle of viewing changes. 
This photonic crystal property gives the opal its iridescent appearance, which is considered 
attractive enough for opals to be used as gemstones. In biology, the wings of some butter­
flies derive their colour from photonic crystal lattices grown naturally. Figure 1.2 shows an 
opal gemstone and a butterfly with a naturally grown photonic crystal on its wings. Also, 
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Figure 1.2 Lef t―a bracelet made from the gemstone opal. Its iridescent colour is due to the 
incomplete photonic band gaps, which strongly reflect light of certain frequencies, which 
change with angle of viewing. Right―the Blue Мофһо butterfly. Its wings are iridescent in 
colour due to a natural photonic crystal. 
crystalline solids display ultra-thin photonic band gaps at X-ray frequencies, when the wave­
length of the electromagnetic radiation is small enough to see the microscopic difference in 
dielectric constant between atoms on a periodic lattice and the interstitial regions. These 
photonic band gaps are so thin, as the dielectric contrasts involved are small. 
Despite these natural examples of photonic crystals, interest in photonic crystals is so 
great because of the potential to design completely from first principles and then fabricate 
artificial photonic crystals for our device needs. However, this is no simple task as the fea­
ture sizes of photonic crystals must be similar to the wavelength of light in the crystal at 
the required frequencies of operation. Two main approaches are used to fabricate photonic 
crystals for use at visible and near-infrared frequencies―self assembly and nanolithogra-
phy [10]. Self-assembly techniques involve creating the conditions for components to come 
together naturally to form a structure that can be used as a photonic crystal. For example, a 
colloidal suspension of identical spherical grains can be allowed to settle under gravity into 
an opalline crystalline structure. This already gives a photonic crystal like the one shown in 
figure 1.3 (a) but for the most commonly used materials the refractive index contrast between 
the grains and the voids is not sufficient to give a complete photonic band gap, as with nat­
ural opals. However, it is possible to fill the voids between the grains with a high refractive 
index material, and then the grains are selectively etched away, to leave an inverse opal of 
air voids with a high refractive index shell-like structure (such as the one shown in the inset 
of figure 1.3 (a)) with a sufficiently high refractive index contrast to produce a photonic band 
gap in three dimensions [11-16]. 
The second main method of fabrication is to use nanolithography techniques. Researchers 
Figure 1.3 (a) SEM images of an artificial opal structure of grains that spontaneously organ­
ise on a regular lattice, which is used as a template for the inverse opal structure of silicon 
shown inset. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Y. A. Vlasov et al. 
Nature 414 289-293, copyright 2001. (b) A photonic crystal fibre. Light is guid๗ along 
the central air region due to the photonic band gap of the 2D photonic cryร.էտձ of air holes in 
silica. Reprinted with permission, from p. Russell, Science 299 358-362. Copyright 2003 
A A AS. (c) SEM image of a 2D photonic crystal consisting of a honeycomb-like lattice of 
air holes in GaAs. (d) Cross-sectional ТЕМ image of a Bragg reflector on a quartz substrate, 
(e) Three period Bragg reflector etched in GaAs for use in waveguide lasers. 
of photonic crystals have a head start here, as many of the methods have already been pio­
neered and refined in the semiconductor industry. Such methods can be used to make I D , 
2D or 3D photonic crystals. Figure 1.3 (c) shows a 2D photonic crystal created by etching 
cylindrical air holes on an hexagonal lattice into a dielectric substrate, leaving a honeycomb­
like structure. Such a photonic crystal can display an absolute photonic band gap, but only 
in the plane of the 2D variation of refractive index. 
However, due to the complexity of fabricating photonic crystals for use at visible frequen­
cies, many early studies of photonic crystals relied solely on theoretical and computational 
studies [17-30]. More recently much attention has focused on the experimental realisation 
of photonic band gap materials for use at visible or near infrared frequencies [31-35]. Today, 
computational methods for the research of photonic crystals have matured [36-39] and are 
very valuable for many reasons. First, numerical simulations can be considerably cheaper 
and more effective than experimental trial and error, and further, are practically exact when 
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solving the Maxwell equations for photonic crystals. For example, i f a new idea on how to 
construct a photonic crystal for a particular application is thought of, then its properties can 
be simulated numerically, and the parameters optimised for the desired application, before 
any attempt to fabricate such a structure is undertaken. Second, the іпіефгеїаїіоп of exper­
imental results is greatly aided by knowledge of the underlying photonic bandstructure, or 
the calculated properties of the idealised system. Also, ideas on why any results differ from 
what is expected can be tested by numerical simulations. Third, numerical simulations can 
be used as a predictive tool, in much the same way as they were used to predict the first 
dielectric structures which possessed photonic band gaps. 
A large body of research has been conducted into the control and manipulation of light. 
Point defects can be introduced that support localised defect modes with frequencies in the 
photonic band gap. Such defects can act as high finesse microcavities [40-46]. The frequen­
cies and line-shapes of modes can be engineered by correctly designing the defect, allowing 
structures to be designed for many potential applications. For example, photons can tunnel 
between defects in the photonic crystal, and optical filters can be designed with the line-
shapes and frequencies of the photonic defect modes. Or the defects can be aligned in a 
chain, such that light is guided along the chain by tunnelling from defect to defect; such 
a structure is known as a coupled cavity waveguide [47-50]. Light at frequencies in the 
photonic band gap can also be confined along a linear defect within a photonic crystal, in a 
structure known as a photonic crystal waveguide [51,52]. It is known that both coupled cavity 
and photonic waveguides should allow for the guiding of light, even around sharp bends, in 
the waveguide. Such control of light would be required for the realisation of all-optical com­
puter chips. However an all-optical computer chip is a distant possibility, and much research 
and many innovations wi l l be needed to realise it [53]. However devices based on photonic 
crystals are already being built. The photonic crystal fibre [54,55] uses the principle of a 
photonic band gap to guide light along the fibre, rather than total internal reflection as in a 
conventional optical fibre. In a photonic crystal fibre, such as the one shown in figure 1.3 (b), 
a two-dimensionally periodic cladding of air holes and dielectric that possesses a photonic 
band gap is used to confine light at frequencies in the band gap to a core made up of a defect 
in the photonic crystal. However, the ability to design and engineer the dispersion and other 
properties of the photonic crystal fibre offers many advantages over the conventional optical 
fibres, and allows their uses in a much more broad range of applications [55]. Also periodic 
multilayered dielectric stacks [56,57], such as those shown in figure 1.3 (d) and (e), are ex­
amples of one-dimensional photonic crystals, and these structures have found many uses as 
Bragg reflectors and as high reflectivity mirrors for microcavities for many years. 
Most of the applicable properties of photonic crystals rely on the existence of a photonic 
band gap, and thus most research has been in finding structures that can be made with pho­
tonic band gaps and then finding parameters of the structures which optimise properties of 
the band gap. However, some interesting properties of photonic crystals which could find 
uses on all-optical microchips, such as the superprism effect [58， 59], or negative effective 
refractive indices [60], rely not on the photonic band gap but instead on engineering the 
features in the dispersion curves of the allowed photonic bands. 
1.1 The Maxwell equations 
In general, the four Maxwell equations relate five vector quantities and one scalar quantity-
the electric field vector E; the magnetic induction vector B ; the electric displacement D ; 
the magnetic vector H ; the current density J ; and the charge density p. In addition to the 
Maxwell equations, the constitutive relations (or material equations) are needed to relate the 
fields D and в to the fields E and H， and also the generalised Ohm's law relating J to 
E and B , in the material system being considered. In general, these constitutive relations 
can be complicated, involving the polarisation or magnetisation of materials, non-linear and 
anisotropic effects and history-dependent (hysteresis) behaviour [57,61]. 
However, when considering photonic crystals composed of good dielectric media, it is 
usual to make a number of simplifications. The dielectric materials are considered to have 
no free charges or associated currents so that J = 0 and /9 = 0, and the Maxwell equations 
can be written as 
• x H = f (1.3) 
V x E = ( 1 . 4 ) 
• • D = 0 (1.5) 
V - B = 0 (1.6) 
The materials are considered to be a continuum where it is sufficient to consider the spatially 
averaged fields, and no knowledge of the particular microscopic structure is required. This is 
a very reasonable model for light at visible or near-infra-red frequencies as the wavelength 
of the electromagnetic radiation is large on the atomic scale. For many photonic crystals 
it is fair to assume that they are constructed from materials that are isotropic and that the 
dielectric response is linear and lossless. These assumptions mean that D and E can be 
related by a real scalar factor, called the relative permittivity ε ( r ) , and the fíelds в and н 
can similarly be related by the magnetic permeability μ (г) 
D ( r ) = e ( r ) í o E ( r ) (1.7) 
Β ( Γ ) = μ ( Γ ) μ ο Η ( Γ ) (1.8) 
Most photonic crystals are made up of non-magnetic materials for which μ{τ) = 1 while 
ε (г) varies piecewise periodically. It is also usual to assume that ε ( r ) is independent of the 
frequency of light in the spectral range of interest. 
Common candidate materials for the construction of photonic crystals for use at optical 
or near infrared frequencies are semiconductors such as gall ium arsenide (GaAs) [31,34,62-
65], gallium aluminium arsenide (Gaa;Ali_a;As) [31,62,63,65] and silicon (Si) [11,15,32, 
35,66-68], or amorphous materials such as silicon dioxide (silica, ՏւՕշ) [18,54,67,69-74] 
or titanium dioxide (titania, TİO2) [16]. These are only examples, and many other materials 
have been used [14,42,73,75-81] . A natural question that arises is how well do these 
materials meet the model assumptions described above. Semiconductor materials can only 
be used at frequencies below their absorption edge―this is the frequency 0ՕՄ6տթօոաո§ to 
the width of the electronic forbidden gap between the valence and conduction bands of the 
semiconductor, above which the semiconductor absorbs light by the promotion of charge 
carriers from the valence to the conduction band. The absorption edge occurs at frequencies 
corresponding to ~ 1.4eV in GaAs [82,83], Խ ~ 2.2 eV in AlAs [82,84,85] (note 
that A lAs is one end point of the G ą r A l i - i A s system, but is chemically unstable) and Խ ~ 
1.1 eV in Si [82], but below these frequencies the approximation of no аЬзофІіоп of light 
is a good one [83-85]. The refractive index of GaAs varies from 3.7 at a wavelength of 
1000 nm { խ յ 〜 0.8 eV) to 3.4 at a wavelength of 400nm {Խ 〜 3.0 eV) [83]; that of AlAs 
varies from 3.0 at 1000 nm to 4.2 at 400 nm [84]. Thus the assumption of constant refractive 
index is a good one in GaAs, but not so good in AlAs. Ref. [83] and [84] provide reviews 
of the properties of GaAs and Gaa;AIi_iAs respectively. The amorphous ՏւՕշ and Ti Օշ also 
conform to the assumptions outlined above. For example TİO2 has a very small absorption 
coefficient, especially for light at wavelengths longer than 550 nm, and its refractive index 
varies from 2.45 at 750 nm to 2.75 at 400 ททา [86]. 
Before considering the solution of the Maxwell equations in photonic crystals it is in­
structive to consider briefly a linear, isotropic, homogeneous medium with relative permit­
tivity ε and relative permeability μ. TaWng the curl of equation 1.3 and 1.4 and using the 
constitutive relations in equation 1.7 and 1.8 gives the wave equations for the electric and 
magnetic fields 
V X V X E - ε μ ε φ ο - ^ = 0 
V X V X Η - εμεφα-^ = о 
In the vacuum, ε = μ = 1, and the speed of the electromagnetic wave is 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
whereas in a dielectric medium, the wave is slowed by a factor of the refractive index n, 
where 
ท = χ /εμ (1.12) 
For photonic crystals, which are non-magnetic and piecewise homogeneous, the refractive 
index as a function of position ท (г) is related to the relative permittivity ε (г) by 
ท (r) = у / щ (1.13) 
The time dependence of the electromagnetic fields can always be separated out from the 
spatial dependence in the wave equations (equation 1.9 and 1,10), and as such it is possible 
to speak of harmonic modes with a time dependence e'"^\ where ω is the angular frequency 
of the harmonic mode. Of course, any solutions of the Maxwel l equations can be built from 
an appropriate combination of these harmonic modes. 
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Now consider the solution of the Maxwell equations for a photonic crystal. Considering 
a harmonic time dependence e—" in equations 1.3 and 1.4 gives 
V X Н (r) = -ίωε (г) εοΕ (г) 
V х E (r) = ίωμοΗ (r) 
and using equation 1.14 to eliminate E (г) from equation 1.15 leads to 
1 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
V X 
e r 
•V X Н ( г ) н ( r ) (1.16) 
Equation 1.16 casts the solution of the Maxwell equations into an eigenvalue problem. This 
equation can be solved to find the bandstructure and electromagnetic field profiles of the 
eigenmodes given the form of the dielectric function є ( r ) . Of course solutions of equa­
tion 1.16 solve the first two Maxwell equations (equations 1.3 and 1.4) for harmonic modes. 
However, we must ensure that the second two Maxwell equations (equations 1.5 and 1.6) are 
also satisfied. Equations 1.5 and 1.6 have a simple physical interpretation―there are no point 
sources or sinks of the displacement or magnetic fields in the media and mathematically they 
require the electromagnetic fields are transverse. Thus equations 1,5 and 1.6 can be satisfied 
by explicitly enforcing the transversality requirement in the solutions of equation 1.16. 
Consider a dielectric function ε' (r) that is merely a scaled version of ε ( r ) ― tha t is 
є' ( r ) = ε ( r / s ) for some scale factor ร. Then, i f the eigenfrequencies ωท and field profiles 
H „ (Γ) are known for the dielectric function ε ( r ) , the equivalent quantities for the scaled 
system are ωท/ร and н ( r / s ) . This can be seen by maWng the change of variables г -> г / ร 
and V sV in equation 1.16 to give 
V X 1 V X H ( r / ร ) ε' ( r Η ( r / s ) (1.17) 
In essence there is no fundamental length scale inherent in the Maxwell equations and the 
frequencies and electromagnetic field profiles of the eigenmodes of the scaled structure are 
just scaled versions of those for the original structure. Thus once the bandstructure and elec­
tromagnetic fíeid profiles are known for a given structure, they can be found for a structure 
scaled up by a factor ร by increasing the length scale of the field functions and scaling down 
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the frequencies by the same factor ร (assuming the refractive indices do not change). This 
scaling property is very useful; photonic crystals can be built with length scales of centime­
tres and experimentally tested at microwave frequencies [5,87-93] , in the ful l knowledge 
that results obtained are in principle scalable to any other frequency regime. In this regime, 
a photonic crystal can be produced by mechanical dri l l ing of a suitable dielectric material, 
followed by infi l l ing i f required, and the first photonic crystals built where in the microwave 
regime, owing to the difficulty in achieving suitable dielectric structures at the micrometre 
length scales used for visible wavelengths. 
1.2 Description of the work 
As already noted, many of the useful properties of photonic crystals rely on the existence 
of a photonic band gap, and so the work in this thesis chooses to focus on the creation, 
properties and potential destruction of the photonic band gap. 
It follows from the definition of a photonic crystal given above that a one-dimensional 
photonic crystal is a multilayered dielectric stack, of the kind that have been studied since 
long before the phrase photonic crystal was coined [56,57]. Probably the best known ex­
ample of this is a Bragg reflector, which consists of a number of quarter-wave layers of 
alternating dielectric materials. Chapter 2 focuses on periodic multilayered dielectric struc­
tures and the concepts of them as one-dimensional photonic crystals. Also, after a discussion 
of one-dimensional photonic crystals, and Bragg reflectors in particular, chapter 2 focuses 
on microcavities in I D layered media, which can be considered as defect layers in one-
dimensional photonic crystals, which can add photonic modes into the band gap. Finally 
chapter 2 ends with a study on how the line shape of the photonic modes in the band gap, 
created by coupling together these microcavities, can be optimised in the design of an optical 
filter with a square-shaped passband. 
Chapter 3 looks at two-dimensional photonic crystals. Firstly it outlines the two key 
computational methods used in this thesis when studying the properties of 2D photonic crys­
tals. The first of these key methods is a plane wave method, where equation 1.16 is solved by 
employing a suitable unit cell with periodic boundary conditions appropriate for the crystal 
being studied, and expanding ε (г) and the electromagnetic eigenmodes for the structure as 
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a linear combination of plane waves. The second method is a transfer matrix method, which 
is used in this thesis for the calculation of the reflection and transmission from finite slabs 
of photonic crystals. Chapter 3 then studies the mode structure, density of states and trans­
mission properties of a new type of 2D photonic crystal―the etched Bragg reflector֊֊with 
the aim of finding the parameters of the structure for which a photonic band gap exists and 
providing the parameters of the structure which optimise the properties of the bandstructure 
and density of states. 
Photonic crystals ideally have a periodic arrangement of their dielectric materials. How­
ever, it is technologically impossible to realise photonic crystals without some deviation from 
this ideฝ. Thus all real photonic crystals wi l l display disorder to some greater or lesser ex­
tent. Since many potential applications rely on the photonic band gap of photonic crystals, a 
natural question arises一how wi l l disorder in photonic crystals affect the photonic band gap? 
Chapter 4 studies the effect of disorder on the band gaps of I D and 2D photonic crystals, us­
ing the methods detailed in chapter 2 and chapter 3. For I D photonic crystals, it is possible to 
calculate directly the eigenfrequencies and lifetimes of an ensemble made up of thousands of 
random realisations of the disordered I D photonic crystals. The statistics of the eigenmodes 
of the disordered I D photonic crystals can then be calculated, and how these relate to the 
experimentally measurable transmission is examined. For disordered 2D photonic crystals, 
the greater computational resources required means that the properties of only a few tens of 
random disordered structures can be calculated. Nevertheless, results from the I D case can 
be used to help guide the conclusions from the properties of these disordered 2D photonic 
crystals. 
The properties of a 2D photonic crystal with a unit cell based on a quasicrystalline ti l ing 
are studied in chapter 5. Quasicrystals are not periodic, but do display long range order and 
can display non-crystallographic symmetries. In particular, they can display rotational de­
grees of symmetry beyond six (the maximum possible for a periodic crystal) which should 
allow for the formation of a more isotropic band gap than is possible in other photonic crys­
tals. The properties of modes with frequencies in the band gap and localised on microcavities 
in a photonic quasicrystal are also calculated. 
The light-matter interaction in a photonic structure is introduced in chapter 6. Quantum 
wells can be embedded in layered dielectric media, and quantum well excitons wi l l then 
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interact with the electric field of incident light through their polarisation. The interaction of 
light with the polarisation of the quantum-well exciton gives rise to a part-light part-exciton 
quasi-particle, known as an exciton polariton. Usually the quantum well is embedded within 
a microcavity enclosed by two Bragg reflectors. I f a quantum well exciton has a resonance 
within the I D photonic band gap of the Bragg reflectors, the optical confinement provided 
can be used to enhance the coupling between the exciton and the light in the cavity, such that 
the so-called strong-coupling regime is realised [94,95]. Exciton-polaritons are thus usually 
studied in the context of microcavities and referred to as cavity polaritons [96]. However, 
a waveguide in the waveguiding regime of light can also provide optical confinement, and 
chapter 6 describes studies of the properties of waveguide polaritons. Firstly the interactions 
of quantum well excitons with evanescent plane waves, such as are present in the cladding of 
waveguides, are studied, before the dispersion relation of a waveguide polariton is calculated. 
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Chapter 2 
One dimensional multilayered dielectric 
structures 
One-dimensional dielectric multilayer structures [56], have found use in many optical 
devices as, for example, anti-reflection coatings, Bragg reflectors and microcavities. In gen­
eral they are stratified media, with a constant relative permittivity or refractive index in every 
layer рефеп(1іси1аг to some fixed direction along which the dielectric properties vary. A 
Bragg reflector is a well known example of a multilayer structure, where the refractive index 
varies periodically along the direction of stratification. A Bragg reflector can be considered 
to be a one-dimensional photonic crystal [2,3] , a structure which can possess a so called 
photonic band gap due to the interference of electromagnetic waves within the structure. A 
Bragg reflector usually consists of two types of layers, A and B, and the thickness of each 
type of layer is arranged such that all layers have equal optical thickness―interference of 
waves reflected from the various dielectric boundaries in the structure then meet the Bragg 
condition for reflection the optical thickness of the layers is one quarter of the wavelength of 
the incident light. The layer structure of a quarter-wave Bragg reflector (sometimes known 
as a quarter-wave stack or distributed Bragg reflector) is then ( A B ) ^ , where N is the number 
of periods contained in the Bragg reflector, and each letter represents one quarter-wave layer. 
The photonic band gap (PBG) is a spectral band in which no electromagnetic states exist in 
the infinite structure. Thus light incident on a Bragg reflector at frequencies within the PBG 
are highly reflected i f there are a sufficient number of quarter-wave layers, and this region is 
also known as the stop-band of the Bragg reflector. 
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Bragg reflectors and other mul t i layered structures can be fabr icated by epi taxial g rowth 
methods, such as molecu lar beam epitaxy, metal-organic vapour-phase deposi t ion and atomic 
layer epi taxy, or other techniques, such as convent ional or reactive evaporat ion and sputter­
ing [ 8 6 , 9 7 ] . A l t hough construct ion o f such structures fo r use at in f rared (opt ical te lecom­
municat ions) or v is ib le frequencies is non- t r i v ia l , such techniques are mature technologies, 
w i t h layer thickness contro l reaching the nanometre scale. Mater ia ls f o r their construct ion 
must be non-absorb ing (see ref. [98] f o r discussion o f absorpt ion effects i n B ragg reflectors) 
over the range o f frequencies o f operat ion o f the Bragg reflector. B ragg reflectors can be 
fabr icated f r om epi taxial semiconductors [ 6 3 , 7 2 , 7 5 , 8 1 ] or organic materials [ 7 8 , 7 9 ] , and 
recently a i r has been used as one o f the dielectr ic materials by etch ing a semiconductor sub­
strate to leave " w a l l s " o f h igh refract ive index contrast to the air [ 6 4 , 8 0 ] . B ragg reflectors 
find their main use in p rov id ing opt ical conf inement as h igh ref lect iv i ty mi r rors in h igh fi­
nesse microcavi t ies or in vert ical cav i ty surface emi t t ing lasers ( V C S E L s ) [ 7 3 , 7 5 , 8 1 , 9 9 ] , 
and as h igh ref lect ion surface coatings. 
A microcav i ty can be constructed by enclosing a dielectr ic layer between t w o Bragg 
reflectors. The microcav i ty layer cou ld be a homogeneous layer o f any non-absorbing d i ­
electric mater ia l , but more usual ly is a material o f the type A or B , used in the layers o f 
the surrounding B ragg reflectors. I f constructed to contain an active region or regions (such 
as semiconductor quantum wel ls ) , the microcav i ty can be used as a laser cavi ty (as in the 
vert ical -cavi ty surface-emit t ing laser ( V C S E L ) [ 7 3 , 7 5 , 8 1 , 9 9 ] ) . T h e cavi ty usual ly has an 
opt ical thickness o f an integer number o f ha l f wavelengths o f l igh t at the Bragg ref lect ion 
cond i t ion . Such a microcav i ty layer can be considered as an isolated defect layer in a one-
d imensional photonic crystal [ 2 , 3 , 4 9 ] . 
For the theoretical and computat ional studies o f Bragg reflectors and microcavi t ies in this 
chapter, the refract ive indices o f the t w o types o f layers A and в are chosen to be ท1 = 1.45 
and Ո շ = 2.3 respectively, wh ich correspond to the materials Տ ւ Օ շ and TİO2 respectively, 
at a wavelength o f 700 n m . I f 700 n m is chosen to cof fespond to the wavelength where the 
cond i t ion fo r B ragg ref lect ion is met, then the t w o types o f lay ers must have thicknesses 
o f di = 7 6 . 1 n m and (¿2 = 1 2 0 . 7 n m to be quarter-wave lay ers. The parameters o f T i Օ շ and 
Տ ւՕ շ have been used in past theoretical studies conducted by other authors [100 ] , and are an 
exper imenta l ly feasible pair o f materials fo r the construct ion o f mul t i layers fo r use at opt ical 
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wavelengths [ 8 6 , 9 7 ] . 
The mul t i layered structures present a series o f dielectr ic interfaces to l igh t incident upon 
them. Fresnel ref lect ion is k n o w n to occur at such interfaces [57 ] and when the opt ica l th ick­
nesses o f the layers are s imi la r to the wavelength o f l ight propagat ing through the structure, 
the interference o f the electromagnetic waves ref lected and re-reflected f r o m the dielectr ic 
boundaries must be taken into account to proper ly describe the o p t i c ฝ properties o f the 
structure. Th is can be most convenient ly achieved by so lv ing the M a x w e l l equations fo r the 
electromagnetic fields in a single isotropic homogeneous layer, and using a transfer matr ix 
f o rma l i sm to propagate the fields through each layer and dielectr ic interface consecutively. 
Th i s chapter begins w i t h a descr ipt ion o f a transfer matr ix techniques i n strat i f ied d i ­
electric media, wh i ch can be used to calculate the ref lect ion and transmission propert ies, or 
the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes, o f any arbitrary mu l t i l ayered structure by impos ing 
suitable boundary condi t ions. The method is we l l k n o w n , and described i n many textbooks 
(e.g. [56 ,57 ] ) , and is presented here as i t is used throughout the remainder o f the chapter and 
also in chapter 3 i n the study o f disordered one-dimensional photonic crystals and chapter 6 
in the study o f waveguide polar i tons. 
The transfer mat r ix method is then appl ied in two s imple e x a m p l e s ― a n isolated dielec­
tr ic boundary, where the Fresnel formulae fo r ref lect ion and transmission at such a boundary 
are der ived, and a th in dielectr ic film, where expressions fo r the l i f e t ime o f the Fabry-Perot 
modes and the ref lect ion and transmission spectra o f the structure are der ived. 
I n section 2.4 the opt ical propert ies o f B ragg reflectors are discussed. First B loch ' ร the­
orem is used to derive the dispersion relat ion f r o m the transfer mat r i x o f the in f in i te Bragg 
ref lector (a true one-dimensional photonic crysta l ) , and then the ref lect ion and transmission 
propert ies are studied. Sect ion 2.5 studies the change in the opt ical propert ies o f the quarter-
wave Bragg ref lector when a hal f -wave cavi ty layer is in t roduced in to the layer structure. 
The sp l i t t ing o f the cavi ty mode through the coup l i ng together t w o o r more microcavi t ies is 
then studied in section 2.6. F ina l ly , section 2.7 presents a method o f op t im is ing the design 
o f square-shaped passband opt ical filters based on a chain o f coup led microcavi t ies. 
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2.1 The transfer matrix method for a multilayered struc­
ture 
I n this section we introduce a transfer matr ix method to describe the propagat ion o f the 
electromagnetic field through a general mul t i layer dielectr ic structure w i t h N layers, where 
the relat ive permi t t i v i t y є ( г ) and relat ive permeabi l i ty μ (ζ) can take any real value but are 
constant w i t h i n each layer. For example, fo r the structure i l lustrated in figure 2.1 
Єї 
Єі 
ZQ < ζ < Z\ 
Zi < Ζ < Z2 
Zi֊l < z < Zi 
ZN-2 < ζ < ZN—ι 
ζ Ν - ι < Ζ < Ζ Ν 
(2.1) 
μι Zo < ζ < Zi 
Ζ\ < ζ < Zļ 
Zi-l < Z < Z i (2.2) 
μΝ-Ι Z N - 2 < Ζ < ΖΝ-Χ 
βΝ ZN 一 Ì < ζ < ZN 
and the lay ers have thicknesses di = Zi - Zį-I. The transfer mat r ix is der ived here for 
arbi trary values o f IM, but i ts use in the thesis is l im i t ed to the case o f / І = 1. 
Consider the propagat ion o f a t ime harmonic electromagnet ic wave through the m u l t i -
layered structure. A n y arbi trary polar ised plane wave can be resolved in to two independent 
c o m p o n e n t s ― a transverse electric (TE ) polar isat ion, where the electr ic field is рефепШси Іаг 
to the plane o f inc idence; and a transverse magnetic ( T M ) polar isat ion, where the magnetic 
field is perpendicular to the plane o f incidence. I f the plane o f incidence is taken to be the 
xy -p lane , then the electric field is E = (0, Ey, 0) in the TE-po lar isa t ion and E = {Εχ, о, E г) 
in the TM-po la r i sa t ion . The symmetry o f the M a x w e l l equations fo r dielectr ic media mean 
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Figure 2.1 A n illustration of the multilayer structure under consideration. The transfer ma­
trix of the whole structure can be found from the matrix multiplication of the transfer matrix 
for each layer, as discussed in the text, and illustrated here by the arrows. 
that any f o rmu la der ived fo r one polar isat ion can be generalised to the other polar isat ion by 
mak ing the substi tut ions н <구 E and μ Հᅥ 一 ε [57 ] . 
In the derivat ions fo r the TE-polar isat ion that fo l l ow, the quant i ty ρ is def ined as 
p = Ιεεο 
μμο 
COS θ = ท cos θ (2.3) 
where θ is the angle o f propagat ion to the normal and є and μ are the relat ive permi t t i v i t y and 
relat ive permeabi l i ty o f the med ium respectively. Due to the subst i tut ion rule out l ined above, 
al l the results der ived fo r the TE-polar isat ion can be generalised to the TM-po la r i sa t ion by 
replacing the quant i ty ρ by its equivalent fo r the T M polar isat ion 
Ρ 
Γμμο _ ท cos θ 
― ֊ cos tì = 
ЄЄо ท 
(2.4) 
I՝he parameter ท ıs the reiract ive index o f the med ium when the m e a i u m is non-magnetic 
(μ = 1), as is the case in this thesis. 
2.1.1 Transfer matrix through a single layer 
For a l inear, isotropic, homogeneous material o f relat ive permi t t i v i t y ε and relat ive per­
meabi l i ty μ 
В = μμοΗ (2.5) 
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D = ε ε ο Ε (2-6) 
and the M a x w e l l equations 
can be wr i t ten as 
V X E = ιωμμοΗ 
V х Η = -гиєєоЕ 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
fo r t ime-harmonic waves o f angular frequency ω. I n the TE-po lar isa t ion , there is on ly one 
non-zero component o f the electric field, Ey. Thus equat ion 2.9 gives 
dE, - = ιωμμοΗχ dz 
О = iußßoHy 
dE, 
dx - = ίωμμοΗζ 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
and i t is apparent that the magnetic field has two non-zero components, 1կ and Я г . Equa­
t ion 2.10 becomes 
д я 
ду 
ду 
= 0 
= 0 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2-16) 
showing that the magnetic field is constant in the у d i rect ion. Subst i tu t ion o f equations 2.14 
to 2.16 in to equations 2.11 to 2.13 gives the wave equat ion fo r the electr ic field 
0^2 (2.17) 
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where к = ηω/с and ท = ^εμ is the refract ive index o f the layer. Th is can be solved by a 
separation o f variables, to g ive 
Ey = E,,y {z) ๙ ^ « ^ - - ' 
and using equations 2.11 to 2.13 
= Я о , . {ζ) ๙ '=^^ - - ' 
Я , = Но,, {ζ) ๙*='^-*-* 
where the relat ionships between Eo^y {z), Яо , і {ζ) and Яо,г ( г ) are 
dHo^^ {ζ 
dz 
đEo,y {ζ 
一 гЛ іЯо,г (ζ) = ֊гшєєоЕо,у (ζ) 
= -ιωμμοΗο,χ (ζ) dz 
гк^Ео^у (ζ) = ίωμμοΗο,^ (ζ) 
E l im ina t i ng Ηο,ζ (ζ) f r o m equations 2.21 and 2.23 gives 
^ Я о , . (ζ) ( ikļ _ . \ ^ , -
dz \ωμμο ノ 
Di f fe ren t ia t ing equations 2.22 and 2.24 w i th respect to ζ leads to 
^ Я о , . (ζ) ( ikļ \dEo,Az) 
Ţ-1— = ιωεε^ I — dz^ \ωμμο ノ άζ 
dz^ ՚՛՝^^^" dz 
Subst i tut ing equat ion 2.24 and equation 2.22 in to these gives 
き^ 」 .2 
dřH, 
+ klHo,. (z) = О 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
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Equat ion 2.27 has the general solut ion 
Eo,y (z) = ճ տ ա {k^z) + В cos {k^z) (2.29) 
where A and в are constants. Us ing equation 2.22, the solut ion o f equat ion 2.28 is 
щ,х ( г ) = ๆ cos 기 - ֊ s in (kzz) 
ιωμμο ιωμμο 
(2.30) 
N o w , to s imp l i f y the solut ion o f the M a x w e l l equations in the T E polar isat ion, we can con­
struct a two-component co lumn vector, whose components are the tangential components o f 
the electric and magnetic fields 
Ө ( г ) = 
Бо,у (ζ) 
Ho,, {ζ) 
(2.31) 
The electromagnetic fields can then be coupled between any t w o p i anes o f constant ζ w i t h i n 
the layer by app ly ing the solut ions o f the M a x w e l l equations 
θ (ζ) = М Ө {zo) (2.32) 
Due to the subst i tut ion rule fo r t ransforming between the two independent polarisat ions, the 
vector for the T M polar isat ion must be constructed as 
Но,у (z) 
Eo,, {z) 
(2.33) 
and the fields are coupled in the same way as the T E polar isat ion, by using equation 2.32. 
Here M is the transfer matr ix to propagate the electromagnetic fields f r o m ZQ to z. When 
ZQ and z are the boundaries o f a layer in a dielectr ic mu l t i layer structure, M is k n o w n as the 
characteristic matr ix o f the layer. To find the f o r m o f the mat r i x elements M i j , we consider 
the t w o cases when θ ( շ օ ) = [ 1 , о ] , and θ (ZQ) = [о, 1], w h i c h w i l l g ive fou r condi t ions w i t h 
wh i ch to speci fy M i l , Mi2, M21 and M22. A p p l y i n g the boundary cond i t ion £Ό,Ι (^o) = 1 
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and Ho,y (ZQ) = 0 gives A = s in (kzZo) and в = COS (kzZo) and 
Mil = cos {кг {z ― го)) (2.34) 
М21 = ф s in (кг (z - ^o)) (2.35) 
where р is g iven by equat ion 2.3 (and equation 2.4 fo r the T M polar isat ion) . A p p l y i n g the 
boundary cond i t ion £ľo,i (ZQ) = 0 and Ho,у (zo) = 1 gives 
M12 = - s in (fc^ (z - Zo)) (2.36) 
M22 = c o s (кг ( z - Z o ) ) (2.37) 
Therefore, when z and 2；0 are the coordinates o f the t w o boundaries o f an isotropic homoge­
neous layer, the characterist ic transfer matr ix o f the layer is 
M 
cos (k^d) i֊ sin (kzd) 
ipsin (k^d) cos {k^ď) 
(2.38) 
where d = z — ZQ is the thickness o f the layer, kz = {ηω/с) COS θ is the г -component o f 
the wavevector and ท is the refract ive index o f the layer, ρ is g iven in equat ion 2.3 for the 
TE-polar isat ion and equat ion 2.4 fo r the T M polar isat ion. 
2.1,2 Characteristic transfer matrix of dielectric multilayers 
For a mul t i layered dielectr ic structure consist ing o f N isot ropic, homogeneous layers, 
where the ith layer has boundaries atz = Zi-I and ζ = Zi, the fo rmu la 
Q{zi) = M { z i - Z i - i ) e { z i - i ) (2.39) 
relates the tangential components o f the electromagnetic fields at the layer boundaries. The 
tangential components o f the electric and magnetic fields at any dielectr ic boundary must 
be cont inuous, so i f the fields at the external boundary are k n o w n , the characteristic transfer 
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matr ix o f successive layers can be appl ied to propagate the fields through the structure. Thus 
Θ { Ζ Ν ) = Μ { Ζ Ν - Ζ Ο ) Θ { Ζ Ο ) (2.40) 
where the characteristic transfer mat r ix fo r the entire mu l t i layer structure M {ZN - го) is the 
product o f the matrices for each layer 
M [ZN ֊ZO) = M {ZN - ZN-i) . . . M { z i - . . . M (2ւ ֊ го) (2.41) 
where 
(2.42) 
cos ( k ^ j d j ) i j : s in ( k . j d j ) 
i p j S i n { k . j d j ) cos ( k ^ j d j ) 
where the subscripts j label the layers. Thus the electromagnetic fields can be propagated 
through the entire structure, as long as the boundary condi t ions are k n o w n . The situat ion is 
i l lustrated in figure 2 . 1 . 
2.1.3 Reflection and transmission 
N o w consider a mul t i layer dielectr ic structure, surrounded by t w o semi- in f in i te media o f 
relative permi t t i v i t y ε ƒ and Єї and relat ive permeabi l i t ies ßf and μι, as shown in figure 2 . 1 . 
The characterist ic transfer matr ix o f the mul t i layer can be calculated as M , and this cou­
ples the fields at the lef t and right boundaries o f the mul t i layer . The general solut ion to 
the M a x w e l l equations in the homogeneous, isotropic semi- in f in i te boundary media can be 
wr i t ten as 
С ձ՚ժ՚՚՚-ք՛ + z<Zo 
Εο,ν { z ) = { ふ (2.43) 
[ շ ՚ ժ ՛ ՛ ՛ ՛ ՛ ՛ + ű ' e - ' * ' - ' ^ z> ZN 
Яо ふ ^ バ み (2.44) 
[ ik,,iC'๙^'·՝' - ւ հ , , ւ Օ ՚ 6 - ՛ ՛ ՛ ՛ ՛ " z> ZN 
These equations describe an inc ident plane wave f r o m the lef t o f the mul t i layer structure 
w i t h a complex ampl i tude A'. The incident wave is par t ia l ly ref lected by the mul t i layer 
to give a le f t - t ravel l ing wave in the region ζ < 2o o f complex ampl i tude B'. I t is also 
be part ia l ly t ransmit ted through the structure, to g ive a right-travelling wave in the region 
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г > гл^ o f ampl i tude C'. However, since there is no le f t - t rave l l ing wave in the region 
z > z N, D' = 0. The ref lect ion coeff ic ient is g iven by the rat io o f the ampl i tudes r = B'/A' 
and the transmission coeff ic ient by է = C ' / A ' . Then the ref lect iv i ty is R = ļ r ļ ^ , and the 
t ransmissiv i ty is т = \t\^pi/pf, wh i ch describe the proport ions o f the power reflected by 
and transmit ted through the structure respectively. The fields at the left and right boundaries 
are coupled by the characteristic transfer mat r ix , so 
M 
and thus the ref lect ion coeff ic ient is g iven by 
1 + r І 
-、 ՜ Pıt 
(2.45) 
^ Ми + Мир f ― M2i/pi - M22Pf/pi 
Mx2P¡ + м і і / р і - ՍշշՔքխւ - Mn 
(2.46) 
and the transmission coeff ic ient is 
է 2(MiiM22 ― M12M21 ) Pf/pi 
M ո + M22Pf/pi - Мир f ― M2i/pi 
(2.47) 
Note that conservat ion o f energy requires М ц М г г - M12M21 = 1 fo r the characteristic 
transfer matr ix o f any mul t i layer where there is no аЬзоф І іоп o f l igh t (i.e. al l the refract ive 
indices are real, non-complex values). 
2.1.4 Eigenfrequencies 
The eigenfrequencies o f the electromagnetic modes o f the structure can be found by con­
sider ing the structure w i t h no incident electromagnetic fields. The cond i t ion o f no incident 
electromagnetic fields corresponds to a boundary cond i t ion o f ou tgo ing waves, or s imp ly 
on ly a le f t - t rave l l ing wave in the region z < Zo and a right-travelling wave in the region 
z > Հիւ g i v i ng Ճ ՛ = £ ) ' = 0 in equations 2.43 and 2.44. I t f o l l ows 
1 1 
M = л 
• 一 p ! . Pl 
(2.48) 
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where ๙4 is a constant. E l im ina t i ng the constant A f r o m the t w o equations that result f r o m 
equat ion 2.48 gives the fo rmu la 
Mi l [ω) - Ми (ω) P f - Μ21 (ω) ^ + Μ22 (ω) Ķ = о (2.49) 
Pl Pl 
The values o f ω wh i ch are the roots o f the above equat ion are the eigenfrequencies o f the 
mul t i layered system. These eigenfrequencies w i l l be complex , as the electromagnetic fields 
w i th in the structure decay, w i t h a l i fe t ime related to the imaginary part o f the eigenfrequen­
cies, r = 1 / I m (ω) . 
2.1.5 Electromagnetic field profiles 
The electromagnetic fields in a mul t i layered dielectr ic structure result f r o m the inter­
ference o f waves due to mul t ip le ref lections and transmissions at the the various dielectr ic 
boundaries that make up the structure. Hence the electromagnet ic field prof i le can be very 
compl icated, even for a structure w i t h jus t a few layers. 
The transfer matr ix M {z' 一 ζ) can be used to relate the fields at any t w o points w i t h i n 
the structure. The method fo r calculat ing the electromagnetic field throughout the structure 
consists o f d i v i d i ng each layer in to a series o f slices, and app ly ing the transfer matr ix o f a 
slice to propagate the fields f r o m one slice to the next. Hence, i f the electric and magnetic 
fields are k n o w n at one external boundary (or at any other point i n the structure), the complete 
electromagnetic field prof i le for the structure can be calculated. 
2.1.6 Transfer matrix in a basis of propagating waves 
Th is section has so-far detai led transfer matr ix methods using a basis o f the tangential 
components o f the electr ic and magnetic fields. However , sometimes i t is useful to recast the 
transfer matr ix method in to a basis o f left and right propagat ing plane waves. The general 
solut ion o f the M a x w e l l equations w i t h i n the і仏 layer o f a mu l t i l ayered structure 
^o,x ( z ) = О І Є ' * ^ - ' ^ + Ь І Є - ' " ' - ' < z < Z i (2.50) 
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fo r the TE-po lar isat ion. We can construct a two-component co lumn vector consist ing o f the 
complex ampl i tudes o f the lef t and right propagat ing plane waves 
φ ( ζ ) 
a ( ζ ) 
b { ζ ) 
(2.51) 
Matr ices can then be constructed to propagate the ñelds across a layer in the structure 
e - 빠 0 
0 e + ゆ 
(2.52) 
where Фі is the change in the phase associated w i t h propagat ion across the layer. A t the 
dielectr ic interfaces between the layers, ref lect ion and transmission o f the plane waves takes 
place. In the transfer mat r ix fo rma l i sm w i th a plane wave basis, this is described by the 
so-cal led dynamica l matrices [56] 
(2.53) 
where Ф і (Zi) and ф'і {Zi) are the ampl i tudes o f the fields at the lef t and right boundaries o f 
the ith dielectr ic interface respectively. The dynamica l matrices are given by 
1 1 
Tli cos 9i —Пі cos ві 
(2.54) 
fo r TE-po lar ised waves and 
cos ві COS Oi 
Пі -Пі 
(2.55) 
fo r TM-po la r i sed waves. 
Ref. [56] includes a der ivat ion o f the transfer mat r ix in the basis o f the left and right 
propagat ing plane waves, and also a discussion o f the propert ies o f the transfer mat r ix . The 
most impor tant result fo r this thesis is that the transfer mat r ix o f any structure can be wr i t ten 
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i n terms o f the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients, r and t, o f the structure 
1 ֊r 
(2.56) 
2.2 Fresnel equations for reflection and transmission at a 
dielectric interface 
The Fresnel f o rmu la g ive the ref lect ion f r o m and transmission through a dielectr ic inter­
face. These formulae are der ived by consider ing the boundary condi t ions on the electric and 
magnet ic fields at such an interface [57 ] . These state that the tangential component o f the 
electr ic and magnet ic field must be cont inuous at any dielectr ic interface. The Fresnel for ­
mu la can be obtained in the transfer matr ix fo rma l i sm by w r i t i n g the characteristic transfer 
mat r i x o f a single interface, bounded by the two semi- in f in i te media w i t h refract ive indexes 
ท1 and Ո շ , and using equations 2.46 and 2.47 fo r the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients. 
Consider a plane wave inc ident upon the interface f r o m the first med ium. The wave w i l l be 
par t ia l ly reflected f r o m the interface, and part ia l ly t ransmit ted through the interface into the 
second med ium. The cont inu i ty o f the tangential components o f the electr ic and magnetic 
fields can fo rma l l y be described by the transfer matr ix through the interface wh ich is jus t the 
2 x 2 un i ty mat r ix , 
「 1 0 
M = 
0 1 
(2.57) 
Thus , f r o m equation 2.46 the ref lect ion coeff ic ient is 
Pi -P2 
P1+P2 
and f r o m equation 2.47 the transmission coeff ic ient is 
2pi 
(2.58) 
Pi +P2 
(2.59) 
Snel l 's law can be used to express the Fresnel equations in terms o f the angles o f incidence 
and refract ion on ly (see, for example, ref. [ 57 ] , page 40) . 
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Thus the ref lect iv i ty and t ransmissiv i ty are given by 
respectively. 
2.3 Thin films 
r = ら ポ = _ 1 ^ 
Pi ( P 1 + P 2 ) 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
A th in film can be considered as a dielectr ic mu l t i layer w i t h on ly one layer (or as t w o 
dielectr ic interfaces). Le t this layer have a refract ive index o f Ո շ = y ē i (μ = 1) and a w id th 
๘2， so that the characteristic transfer matr ix through the th in film is 
M = 
cos I Î i k 2 , z d 2 ) - s i n (^ ;2,^ ๔2) 
гр2 s in (/：2，2<^2) cos (հշ^շժշ) 
(2.62) 
where P2 = Ոշ COS Ө2 fo r TE-po lar ised waves, and P2 = COS օշ /ոշ fo r TM-po la r i sed waves. 
Consider now the symmetr ic case, where the film is bounded on both sides by the same 
mater ia l , o f refract ive index Щ. F r o m equat ion 2.46 the ref lect ion coeff ic ient is g iven by 
M i l + Mi2Pi 一 М з і / р і 一 M22 
Mi2Pi + М г і / р і - Мга - M u 
or, insert ing the f o r m o f the matr ix elements f r o m equat ion 2.62 
(2.63) 
r = 
― Վք,֊^) s in { к 2 , л ) ― 
1 I · I r * * է ท 
(2.64) 
A l ternat ive ly , this fo rmu la can be der ived f r o m considerat ion o f the mu l t ip le reflections 
w i t h i n the film wh i ch occur at the dielectr ic boundaries ( known as an A i r y s u m m a t i o n ― s e e , 
f o r example, [56 ] , chapter 4 ) . Equat ion 2.64 leads to the spectral f o r m o f the Fabry-Perot 
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osci l lat ions in the ref lect ion spectrum 
R = Т Г : ，、 (2.65) 
― _ 4r¡ sin 2 (¿2,2๘2) 
( 1 - r f f + 4 r f s i n {k2M 
where Г і is the ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the dielectr ic interfaces, g iven by the Fresnel equa­
tions as Г і = {pi 一 P 2 ) I (p i + P2). The eigenfrequencies o f the th in film can be found by 
appl icat ion o f ou tgo ing wave boundary condi t ions, as discussed in section 2.1.4. The eigen­
frequencies are given by the equat ion 
2 cos (/¡;2,^๘2) + M + — ) sin { Һ М = 0 
\P2 P i ノ 
or, after rearrangement 
tan (Ä ; , , .d , ) = | ^ 
For TE-po lar ised waves, թլ，շ = ท1,2 COS ö l , 2 , so 
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
tan {հշ^շժ.շ) = + "՛շ,։ 
For TM-po la r i sed wave, Pi,2 = COS օ ւ , շ / ո ւ _ շ , so 
(2.68) 
tan (^2,^(^2) = 
{ոշ/ու)'Վ, + {ո:/ոշ)ՂԼ 
(2.69) 
is the eigenvalue equat ion fo r TM-po la r i sed modes in the th in film. Due to the symmetry o f 
the structure under considerat ion, the electromagnetic field prof i les o f the eigenmodes must 
be either symmetr ic or ant isymmetr ic ; two d i f ferent classes o f solut ions o f equation 2.68 
and equat ion 2.69 g ive the eigenfrequencies o f the symmetr ic and ant isymmetr ic modes. 
Equat ions 2.68 and 2.69 can also be der ived by d i rect ly consider ing the symmetr ic and ant i ­
symmetr ic fields that are the solut ions o f the M a x w e l l equations in the three regions wh ich 
the th in film comprises. 
In equation 2.67, we can wr i te the tangent func t ion in terms o f complex exponentials, 
and rearrange to g ive 
e^'''·^'^' = 士 P i 一 Р 2 = ± r ՝ i (2.70) 
P1+P2 
Us ing the posi t ive sign on the right hand side leads to the eigenfrequencies o f the symmetr ic 
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modes, wh i l e the negative sign leads to the eigenfrequencies for the ant isymmetr ic modes. 
T h e eigenfrequencies are thus given by 
т ҡ с с ,つ〜、 ω= ^ . , -i——֊-т-^1пгі (2.71) 
Ո շ COS օշ Օշ Ո շ COS եշ ๘շ 
where even values o f the integer m g ive the eigenfrequencies o f the symmetr ic modes, and 
odd values g ive the eigenfrequencies o f the ant isymmetr ic modes. T h e eigenfrequencies are 
complex and the t ime dependence o f the electromagnetic field is 6 ՜ ՛ ՛ ^ * = e~''*^('^)*e'"՝('^^'. 
Hence the fields osci l late at an angular frequency g iven by the real part o f the complex 
eigenfrequencies and decay i n exponent ia l ly in t ime by a factor e'""^*^^' where I m (ω) is neg­
at ive. Th is exponent ial decay o f the fields w i t h i n the structure is due to the outgo ing wave 
boundary c o n d i t i o n s ― l i g h t can escape and leak out o f the external boundaries, but no l igh t 
is incident on the th in film. I f τ is the l i fe t ime o f the eigenmodes o f the th in film, def ined by 
the t ime taken fo r the fields to decay by a factor o f e, then 
r = ะ-ļ-r (2.72) 
I m (ω) 
F r o m equat ion 2 .71 , i t can be seen that the frequencies o f the modes depends on ly on the 
properties o f the film, specif ical ly on the phase change o f l igh t as i t propagates through the 
film. The l i fe t ime, however, depends on the properties o f both the film and the bound ing 
med ium. Speci f ica l ly the l i fe t ime is dependent on the ref lect ion coef f ic ient o f the bounding 
dielectr ic interfaces. 
2.4 Bragg reflectors 
A Bragg ref lector is a dielectr ic mu l t i layer that has a per iodic refract ive index prof i le 
a long the d i rect ion o f strat i f icat ion. Usua l ly consist ing o f two types o f layer, A and B, o f 
refract ive indices ท1 and ท2 and layer thicknesses d i and ժշ, they idea l ly have equal opt ical 
thickness, such that Ոչժւ ะ= Ոշժշ. I n such a structure, the transfer matr ix fo r one per iod is 
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Figure 2.2 Tangential components of the electric (red) and magnetic (blue) fields of the 
eigenmodes below (a) and above (b) the PBG of a 12 p e r i ฟ Bragg reflector. The complex 
eigenfrequencies of the modes are (a) ω/ωο = 0.836 - ¿2.95 χ 1 0 ՜ 3 and (b) ω/ωο = 
1.164 ֊г2.95 χ ւՕ ՜Յ. 
given by the mat r ix mul t ip l i ca t ion o f the transfer matrices fo r the two layers 
cos (A;2,^d2) ֊ s in (¿2,^๔2) 
ip2 s in (¿2,2๘2) COS ( / յ շ ՚ շէ /շ ) 
COS {ki^,di) ¿ s i n (Αι,^ο ί ι) 
ipi s in (ki^zdi) cos(A;i,^cři) 
(2.73) 
For N such per iods, the total transfer matr ix across the Bragg ref lector is 
transfer mat r i x , the ref lect ion and transmission spectrum can be calculated. 
M 
าN 
. F r o m the 
2.4.1 Dispersion relation 
Figure 2.2 shows the electric and magnetic fields o f the eigenmodes immedia te ly below 
(a) and above (b) the P B G . Us ing B loch 'ร theorem for per iodic media, the electromagnetic 
fields in the structure can be wr i t ten as 
θ ( г ) = θ(° ) {ζ) (2.74) 
where ű = (¿1 + (¿2 is the per iod o f the Bragg reflector, and к is the B loch wavevector. The 
vector ө ( ° ) has the per iod ic i ty o f the Bragg reflector, ө ( ° ) {ζ) = Θゆ) {ζ + D). I f z is at a 
dielectr ic interface, then the fields at z and z + D are related through the transfer matr ix fo r 
one per iod 
e{z + D)= M < ^ ) © (z) (2.75) 
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where ա^^Հ g iven by equation 2.73, is the transfer matr ix for one per iod in the Bragg 
reflector. Therefore 
м(^ )ө (z) = е*^^ө (г) (2.76) 
which is an eigenvalue equat ion, where e՝^^ are the eigenvalues o f the transfer matr ix M(^). 
The eigenvalues are found f r o m the secular equat ion det ^м(^) - 16՝՛^^^ = о, where î is 
the 2 х 2 ident i ty matr ix . Therefore 
cos (KD) = - ( M u (ω) + Μ22 (α;)) (2.77) 
gives the dispersion relat ion fo r the in f in i te per iodic mu l t i layer structure w i t h per iod D and 
transfer mat r ix through one per iod M ( 尸 ) . For the Bragg reflector, 
cos (KD) = ^\՝^P^^ cos {кг z(h + k2,,d2) - p^"^ COS {ki,,di ― ^ շ , , ^ շ ) (2.78) 
or, in terms o f the ref lect iv i ty, Ri, and transmissivi ty, Ί\, o f the dielectr ic interfaces that 
make up the Bragg reflector, 
cos {KD) = ― cos {ki,zdi + /сг . г^г) - ― COS {ki^^di - k2^zd^) (2.79) 
Equat ion 2.79 can be solved numer ical ly , and i t is found that band gaps appear in the dis­
persion relat ion o f the Bragg reflector. These photonic band gaps are spectral regions for 
wh ich no real solut ions exist fo r the B loch wavevector к , since ļcos {KD)\ > 1. Thus the 
band gap edges are at COS (KD) = ±1, or values o f к wh i ch correspond to the centre and 
edges o f the first B r i l l ou i n zone. For normal incidence (Ө - 0), the P B G appears for any 
arbitrary values o f the refractive indices o f the layers as long as щ փ Ոշ, and regardless 
o f how small the refractive index contrast between the two types o f layer is. However, the 
transfer matr ix , and therefore the dispersion re lat ion, is dependent on the angle o f propaga­
t ion o f l ight w i t h i n the Bragg reflector. The angles in each type o f layer are related by Snell 's 
law ท1 s i n θι ― Ո շ s in Qļ. I f the angle in the h igher index m e d i u m exceeds the cr i t ical angle 
for total internal ref lect ion f r o m the h igh index med ium to the low index med ium, then the 
fields w i l l be evanescent i n the low index med ium and propagat ion w i l l be perpendicular to 
the di rect ion o f strat i f icat ion (Ö = π / 2 ) . I n this case, the system is i n effect an inf in i te chain 
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o f coupled waveguides, and the band gaps in the dispersion relat ion w i l l have disappeared, 
as the l ight is gu ided along the direct ion o f constant refract ive index. 
Now, consider the case fo r wh ich the optical lengths o f the two types o f layer are ident i ­
cal , such that ทidi = Ո շ ^ շ , and normal incidence, θ = 0. Then , ki^^di = /С2,г^2 = kd fo r al l 
frequencies, and the dispersion relat ion is given by 
cos (KD) = 1 - ^ ร1ท2 ( Ы ) (2.80) 
where τ1°^ = 4 ո ւ Ո շ / (ท1 + щү is the Fresnel t ransmissiv i ty through the interfaces in the 
Bragg reflector at normal incidence. 
A t the centre o f the B r i l l ou i n zone, KD = 0 , 2 ᅲ , 4 ᅲ , . . a n d COS {KD) = 1 , and 
A sin^ (kd) = 0 (2.81) ザ ) 
Therefore there is on ly a doub ly degenerate solut ion kd = mᅲ f o r each value o f the integer 
m , and thus no band gap is fo rmed at the centre o f the B r i l l o u i n zone when ทidi = Ո շ մ շ . Th is 
degeneracy is l i f ted when Tildi փ ոՔդ. A t the edge o f the first B r i l l o u i n zone, COS {KĐ) = 
- 1 , and the a l lowed frequencies in the dispersion relat ion are g iven by 
s i n ^ (kd) = ポ 
Thus the edges o f the photonic band gap are at angular frequencies 
. . = ^a r cs i n (V^ ) 
and 
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
(2.84) 
and the centre o f the band gap, cal led the Bragg frequency, is given by ωο = (พ1 + էմշ) / 2 , 
where (ท) is the mean refractive index in the Bragg reflector. The w id th o f the band gap is 
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given by Δ ω = ฬ2 - บ1, 
Αω = 
{ท) D ՜ {ท) D 
aresin ( \/ТІ°^ (2.86) 
and the w id th o f the band gap relative to its centre frequency is 
Δ ω 4 
= 2 - 二 謂 ^ ^ \ / τ ι (0) (2.87) 
In the P B G , the B loch wavevector is complex. The physical meaning o f this complex 
wavevector can be seen by examin ing the f o r m o f equation 2.74. 
Θ {ζ) = e»Míf)^e- '" ՝( '^>^e(°^ (ζ) (2.88) 
The real part o f the B l o c h wavevector к describes the per iod ic i ty o f the envelope funct ion 
o f the osci l latory electromagnetic field. However when к is complex, the envelope func-
reflector. The attenuation length o f the electromagnetic fields, def ined as the distance over 
wh i ch the envelope o f the electromagnetic fields decays by a factor o f e， is given by the re­
c iprocal o f the imaginary part o f the complex wavevector ( 1 / I m ( K ) ) . A t the centre o f the 
band gap, the transfer matr ix fo r one per iod o f the Bragg ref lector is 
M = -ทւ/ոշ О 
о - Ո շ / щ 
(2.89) 
and therefore 
e İKD 
Ну (ζ) 
(2.90) 
when ω = UQ. For the electric field, the B loch wavevector is given by e ぼ D = - ท i / ո շ , so 
D D V " շ . (2.91) 
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Figure 2.3 Tangential components of the electric (red) and magnetic (blue) fields when a 
plane wave is incident from the left of a 12 period Bragg reflector at the Bragg frequency 
(ω = Wo). 
and fo r the magnetic field, ժ^^ = -Ոշ/ու, so 
K = ᅲ 
D 
г— l n — (2.92) 
Therefore the attenuation per per iod o f the Bragg ref lector is dependent on the rat io o f the 
refract ive indices o f the two lay ers. A s an example, figure 2.3 shows the electr ic and mag­
netic fields o f a plane wave incident on a 12-period Bragg ref lector f r o m the lef t at the Bragg 
frequency. 
2.4.2 Reflection and transmission 
The ref lect ion and transmission spectra can be calculated f r o m the transfer matr ix by 
appl icat ion o f equat ion 2.46 and equation 2.47. F igure 2.4 shows the ref lect ion and trans­
mission spectra o f a Bragg ref lector w i t h parameters ท1 ― 1.45, Ո շ = 2.3, dl = 120.7 n m , 
๘2 = 76.1 n m , and w i t h N = з periods, 6 periods or 12 periods. There is a band o f h igh 
ref lect iv i ty in the spectral region o f the P B G . Th is is k n o w n as the stop-band o f the Bragg 
reflector. A t the Bragg frequency uq, the transfer matr ix ( fo r norma l incidence) is 
M (ωο) = 
.т. 
ոշ 
yv 
о 
.21 
Til 
Ν (2.93) 
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Figure 2.4 Phase change on reflection (top), reflectivity R (middle) and transmission г 
through a Bragg reflector with ท1 = 1.45, Ոշ = 2.3， dl = 120.7 nm, (k = 76.1 nm, and 
İV = З periods (a), N = 6 periods (b) and N = Ì2 periods (c). 
fo r a Bragg ref lector o f N periods. The ref lect ion coeff ic ient at the Bragg frequency can be 
calculated f r o m the transfer mat r ix , and for a Bragg reflector in air, 
լ ո շ / ա ք ՛ ՛ - 1 r{ωo) 
(nշ/nı)^'' + (2.94) 
Thus the phase change on ref lect ion f r o m the Bragg ref lector at the B ragg frequency is either 
0 ( for Ո շ > Ո ւ ) or ᅲ ( for Ո շ < Ո ւ ) . In the spectral region o f the stop-band, the phase 
change upon ref lect ion is approximately a l inear func t ion o f the frequency, as can be seen in 
figure 2.4. The m a x i m u m ref lect ion (at ω = Wo) f r o m the Bragg ref lector increases as the 
number o f periods in the Bragg ref lector is increased, and also the band o f h igh ref lect iv i ty 
becomes more square. I n the transmission spectrum, there is a d ip in the region o f the P B G , 
centred on the Bragg frequency Шҫ). 
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2.5 Microcavities 
Microcav i t ies are structures that are typ ica l ly made up o f a pair o f quarter-wave Bragg 
reflectors enclosing a central layer o f hal f a wavelength (at the Bragg frequency condi t ion) or 
more in thickness. The Bragg reflectors essentially act as h igh ref lect iv i ty dielectr ic mirrors 
( for frequencies in the stop-band o f the Bragg reflector) enclosing the central layer, thus 
creat ing a Fabry-Perot type cavity, as i l lustrated in figure 2.5. 
The eigenfrequencies o f the microcav i ty can be f ound f r o m i ts transfer mat r ix by appl i ­
cat ion o f ou tgo ing wave boundary condi t ions. Th is is most convenient ly done by searching 
fo r the roots o f equation 2.49 numerical ly . However, an estimate can be made by assuming 
some s impl i f icat ions. Us ing a basis o f lef t and right t rave l l ing plane waves, the fields inside 
the cavi ty boundaries can be coupled by the matr ix equat ion 
A バ 1 
0 1 
1 0 6+՝Ί> Г2 
(2.95) 
where r[ is the ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the lef t Bragg ref lector and Г2 is the ref lect ion coef f i ­
c ient o f the right Bragg reflector as seen f r o m the cavi ty (see figure 2.5), and «4 is a constant. 
r[ and Г2 are dependent on the frequency (see figure 2.4). E l im ina t i ng the constant л f r o m 
the two equations that result f r o m equation 2.95 gives 
г'іГзе^'^ = 1 (2.96) 
where ф is the phase change associated w i t h propagat ion across the cavi ty layer. 
I f i t is assumed that the bound ing Bragg mir rors are ident ical m i r ro r images o f each 
other, so that the layer sequence o f the total mul t i layered structure is ( A B ) ' ^ A A ( B A ) ^ , then 
r[ •:= Г2 and 
r^e^'* = 1 (2.97) 
The ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the Bragg reflectors can be wr i t ten as r2 = 17՝շ1 6*՛^. I n the region 
o f the Bragg ref lector 's stop-band, the magni tude o f the ref lect ion coeff ic ient is approx i ­
mate ly constant, so we can assume 
Ւշ| « Ւշ (^о)І 
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Figure 2.5 A typical refractive index profile of a microcavity bounded by two Bragg reflec­
tors. Vertical grey lines represent dielectric boundaries in the structure, ή , Г2, Կ and էշ are 
the reflection and transmission coefficients of the left and right Bragg reflectors respectively, 
when light is incident from the left; dashed values are the equivalent for light incident from 
the right, as shown by the arrows. 
and its phase is approx imate ly a l inear funct ion o f the frequency, g iven by [98] 
φ к, ทท1ท2 ω — ωο 
[ท2 - Ո ւ ) Пс ωο 
(2.99) 
So lv ing equat ion 2.97 for the eigenfrequency using the above approx imat ions gives 
ω = ωο — і ωο (ทշ 一 Πι) Пс 
ᅲ ( ռ շ - Ո ւ ) Пс + ท1ท2 
l n 
Г2 
(2.100) 
F igure 2.6 shows the electric (red l ine) and magnetic (blue l ine) fields o f the cavi ty mode 
o f a hal f -wave microcav i ty enclosed by Bragg reflectors w i t h N = 6 periods. I t can be 
seen that the fields are local ised on the microcav i ty layer, as the envelope funct ion o f the 
fields decay exponent ia l ly w i t h distance away f r o m the microcav i ty layer in to the two Bragg 
mirrors. 
Thus there is a state local ised on the microcav i ty w i t h an eigenfrequency at the centre 
o f the band gap o f the Bragg reflectors and a w id th wh i ch depends on the magni tude o f the 
ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the Bragg reflectors. A t the frequency ω = บ0, the transfer matrices 
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Figure 2.6 Tangential components of the electric (red) and magnetic (blue) field profiles 
for the cavity eigenmodes of a microcavity with N = Q periods in the enclosing Bragg 
reflectors. The complex eigenfrequency of the mode is ω/ωο = 1.00 - ¿1.36 χ 10—3. 
f o r the lef t and right Bragg mi r rors are 
M (ωο) = 
( - Ո ւ / ո շ ) 
о 
and 
M {ωο) = ' - ท շ / ո \ ) 
N' 
- Ո շ / ո \ ) N 
(2.101) 
о 
、N' (2.102) о {~Ու1ոշ)՛ 
respectively, where N is the number o f periods in the lef t B ragg ref lector and N' the number 
in the right reflector. The transfer matr ix o f the single cavi ty layer at the Bragg frequency o f 
the bound ing mi r rors is 
M (ωο) = cos 
Tiçdc ᅲ 
nd 2 sin 
'ทçdç ᅲ՝՝ 
^ nd 2 ı 
inisin ( r ^ l ) cos(^f) 
(2.103) 
where nd = nidi = ท2๘2 is the opt ical thickness o f the lay ers in the quarter-wave Bragg 
reflector, and Пс and dc are the refract ive index and thickness o f the cav i ty layer. Therefore 
the transfer mat r ix o f the who le structure at the Bragg frequency o f the mi r rors is 
M ( w o ) 
(֊n:M)^-^'żn.sin(^|) ՚ - Ո շ / ո ւ ) w cos 
\ nd วิ. 
(2.104) 
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Choosing the cavi ty to be a hal f -wave layer (ทcdc = 2nd) means that the transfer matr ix 
s impl i f ies to 
" { - ท ւ խ շ ք – ՛ ՛ ՛ О 
О {-ทշ/աք–՛՛՛ 
I t fo l l ows that the ref lect ion coeff ic ient is 
1 - ( ո ւ / ո շ ) ^ ^ ^ ՛ – ^ ^ 
(2.105) 
r (ωο) ： 
and the ref lect iv i ty is 
1 + ( η ι Μ ) ^ ( ^ ' - ^ ) 
(2.106) 
(2.107) 
,1 + ( ท : ฟ ^ ' - ^ \ 
as long as the two bound ing media are the same (i.e. Ոք = Ու). Hence the in t roduct ion o f a 
microcav i ty mode at the centre frequency o f the stop-band o f the Bragg reflectors results in 
the ref lect ion at the centre o f the P B G of the Bragg reflectors is reduced f r o m approximately 
un i ty to some s igni f icant ly smal ler value given by equation 2.107. Indeed, i f the two Bragg 
mir rors are ident ical ( iV = N'\ the transfer mat r ix through the entire structure reduces to the 
2 x 2 ident i ty matr ix and the ref lect iv i ty R {ωο) = 0. Hence there is perfect transmission o f 
l ight at the centre frequency o f the stop-band as a result o f the in t roduct ion o f the hal f -wave 
cavity. 
The frequency dependence o f the ref lect ion and transmission properties o f a microcav i ty 
can also be found by consider ing the mul t ip le ref lect ions that occur w i t h in the cavi ty layer. 
To see this take Γ ι and í l as the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients o f the lef t Bragg 
mi r ro r when l ight is incident f r o m the left , and r[ and t\ as the equivalent when l ight is 
incident f r o m the right. S imi la r def ini t ions fo r the right Bragg m i r ro r are also made, as 
shown in figure 2.5. The total ref lect ion f r o m the entire structure, r , is made up o f the first 
ref lect ion Г ь fo l l owed by mul t ip le reflections in the cavity, taWng into account the phase 
shi f t φ on propagat ion across the cavi ty layer. Thus 
r = r , + Г 2 * і < ; е 2 ' * ^ ( г г г і е ^ * ๆ " ( 2 . 1 0 8 ) 
N o w using 
ท=0 
- f o r < 1 (2.109) 
4 1 
1 - Г2Г[е r ľ ( 2 . 1 1 0 ) 
Treat ing the total transmission in a s imi lar way, 
I t must be remembered that the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients o f the two Bragg 
mi r rors are themselves complex , strongly frequency dependent funct ions. Therefore, to pro­
ceed, make the f o l l o w i n g s impl i f icat ions. Assume that the lef t and right Bragg mir rors are 
ident ical " m i r r o r " images o f each other, such that Г і = r'2, Г2 = r'い tl = է՛շ and էշ = t [ . 
Also assume that the cavi ty and bound ing media have the same refract ive index as one o f 
the layers o f the Bragg reflector, Ո ւ . I n this case Гі = r2, and tl = էշ. Thus equation 2.111 
s impl i f ies to 
The t ransmissiv i ty is then 
T = I ポ = } ^ ՜ ^ ' ^ \ (2.113) 
fo r normal incidence, where the ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the Bragg reflectors is wr i t ten as 
f i = 1г і | e'*^ and Ri = \гі\^. The ref lect iv i ty is s imi la r ly obtained and is 
R = И 2 = ֊ ֊ ֊ _ _ _ (2.114) 
(1 ― RiÝ + 4Ri siiŕ {Փ + φ) 
In the spectral region o f the photonic band gap the magni tude and phase o f the ref lect ion 
coeff ic ient o f a Bragg ref lector can be approximated by equations 2.98 and 2.99 respectively. 
A t the Bragg frequency บ0, the phase change fo r l ight propagat ing across the hal f -wave 
cavi ty is φ = Ҡ, and the phase change upon ref lect ion f r o m the t w o Bragg reflectors is 
φ = 0. Thus f r o m equations 2.113 and 2.114, R{uo) = 0 and T{uo) = 1， as expected. 
A l so , the F W H M o f the transmission spectrum can be est imated as 
AFWHM = ^ l ՜ / Ž - ' ( 2 - 1 1 5 ) nd{l + Ոշ) 2 - / H l 
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where 1 - ñ i is assumed to be much smaller than unity. Thus the w i d t h o f the transmission 
resonance introduced into the stop-band o f the Bragg ref lector by the microcav i ty can be 
contro l led by engineering the ref lect iv i ty o f the bounding Bragg mir rors . 
2.6 Coupled microcavities 
T w o or more microcavi t ies can be coupled together i n a cha in , separated by in termedi ­
ate Bragg mir rors . The system is then a set o f coupled osci l lators, wh ich w i l l lead to the 
sp l i t t ing o f frequencies o f the the cavi ty modes, in much the same way as fo r a set o f me­
chanical osci l lators or resonant electr ical c i rcui ts coupled together. I n this section we begin 
by lootóng at the spl i t t ing o f the mode frequencies fo r a pair o f coupled microcavi t ies, as 
shown in figure 2.7. Then, emp loy ing B loch 'ร theorem fo r per iodic media and using one o f 
the coupled cavit ies and Bragg m i r ro r as a supercel l , the dispersion relat ion o f an inf in i te 
chain o f coupled microcavi t ies is calculated. I t w i l l be seen that the spl i t cavi ty modes f o r m 
a photonic m in iband in the former P B G when the number o f coup led cavit ies is large enough 
to be considered essentially in f in i te . 
2.6.1 Cavity mode splitting 
Consider a system o f two microcavi t ies, bound on either side by Bragg mir rors o f reflec­
t ion coeff ic ient Гі and Г2, and coupled through an intermediate Bragg m i r ro r o f ref lect iv i ty 
7՝3. Let the outer Bragg mir rors have N periods, and the intermediate Bragg reflector have 
Р + 1/2 periods, as i l lustrated in figure 2.7, and let the two cavit ies have refractive indices 
Пс, and lengths li and Կ respectively, such that the phase change across a cavi ty for l ight 
incident norma l l y is 
01,2 = (2.116) 
Us ing a basis o f left- and right-travelling waves, the field at the lef t boundary o f cavi ty 1 and 
the right boundary o f cavi ty 2 can be related by 
Λ ri 
1 
e — О 
о e* か 
і . 
Í3 
— ra e-*** О 
О е » ^ 
1 
Г2 
(2.117) 
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Figure 2.7 Refractive index profile of two coupled microcavities. In general there are Q 
coupled microcavities; outer Bragg reflectors consist of N pairs of quarter-wave layers while 
the central Bragg reflectors consist of p + 1 / 2 pairs of layers, as shown. Hence here N = 3, 
P = 6 and Q = 2. The grey vertical lines represent the dielectric boundaries in the structure, 
and the outer Bragg reflectors have reflection coefficients r i and Г2, as shown. Also the 
central Bragg reflector has reflection coefficient Гз and transmission coefficient կ . 
where Aisa constant. Per fo rming the matr ix mu l t ip l i ca t ion , and e l im ina t ing the constant л 
yields 
Г1Г2 { վ - r ¡ ) e^(<^^+'^^' - e - ^ ( ^ ' + * ^ ) + Гз {ո6՚^<^՛–՛^՛^ + ք շ 6 - ' ( ՛ ^ ^ – ՛ ^ ^ ) ) = о (2.118) 
The solutions o f equation 2.118 are the complex eigenfrequencies o f the system o f coupled 
microcavi t ies. To proceed, we s imp l i f y the prob lem by consider ing on ly symmetr ic struc­
tures, so that ф\= Փշ — ф, and Г і = Г2. Thus equation 2.118 becomes 
ri { վ 一 Гзๆ e'"ľ - + 2 п г з = О (2.119) 
wh ich factorises as 
( r i (гз ― կ ) е 2 '0 - 1) ( r i (гз + կ ) ժ^փ - 1 ) = 0 (2.120) 
I t is clear that there are two dist inct solutions fo r the eigenmodes o f the system o f two 
coupled microcavi t ies, and that the modes o f the two isolated cavit ies in the stop-band have 
been spl i t in frequency. The size o f this sp l i t t ing, Δ ω , is the d i f ference between the two roots 
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o f equation 2.120. 
As in section 2.5， the ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the outer B ragg mir rors can be wr i t ten as 
Гі ― \гі I eゆ where the magni tude | г і I and phase φ can be approximated by equations 2.98 
and 2.99 in the P B G . Hence the solut ions o f equation 2.120 can be approximated as 
2 ո ն ι π η . η ~ (2-121) 
с ( n 2 - n i ) n c U O 
and the size o f the mode sp l i t t ing is 
Αω = ^'^''^ (2.122) 
с ՜՝ {ทช-ทі)псШ0 
Assuming that the central Bragg m i r ro r has a suff ic ient number o f periods, then һ / г з 《 1 
in the stop-band o f the Bragg ref lector and the Mac laur in series fo r the logar i thm on the right 
hand side o f equation 2.122 is 
i n ľ - ^ ] = l n Ր - ^ ] = - 2 Í 3 - 2 f | V - ^ f ^ V ֊ - (2-123) 
and on ly the l inear term in <з/гз on the right need be retained in an approximate solut ion 
o f equation 2.122. I t should also be noted that fo r a symmetr ic structure, the central Bragg 
mi r ro r must have an odd number o f layers, and hence the phase di f ference between its trans­
miss ion coeff ic ient tļ and its ref lect ion coeff ic ient Гз w i l l always be π / 2 . Thus 
^ = г М (2.124) 
and equat ion 2.122 becomes 
= ^ o N _ (2.125) 
с ՚ ( П 2 - П і ) п с 
I t is apparent that the size o f the mode spl i t t ing is d i rect ly propor t ional to the magni tude o f 
the transmission coeff ic ient o f the central Bragg mirror. 
T w o separate, dist inct coup l ing regimes can be realised. In the strong coup l ing regime, 
the size o f the cavi ty mode spl i t t ing is larger than the w id th o f the cavi ty modes. In this 
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case, the transmission spectrum contains two dist inct Lorentz ian resonances, centred on the 
eigenfrequencies o f the split cavi ty modes. However, in the weak coup l ing regime, the size 
o f the cavi ty mode spl i t t ing is smal ler than the w id th o f the cav i ty modes. In this case the 
two resonances merge in to one, such that the transmission spectrum recovers its Lorentz ian 
shape, but w i t h a peak transmission o f less than unity. 
I n section 2.5, i t was seen that the w id th o f the cavi ty modes depends on the magnitude o f 
the ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the bound ing Bragg mir rors (equation 2.115) , and i n this section 
i t has been shown that the cavi ty mode spl i t t ing depends on the magni tude o f the transmission 
through the intermediate Bragg m i f fo r . Hence, to realise the st rong coup l i ng reg ime requires 
h igh values o f N and low values o f p. The opposite is required to realise the weak coup l ing 
regime. F igure 2.8 (a) to (e) show several coupled microcavi t ies w i t h various thicknesses 
o f the outer and central mirrors. The central mir rors have р + 1/2 periods, and the outer 
mi r ro rs have iV = 3 periods (blue l ines) and iV = 6 periods ( red l ines). We can see that the 
strong coup l ing regime is realised fo r al l the red curves. Th is is because the outer mirrors 
have a h igh ref lect iv i ty ( ~ 98%) , and thus the w i d t h o f the cavi ty modes is smal l enougth so 
that i t is always smaller than the size o f the cavi ty mode spl i t t ing. For the blue curves, the 
outer m i r ro rs have a lower ref lect iv i ty ( ~ 78%) , and the cavi ty modes are wider. Hence for 
h igh transmission coup l ing Bragg mir rors (as in figure 2.8 (d) and (e)), the strong coup l ing 
regime can st i l l be realised, but for lower transmission coup l ing mir rors (f igure 2.8 (a) and 
(b)) , the sp l i t t ing is smal l and hence the weak coup l ing regime pertains. I n figure 2.8 (c), 
the blue curve represents the threshold between weak and strong coup l ing , when the mode 
sp l i t t ing and w id th are equal. 
F igure 2.9 shows the electric and magnetic fields o f the lower (a) and upper (b) spl i t 
eigenmodes, calculated by the transfer matr ix method described i n section 2.1 fo r a pair o f 
coupled cavit ies w i t h N = 6 and р = G. The fields decay exponent ia l ly in to the outer 
Bragg mir rors , and are local ised on the microcav i ty lay ers. However , there is a substantial 
overlap o f the electromagnetic fields in the intermediate Bragg reflector, and this situation 
corresponds to the strong coup l ing regime. Indeed, i t is the amount o f overlap o f the elec­
tromagnet ic fields f r o m the coupled Bragg reflectors that phys ica l ly determines the spl i t t ing 
o f the cavi ty modes, and this overlap is related to the transmission through the intermediate 
Bragg mi r ro r and how far apart the microcavi t ies are. 
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0.95 1.00 1.05 
Figure 2.8 ( а Н е ) Transmission spectra for two coupled microcavities ((5 = 2) with varying 
thicknesses of the interni๗iate Bragg reflector: р = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, as indicated. The red 
lines correspond to an outer Bragg reflector with N - Q, and the blue lines correspond to 
N = 3. The spectra for a single cavity is also shown in (f) for comparison. 
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Figure 2.9 The tangential components of the electric (red) and magnetic (blue) field profiles 
for the lower (a) and upper (b) split cavity eigenmodes of a pair of coupled micrœavities 
{Q ― 2) with P = 6 and N = 6. The complex eigenfrequencies of the modes are (a) 
ω/ωο = 0.836 - ¿2.95 χ IO—3 and (b) ω/ωο = 1.164 ― г2.95 х IO— 3. 
2.6.2 Formation of photonic minibånd 
We have seen i n section 2.6.1 that coup l ing t w o microcavi t ies through a central Bragg 
m i r ro r leads to a sp l i t t ing o f the cavi ty mode wh i ch is propor t iona l to the transmission co­
eff ic ient o f the coup l ing mir ror . N o w consider what happens when more microcavi t ies are 
coupled i n a chain. Coup l i ng Q microcavi t ies leads to the Q - f o l d sp l i t t ing o f the cavi ty mode 
shown in figure 2.10. For large Q, a quasi-cont inuous m in iband o f modes forms in the stop-
band o f the Bragg reflectors. Figure 2.11 (a) shows the calculated dispersion relat ion fo r an 
inf in i te chain o f coupled microcavi t ies w i t h p = 4 and the photon ic m in iband int roduced 
in to the fo rmer photonic band gap, centred on ω — บ0 is h igh l igh ted. The w id th o f this 
m in iband is related to the transmission coeff ic ient o f the coup l ing Bragg mi r rors as shown 
in figure 2.11 (b) , w h i c h shows the a l lowed bands fo r several in f in i te chains o f microcavi t ies 
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Figure 2.10 Transmission spectra for chains of Q = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 coupled microcavities, 
as indicated, with p = б pairs of layers in the intermediate Bragg reflectors. The red lines 
correspond to a strong coupling case with outer Bragg reflectors with N = Q, and the blue 
lines correspond to a weak coupling case with N = 3. 
wi th vary ing transmission through the coup l ing mi r rors . I t can be seen that microcavi t ies 
coupled through intermediate mir rors w i t h higher t ransmission ( i .e. smal ler P) have th in ­
ner min ibands, as the photonic states are more local ised to a specific microcav i ty , and less 
overlap o f the electric fields f r o m neighbour ing microcavi t ies takes place. 
A n in f in i te chain o f microcavi t ies can be considered, by consider ing a single microcav i ty 
as a per iod ica l ly repeating supercell . The dispersion relat ion o f the in f in i te structure can 
be der ived f r o m the trace o f the characteristic transfer matr ix o f the supercell using B loch 'ร 
theorem, in a s imi lar way to the der ivat ion o f the dispersion relat ion fo r a Bragg reflector, as 
cos{KD)^^{Tn{u) + T2,{u)) (2.126) 
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Figure 2.11 (a) The dispersion relation for an infinite array of coupled microcavities, with 
4^ periods in the intermediate Bragg reflectors (Բ = 4). (b) Al lowed frequency bands (grey) 
for infinite arrays of coupled microcavities with varying p. 
but where D is now the length o f the supercell conta in ing the microcav i ty and Bragg mirror. 
The dispersion relat ion can then be calculated numer ica l ly , and photonic band gaps occur for 
frequencies fo r wh i ch Icos {KD) ļ > 1. In figure 2 .11 , i t can be seen that there is a photonic 
min iband centred on the Bragg frequency o f the bound ing mirrors. 
2.7 Optical filters based on coupled microcavities 
A n ideal bandpass optical filter should a l low complete transmission o f l ight in some 
narrow spectral range, w i t h zero transmission outside that range; in other words, the trans­
mission spectrum should possess a square shape. 
Opt ica l filters based on absorbing materials [97] general ly exh ib i t smooth and w ide trans­
mission prof i les. However, a more p romis ing approach cou ld be to design a filter based on 
the resonant transmission through a mul t i layered dielectr ic structures. Such structures have 
for a long t ime been used in various opt ical devices fo r ant i - ref lect ion coatings and Bragg 
reflectors, and i t has been seen i n this chapter that the in t roduct ion o f microcavi t ies in to the 
layer structure o f a quarter-wave Bragg reflector can lead to the in t roduct ion o f a transmis­
sion resonance w i t h uni t peak transmission in the centre o f their stop-band. 
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I t is the a im o f this section to describe the design o f a type o f opt ical filter based on 
coupled microcavi t ies that provides the opt imal near square transparency band at the centre 
o f the stop-band o f the Bragg reflectors. Chains o f coupled microcavi t ies have been used 
previously for the product ion o f "square-top mul t i cav i ty bandpass filters" [ 97 ,101 ,102 ] , but 
exist ing examples o f such filters exhib i t a peak transmission o f s igni f icant ly smaller than 
unity, and a substantial var iat ion o f the transmission in the spectral region that is supposed 
to correspond to the "square- top". The opt ical properties o f the compl icated mul t i layered 
structures are usual ly calculated using transfer mat r ix techniques that considers the structure 
as a who le . However, to opt imise the design o f such structures, an analyt ical approach w o u l d 
be better, wh ich describes separately the component parts o f the filter w i t h a clear insight in to 
their physical signif icance. 
The component parts o f a mul t i layered optical filter based on coupled microcavi t ies are 
as fo l lows : two Bragg ref lector "m i r ro rs " , each consist ing o f N quarter-wave pairs o f layers 
bounding Q hal f -wave microcav i ty layers separated and coupled through Q - I interme­
diate Bragg reflectors, each consist ing o f p - f 1/2 quarter-wave pairs o f layers. Thus the 
layer structure o f the opt ical filter is ( A B ) ^ ( A A ( B A ) ^ B ) ^ - 1 A A ( B A ) ^ , where each letter 
describes one quarter-wave layer. 
As discussed in section 2.6, the coup l ing o f Q microcavi t ies in a chain w i l l lead to the 
(3- fo ld sp l i t t ing o f the cavi ty mode and two dist inct r e g i m e s ― t h e strong coup l ing and weak 
coup l ing regimes. The nearest to a square-shaped transparency band w i t h unit transmission 
at its centre is prov ided at the threshold between the strong and weak-coup l ing regimes, 
when the w id th o f the cavi ty modes equals their sp l i t t ing. 
I t was shown in section 2.5 that the w id th o f the cavi ty modes depends on the magni tude 
o f the ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f the outer Bragg mir rors , and i t was shown in section 2.6.1 
that the spl i t t ing o f the cavi ty modes depends on the magni tude o f the transmission coef f i ­
cient in the intermediate Bragg reflectors. These values can be engineered by adjust ing the 
number o f layers, N and p, that the Bragg reflectors possess. For the structure considered 
in section 2.6.1 i t is clear f r o m figure 2.8 that this cond i t ion is most c losely satisfìed in the 
structure w i th N = 3 and p = 4. 
The spectral shape o f the passband depends on the number o f microcavi t ies in the chain, 
Q. F igure 2.12 shows the transmission spectra fo r structures w i t h N = 3, p = 4, and 
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Figure 2.12 Transmission spectra for chains of Q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 coupled microcav­
ities, as indicated, with iV = 3 and p ะ= 4 for the outer and intermediate Bragg reflectors 
(which corresponds to the threshold between weak and strong coupling). Also indicated 
as the values of the mean deviation away from square within the transparency band, ᅀ， as 
defined in equation 2.127. The orange dotted line in (d) is the transmission spectrum for an 
optimised optical filter wi th fine-tuning of the reflection in the outer Bragg mirrors applied, 
as described in the text. 
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Q = շ, з, 4， 5, and 6, as indicated. I t can be seen that an increase o f Q above 2 leads to 
the in t roduct ion o f unwanted fr inges in the transparency band, degrading the flatness o f the 
top, but also an increase in the slope on the edge o f the transparency band, increasing the 
squareness o f its shape. In order to quant i fy the most square-shaped passband and compare 
the performance o f d i f ferent structures, the averaged deviat ion Δ o f the transmission w i th in 
the transparency band 
д 1 rZ^ įlM,, (2.127) 
՚՛ J1Կ -ímax 
and the gradient at the edge o f the transparency band, characterised by the value 
1 du\ 
(2.128) 
were calculated for each structure f r o m their transmission spectra. I n equations 2.127 and 
2.128, พ = Г (レ2) - Т ( ι / ι ) is the w id th o f the transparency band, and 1ノ = ω/ωο is a 
dimensionless frequency. レ 1 and レ2 are the frequencies at the edge o f the transparency band, 
def ined as τ (レ 1) = τ (レշ) = 1/2. For an ideal, square-shaped transparency band, Δ = 0 
and S = ū. พ,ร and Δ are shown in figure 2.13 as a funct ion o f the number o f microcavi t ies 
in the chain, Q, fo r structure w i t h N — д and р = 4. The w id th o f the transparency band is a 
m i n i m u m fo r Q = 2, and, as Q is increased, the w id th asymptot ica l ly approaches the w id th 
o f the photonic min iband for the inf in i te structure w i t h the same value o f p. The value o f s 
decreases fo r increasing Q, as the slope at the edge o f the transparency band gets steeper as 
more microcavi t ies are inc luded in the chain. The parameter Δ is a m i n i m u m when Q = 3, 
and this is the si tuat ion corresponding to the o p t i m u m square-shaped passband. Hence the 
o p t i m u m structure is one w i t h N = 3, p — 4 and Q = 3. 
Vary ing the number o f layers in the Bragg reflectors alters their ref lect ion and transmis­
sion coeff ic ient in a discrete way. Hence the condi t ion that the w id th o f the cavi ty modes 
must equal their sp l i t t ing can on ly be approx imate ly met by al ter ing the parameters N and 
P alone. In order to " f ine- tune" the structure to meet this cond i t ion exactly, the ref lect ion 
coeff ic ient o f the outer Bragg reflectors must be adjusted in a cont inuous fashion. The inset 
o f figure 2.13 shows the dependence o f Δ on the ref lect ion o f the outer Bragg mir rors fo r 
the op t imum structure. The circ le represents the best that can be achieved by al ter ing N 
and Ρ alone, as described above. I t can be seen that a more square-shaped passband can 
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Figure 2.13 Calculated values of the width พ of the transparency band (squares) and the 
average deviation Δ within the transparency band (circles on the left scale, and a value 
ร characteristic of the slope at the edge of the transparency band (open triangles) on the 
right scale, as a function of the number of microcavities in the chain, Q. The outer and 
intermediate Bragg reflectors have values of = 3 and ρ = 4 respectively. (Inset) The 
dependence of the average deviation ᅀ as a function of the reflection coefficient of the outer 
Bragg reflectors. The circle indicates the reflection coefficient and deviation when N = 3, 
Ρ = 4, and Q = 3. 
be achieved by fine-tuning the ref lect ion in the outer Bragg mir rors . Th is fine-tuning o f the 
ref lect ion in the outer Bragg mirrors can be achieved by detuning their Bragg frequency f r o m 
the Bragg frequency o f the intermediate reflectors that couple the microcav i ty layers by ad­
jus t ing the thickness o f one or both types o f layers in the outer B ragg mirrors. The dotted 
l ine in figure 2.12 (d) shows the transmission spectrum o f such a fine-tuned structure, and i t 
can be seen that a more square-shaped passband has indeed been achieved. 
F igure 2.14 shows the electromagnetic fìelds o f the three spl i t cav i ty modes in the opt imal 
structure. The central spl i t cavi ty mode is at the Bragg frequency o f the Bragg reflectors, and 
maintains the frequency o f the eigenmode o f a single cavity. As can be seen, the eigenmode 
has very l i t t le interact ion o f the electromagnetic fields o f the lef t and right microcavi t ies, 
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Figure 2Л4 The electric (red) and magnetic (blue) field profiles for the upper (a), middle (b) 
and lower (c) split cavity eigenmodes of the optimal structure to give a near square-shaped 
passband, as discussed in the text. The parameters are Q = 3 with p = 4 and N = 3, 
The complex eigenfrequencies of the modes are (a) ω/ωο = 1.0165 ― Ź6.012 χ 10 ՜ ^ . (b) 
ω/ωο = 1.0000 一 ü l , 7 0 χ 10一 3 and (с) ω/ωο = 0.9835 一 г6.012 χ 10 ՜ ^ . 
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where the field ampl i tude is concentrated. The fields are smal l in the central microcavi ty , and 
compar ing w i t h figure 2.6, the system acts l ike a set o f two decoupled independent cavit ies 
at this frequency. The lower and upper spl i t cavi ty modes however have a large overlap o f 
the electromagnetic fields between adjacent microcavi t ies. 
2.8 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented a transfer matr ix method fo r so lv ing the M a x w e l l equations 
fo r the electromagnetic fields i n arbitrary mul t i layered dielectr ic structures. Equations fo r 
the ref lect ion and transmission coeff icients and the eigenfrequencies o f the structures are 
given in te rm o f the transfer mat r ix elements. 
The transfer mat r i x methods were then appl ied to the study o f the opt ical properties o f 
periodic mul t i layer s y s t e m s ― B r a g g reflectors. The Bragg ref lector was considered as a one-
dimensional photonic crystal , and its band structure calculated. I t was seen that there is a 
band o f frequencies fo r wh i ch no states o f the electromagnetic fìelds e x i s t 一 t h e photonic 
band gap~֊and that an electromagnetic wave incident at these frequencies decay into the 
Bragg reflector. The physical o r ig in o f the photonic band gap is the interference o f waves 
f r o m the mu l t ip le reflections f r o m the dielectr ic interfaces in the structure, and the Bragg 
condi t ion is met at the centre o f the band gap. L i g h t inc ident at frequencies in the band gap 
is thus strongly ref lected, and this spectral region is the stop-band o f the Bragg reflector. 
I t was then shown how the int roduct ion o f a microcav i ty layer in to the Bragg reflector 
a l lows the in t roduct ion o f an electromagnetic state in the photonic band gap. The state causes 
a Lorentz ian transmission resonance w i th a w id th related to the ref lect iv i ty o f the bounding 
Bragg reflector mi r rors . The microcav i ty layer can be considered as an isolated defect in the 
one-dimensional photonic crystal . 
Microcav i t ies coupled through intermediate Bragg reflectors were then considered. I t 
was shown that coup l ing together two microcavi t ies causes the sp l i t t ing o f the microcav i ty 
mode proport ional to the magni tude o f the transmission coeff ic ient through the intermediate 
Bragg reflector. For a large number o f coupled microcavi t ies, the system can be considered 
as a photonic superlatt ice o f cavit ies, and the dispersion relat ion o f such lattices have been 
calculated. A photonic min iband o f a l lowed states in the photonic band gap results f r o m the 
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coup l ing o f the microcavi t ies. 
F inal ly , an analyt ical approach to the design and opt imisat ion o f opt ical bandpass filters 
based on coupled microcavi t ies was considered. I t is shown that the si tuat ion corresponding 
to the weak-coup l ing st rong-coupl ing threshold fo r the coupled microcavi t ies produces the 
most square-shaped transparency band. 
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Chapter З 
Two-dimensional photonic crystals 
Two-d imens iona l photonic crystals are dielectr ic structures in wh i ch the dielectr ic prop­
erties, such as the refract ive index, varies per iodical ly in two-d imens ions, and is constant in 
the th i rd d imension across the thickness o f the sample. As photonic crystals are normal ly 
ar t i f ic ia l structures, their f o r m is l im i ted on ly by the available methods o f fabr icat ion on the 
spatial scale required, the materials available fo r use, and the imaginat ion o f the engineers 
and scientists designing them. 
M a n y o f the proposed uses o f photonic crystals require operat ion at v is ib le or near i n ­
frared frequencies. Techniques to fabricate dielectr ic structures on the required spatial scale 
are almost invar iably based on epi taxial g rowth and l i thography o f semiconductors. The ma­
j o r i t y o f photonic crystals reported in the l i terature consist o f c i rcular air cyl inders etched 
in to semiconductor substrates or semiconductors etched to leave c i rcular cy l indr ica l rods in 
air [ 2 , 4 , 2 1 - 2 4 , 2 6 , 1 0 3 ] . Rods/holes w i t h cross-sections other than c i rcular have also been 
studied theoret ical ly [23 ,26 ,104 ] , but the nature o f the etching techniques used tends to lead 
to rounded features. M a n y d i f ferent schemes for the design o f ID photonic crystals have 
been proposed and studied theore t i ca l l y―hexagona l structures w i t h interst i t ia l voids [71] , 
boron or graphite hexagonal structures [19 ] , rods or voids o f square or t r iangular cross-
section [ 23 ,26 ] and dielectr ic veins [2] are representative. As we l l as being studied theo­
ret ical ly several 2 D photonic crystals have been realised fo r use at v is ib le or near infrared 
frequencies [ 3 1 - 3 3 , 6 2 , 6 5 ] . 
2 D photonic crystals designed for use at other frequencies have also been reported. I n 
part icular, those constmcted at the centimetre scale fo r use at mic rowave frequencies [87, 
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8 8 , 9 1 - 9 3 ] are of ten used to test the theory in proof o f concept experiments and to opt imise 
structures, o w i n g to the scal ing properties o f the M a x w e l l equations and the relat ive ease o f 
fabr icat ion compared w i t h fabr icat ion on the micrometre scale. 
Exper imenta l methods o f measur ing the bandstructure o f a photonic crystal natural ly re ly 
on studies o f their opt ical propert ies. B y p lo t t ing the transmission spectrum at d i f ferent an­
gles o f incidence, part icular features o f the bandstructure such as band gaps can be observed. 
However, certain modes or photonic bands can be tota l ly missed in this way, exper imen­
tal resolut ion notwi thstanding. Robertson et al. were the first to realise that some modes 
do not couple to the external incident electromagnetic fields due to their symmetry, and so 
the radiat ion is reflected f r o m the photonic crystal at the frequencies corresponding to the 
uncoupled modes, despite the presence o f the photonic band [ 3 1 , 8 8 , 1 0 3 ] . Thus i t is v i ta l 
to use bandstructure calculat ions to complement and іп їефге ї correct ly the exper imental ly 
measured spectra. 
Th i s chapter out l ines the two ma in computat ional methods used i n this thesis fo r the 
study o f 2 D photonic crystals. The first o f these methods is a Four ier plane wave method 
[17 ,21 ,24 ,25 ,105 ] , wh ich has been used for the calculat ion o f the bandstructure and density 
o f states o f 2 D photonic crystals. The second is a transfer matr ix method due to Pendry 
and co-workers [ 20 ,106 ,107 ] and has been used fo r the calculat ion o f the transmission and 
ref lect ion spectra o f 2 D photonic structures. 
Section 3.4 then describes studies o f a new design o f 2 D photonic crystal consist ing o f 
deep air grooves etched into a Bragg reflector perpendicular to its g rowth di rect ion. The 
methods out l ined in section 3.2 and 3.3 are appl ied to this new type o f structure to study its 
bandstructure, density o f states and transmission propert ies, w i t h the a im o f p rov id ing the 
parameters o f the structure that opt imise the properties o f the etched Bragg reflector. 
3.1 Two-dimensional crystals 
The elements o f crystal lography relevant to 2 D photonic crystals are covered in many 
textbooks. They are rev iewed in books about photonic crystals ( for example, the appendix in 
ref. [2 ] ) , but more detai led accounts o f the relevant material can general ly be found in so l id 
state textbooks, f o r example refs. [108 ,109 ] . 
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The square latt ice, i l lustrated in figure 3.1 (a) is generated by the p r im i t i ve latt ice vectors 
a i = a j , аг = a k (3.1) 
such that the translat ion vectors o f the latt ice are т = Піаі + ոշԱշ. а is the distance between 
ne ighbour ing points in the latt ice, and is cal led the latt ice constant. The reciprocal lattice is 
generated by the p r im i t i ve reciprocal latt ice vectors 
2ᅲ ? _ 2ҡ,- ,つ η、 
gl = — j , g2 = — к (3.2) 
such that the reciprocal latt ice vectors are G = nigl + Ոշ&շ– The reciprocal latt ice is 
i l lustrated in figure 3.1 (c), wh i ch also shows the construct ion o f the first B r i l l o u i n zone and 
its special points o f h igh symmetry, Г, X and M . 
The hexagonal latt ice is generated by the p r im i t i ve latt ice vectors 
a i = շ j + — к , a2 = ^ j ֊ í i p k (3.3) 
and its reciprocal latt ice is generated by the p r im i t i ve reciprocal latt ice vectors 
_ 2ᅲ? 2ᅲ ҫ ― 2ᅲ혼 2ᅲ や M ハ 
g l = — j + ֊ 7 f к, g2 = — j ——Tfk (3.4) 
α a V 3 α α \ / 3 
A n i l lust rat ion o f the direct space latt ice and reciprocal latt ice are shown in figure 3.1 (b) and 
figure 3.1 (d) respectively. 
3.2 Plane wave method 
The plane wave method is used to solve the M a x w e l l equations fo r a photonic crystal by 
expanding the electromagnetic field and relat ive permi t t i v i ty ε ( r ) in terms o f Four ier series 
or l inear superposit ions o f plane waves. 
I t was shown in chapter 1 that the M a x w e l l equations can be comb ined to f o r m the wave 
equation 
V X 7พ)^^ ՚՚^՚՚ւ —н ( R ) (3.5) 
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Figure 3.1 The square (a) and hexagonal (b) Bravais lattices. In each case, the primitive 
Wigner-Seitz unit cells are shown, and the centre cell illustrates the basis used when mod­
elling photonic crystals made up of cylindrical rods/air holes, as described in the text. The 
reciprocal lattice of (a) and (b) are illustrated in (c) and (d) respectively. The first Bri l louin 
zone is indicated in yellow (the dashed lines are construction lines) and the points of high 
symmetry are labelled. 
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which is the basis o f our calcułat ional method. For a 2 D photonic crystal , ε ( r ) varies in 
a plane and is constant along the th i rd d i rect ion. Thus i t is convenient to introduce a 2 D 
posi t ion vector R in the plane o f refract ive index var iat ion. Le t the plane o f refract ive index 
variat ion be the yz֊piane, so that R = {y, z), and the d i rect ion o f constant refractive index 
is the X d i rect ion. In a s imi lar manner, we can define a 2 D reciprocal lat t ice vector as к = 
L i g h t in the plane o f a 2 D photonic crystal can be separated in to two independent and 
orthogonal polar isat ions, and solutions o f equation 3.5 can always be found fo r each o f 
these. The transverse electric (ТЕ) polar isat ion has its electric field polar ised in the plane 
o f refract ive index var iat ion and its magnetic field polar ised out o f this plane, whereas the 
electric and magnetic fields are exchanged in the transverse magnet ic ( T M ) polar isat ion. 
3.2.1 Bloch's law and periodic boundary conditions 
I f a p r im i t i ve uni t cel l o f a crystal is considered, the complete crystal structure can be 
bui l t by app ly ing per iodic boundary condi t ions to the basis w i t h i n the uni t cel l and 
e ( R ) = ε ( R + T ) (3.6) 
where τ is a translat ion vector o f the Bravais latt ice, ε ( r ) , or £ ՜ ւ ( г ) wh i ch appears in 
equation 3.5, can be expanded as a Four ier series in plane waves that satisfy the per iodic 
boundary condi t ions, wh ich are the reciprocal latt ice vectors, G . The plane wave expansion 
F M ^ Ç ^ o i e - (ЗЛ) 
where EQ, are the relevant Four ier coeff ic ients. 
The magnetic field is also expanded i n the basis o f plane waves, but i n general, н ( R ) 
does not share the per iod ic i ty o f the Bravais latt ice, wh i ch is governed by B loch 'ร law fo r 
periodic media (see, f o r example [108 ,109 ] ) . Thus the Four ier expansion o f the magnetic 
field is o f the f o r m 
H ( R ) = 5]；HGe»(*^ +°)•ï^  (3.8) 
G 
where к is a wavevector w i t h in the first B r i l l ou i n zone o f the reciprocal latt ice and H G are 
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the relevant Four ier coeff ic ients. B loch 'ร law gives the per iod ic i ty o f the eigenmodes o f the 
photonic crystal such that 
H ( R + T ) = H ( R ) e ' ^ · ' ^ (3.9) 
where к is a B loch wavevector in the first B r i l l ou i n zone. 
3.2.2 Transverse electric polarisation 
I n the chosen coordinate system, the electromagnetic fields fo r the Т Е polar isat ion have 
the components 
E={0,Ey,E,) (3.10) 
Н = ( Я , , 0 , 0 ) (3.11) 
Thus the magnetic field vector has on ly one component out o f the plane o f refract ive index 
variat ion and this can be expanded as a Fourier series. A p p l y i n g per iodic boundary cond i ­
t ions and using B loch 'ร law fo r per iodic media, the magnetic field can be expanded as 
Я Л К ) = 5]^се'(^' ' ' '^-^ (3-12) 
G 
where к is the B loch wavevector and G are the set o f reciprocal latt ice vectors. The expan­
sions in equation 3.12 and equation 3.7 can be substi tuted in to equat ion 3.5， and after some 
algebra gives [ 17 ,21 ,24 ,25 ,105 ] 
Ę HG'eā'-G' ( К + G ) . ( К + G ' ) = ֊HG (3.13) 
Equat ion 3.13 can be cast as a matr ix eigenvalue equat ion, where the set o f Four ier coef­
ficients HG are the eigenvectors and บ^/Ժ the eigenvalues. For real scaler values o f the 
relat ive permi t t iv i ty , the matr ix in equation 3.13 is Hermi t i an , wh i ch ensures real and pos­
i t ive eigenvalues. A l so , the numer ical routines used to diagonal ise the mat r ix can be made 
more eff ic ient be tak ing advantage o f the symmetr ies o f the Hermi t i an matr ix . 
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3.2.3 Transverse magnetic polarisation 
I n the chosen coordinate system, the electromagnetic fìelds in the T M polar isat ion are o f 
the f o r m 
E = ( £ ľ x , 0 , 0 ) (3.14) 
н = (0,я„я,) (3.15) 
For the T M polar isat ion, the magnetic field vector has two non-zero components. Thus the 
Four ier coeff ic ients are also 2 D vectors 
H ( R ) = ^ З Н с е ' ( ' ^ + « > « - (3.16) 
G 
I f the Four ier coeff ic ients, H G , are 2 D vectors, then in wh ich d i rect ion do they point? 
H ( R ) always lies in the yz-p\me, as this is the def in i t ion o f the T M polar isat ion. A lso , 
H ( R ) is рефепШси Іаг to the d i rect ion o f the electric field vector, E ( R ) , wh i ch lies along 
the x -d i rec t ion . Further, each plane wave in the expansion must have its magnetic field 
perpendicular to the direct ion o f propagat ion o f the plane wave. Thus H G is in the direct ion 
o f the uni t vector 
where 1 is the uni t vector along the X d i rect ion. The two expansions i n equat ion 3.7 and 
equation 3.16 are substituted into equation 3.5, and after some algebra [ 1 7 , 2 1 , 2 4 , 2 5 , 1 0 5 ] 
we obtain 
J^HG'E^น, | K + G | | K + G ' l = —HG (3.18) 
As was the case fo r the T E polar isat ion in section 3.2.2, equat ion 3.18 is an Hermi t ian eigen­
value p rob lem, and the matr ix can be diagonal ised to give the eigenvalues ա՚^/ժ. 
The electric field can also be expanded as a Four ier series. I n the T M polar isat ion there 
is on ly one non-zero component to consider, 
G 
However, the plane wave method out l ined above gives the Four ier coeff ic ients fo r the mag-
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netic field vector (the HQS)- Thus, it w o u l d be useful to know how the Four ier coeff icients 
fo r the electr ic field relate to those o f the magnetic field. The M a x w e l l equation relat ing the 
magnetic field vector and the electric field vector in photonic crystals is equation 1.15, wh ich 
after subst i tut ion o f the expansions in equations 3.16 and 3.19 gives 
_ ωμο 
EG = 1 k T g I ^ « 
3.2.4 Calculating the Fourier coefficients 
The Four ier coeff icients o f ε _ ι ( R ) in equation 3.7 are given by 
Vunitcell 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
For rods o f c i rcular cross section, an analyt ical method o f pe r fo rm ing the integral is available 
[21,26] . I t is even possible to extend this method to c i rcular rods coated w i t h a th i rd dielectr ic 
material [59 ] . However, fo r a more general basis, numerical integrat ion is required. 
Several methods exist fo r car ry ing out the numerical integrat ion in equation 3 .21 , rang­
i ng f r om s imple trapezoidal rules, Simpson-type rules and Gaussian quadrature. In terms o f 
numer ical accuracy fo r the least computat ional e f for t , more complex methods such as Gaus­
sian quadrature give the best performance. However, in this work , a s imple trapezoidal rule 
was adopted. Once a set o f Four ier coeff ic ients have been calculated fo r a given structure, 
they can be saved, and a l ibrary o f the Fourier coeff ic ients o f d i f ferent structures maintained 
fo r easy use whenever required. 
Once the Fourier coeff ic ients have been calculated, a useful check on them is to use 
equation 3.7 to reproduce the crystal structure. F igure 3.2 shows reproduct ions o f square 
and hexagonal lattices o f air cyl inders o f radius r = 0.4α in a GaAs background. The 
calculat ions used 1951 plane waves in the expansion o f ε—ι ( R ) . Evidence o f the Gibbs 
phenomenon can be seen at the edges o f the rods. 
3.2.5 Convergence 
The theory o f the plane wave method considers the electromagnetic fields and Ճ՝՜1 ( R ) 
to be expanded over an inf in i te basis set. The inf in i te set o f plane waves is complete, and 
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( a ) A i r GaAs ( b ) 
Figure 3.2 Recreations of the photonic crystal of cylindrical air holes in a GaAs background 
from the calculated Fourier coefficients using equation 3.7. (a) shows the square lattice and 
(b) shows the hexagonal lattice. 
therefore any func t ion can be exact ly reproduced by a l inear superposi t ion o f them. Thus , 
the methods described in section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 fo r the solut ion o f the M a x w e l l equations 
are, in pr inc ip le , exact. However, equations such as equat ion 3.5 must be solved by numer i ­
cal computa t ion and the in f in i te basis set must be truncated. I f N plane waves are inc luded 
in the basis set, equat ion 3.13 and equat ion 3.18 require a N X N Hermi t i an matr ix to be 
diagonal ised fo r the computat ion o f its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The number o f oper­
ations required to diagonal ise a N X N matr ix is 0( iV 3 )， so doub l ing the size o f the basis 
set leads to a e igh t - fo ld increase in the computat ion t ime. M o r e pert inent ly , the amount o f 
computer memory required scales as N\ and in practice the m a x i m u m size o f the truncated 
basis set is constrained by computer memory resources. Thus a pract ical question to be an­
swered is how many plane waves need to be used in the calculat ion? Ideal ly , the eigenvalues 
obtained should be as accurate as possible but in practice the number o f plane waves used 
in a calculat ion is a t rade-of f between computer resources avai lable and the accuracy o f the 
calculat ion. A percentage di f ference between the values obta ined w i t h a given number o f 
plane waves and the values o f a test case calculated w i t h a very h igh number o f plane waves 
is of ten quoted as a measure o f the accuracy (or convergence) o f the plane wave calculat ions. 
Figure 3.3 shows the calculated eigenfrequencies as a func t ion o f the number o f plane 
waves used in the truncated basis set at the г point in reciprocal space fo r the 2 D photonic 
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Figure 3.3 Calculated TE-polarised eigenfrequencies at the Г-point in reciprocal space for 
the hexagonal lattice of air rods in a GaAs background as a function of the number of plane 
waves used in the basis set. The three colours refer to the second (green), third (orange) and 
forth (turquoise) photonic bands, and the horizontal dashed lines indicate the value calcu­
lated for 9421 plane waves. The arrow indicates 1951 plane waves. (Inset) A comparison of 
the bandstructure of the same photonic crystal when 1951 plane waves (solid line) and 4921 
plane wave are used in the calculation. Red and blue lines are the ТЕ- and TM-polarised 
modes respectively. 
crystal consist ing o f air rods o f radiนร r ― 0.4α etched in to a GaAs background on an 
hexagonal latt ice. The three co loured lines refer to the second, th i rd and four th photonic 
bands, and the hor izontal dashed lines indicate the relevant eigenfrequency when calculated 
w i t h 9421 plane waves. I t can be seen that below ~ 500 plane waves the eigenfrequencies 
are not converged but a smal l increase in the size o f the basis set leads to a large increase i n 
the accuracy o f the calculat ion. Above 500 plane waves, there are d im in i sh ing retums, and 
increases in the size o f the basis set lead to relat ively smal l increases in the accuracy o f the 
calculat ion. W h e n N = 1951 ( indicated by the arrow in figure 3.3), the eigenfrequencies are 
converged to w i t h i n 1.5% o f their values when N = 9421 . T h e inset to figure 3.3 compares 
the bandstructure calculated using a basis set o f 1951 planes-wave (so l id l ines) w i th one 
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calculated us ing 4921 plane waves (dashed l ines). The latter basis set is a factor o f 〜 2.5 
larger than the former, and so the computer memory and t ime resources required for the 
calculat ion are more than six and 15 t imes greater respectively. Yet despite this extra ef for t , 
the calculated bandstructure is very l i t t le di f ferent. 
3.2.6 Density of states 
The density o f photonic states or modes can be calculated using the plane wave method 
described in section 3.2. The basic idea is to calculate the eigenfrequencies (by d iagonal is ing 
the matrices given by equation 3.13 and equation 3.18) fo r a sample o f wavevectors in the 
first B r i l l o u i n zone o f the 2 D photonic crystal , and count the eigenfrequencies that l ie in a 
set o f frequency "b ins " . As long as the b in wid ths are smal l , and a large enough sample 
o f wavevectors is taken in reciprocal space, this "h is togram m e t h o d " gives us the density o f 
states o f the photonic crystal. The histogram method defines the density o f states as 
р{ш) = ^ 2 ^ 6 { и - и г , { к ) ) (3.22) 
where ท labels the number o f the photonic band, and the к sum is over a sample o f wavevec­
tors in the first B r i l l o u i n zone. 
Computat ional savings can be made by tak ing advantage o f any symmetr ies w i th in the 
first B r i l l ou i n zone. For example, for the structures made up o f c i rcu lar rods shown in fig­
ure 3.1 (a) and (b) , the " i r reduc ib le B r i l l ou i n zone" is the set o f wavevectors w i t h i n a tr iangle 
j o i n i n g the Г, X and M points and Г, M and к points in figure 3.1 (c) and (d) respectively. 
The density o f states o f a photonic crystal can be compared to the density o f states o f a 
un i f o rm med ium characterised by the same averaged value o f the photonic crystal to gauge 
the inf luence o f per iodic dielectr ic structure. The dispersion relat ion o f photons in a un i fo rm 
dielectr ic m e d i u m is 
հ = դ (3.23) 
and this leads to the density o f states fo r a 2 D un i f o rm system o f refract ive index ท as 
I 、 dN Ζ Λ ι 2 , , , , , 
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3.3 Transfer matrix methods 
I n many ways, transfer matr ix methods fo r the calculat ion o f propert ies o f 2 D photonic 
crystals resemble their соип їефаЛз fo r I D photonic crystals. Certain boundary condi t ions 
are assumed at one boundary (dependent upon the type o f p rob lem being solved) and the 2 D 
structure is broken down in to 2 D "s l i ces" through the stmcture. A transfer matr ix is then 
calculated that propagates the electromagnetic fields f r o m one sl ice to the next, unt i l the far 
edge o f the structure is reached. The derivat ion o f an ind iv idua l transfer matr ix to propagate 
the electromagnetic field f r o m those known electromagnetic fields at the previous sl ice can 
be achieved by finite di f ference, analyt ical , or other methods. 
Transfer mat r ix methods can be appl ied to calculate the bandstructures o f 2 D photonic 
crystals. I n fact, un l ike the plane wave method previously described in section 3.2, the 
transfer mat r ix method described in this section is par t icu lar ly apt f o r calculat ion o f band-
structures where the dielectr ic funct ion is a strong func t ion o f f requency ( for example, i f the 
structure contains metal l ic components). 
The transfer mat r ix method described in this section was developed by Pendry and co­
workers at Imper ia l Col lege, London in 1991/2. They developed a pub l i c l y available com­
puter code [20 ,106 ,107 ] , a mod i f ied version o f wh i ch is used in this thesis fo r the calculat ion 
o f ref lect ion and transmission spectra o f 2 D photonic crystals. The method is a direct solu­
t ion o f the M a x w e l l equations on a discretized mesh o f points. O n l y a br ie f descript ion is 
g iven here but f u l l detai ls can be f ound in refs. [20 ] , [106] and [107] . 
Le t the mesh have dimensions ã， and let the plane o f the slices be the xp-plane. A l so 
let ã be the the distance between slices, as shown in figure 3.4. The electromagnetic fields 
are then propagated by a transfer mat r ix f r om one sl ice to the next. The M a x w e l l equations 
fo r photonic crystals (equation 1.3 and 1.4) and the mater ial equations (equation 1.7 and 1.8, 
w i t h μ ( г ) = 1) are Four ier t ransformed to give 
к X E = ωμοΉ. (3.25) 
к χΗ=-ωεοε ( r ) E (3.26) 
Per fo rming the cross products in equations 3.25 and 3.26 and w r i t i n g the X, у and ζ compo-
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Figure J.4 An illustration of the mesh upon which the Maxwel l equations are discretized 
and solved in the transfer matrix method. 
nents separately gives the six equations 
куЕ:, - к г Ey = ωμοΗχ 
/ะг-E'l 一 KEz = UJßoHy 
кхЕу 一 куЕх = ωμοΗ^ 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
к у л і ļ 一 ІСціїу -ωεοε ( r ) Εχ 
кгНх - кхНг = -ωεοε ( г ) Ey 
к J: H у 一 куНх = -ωεοε ( г ) Ег 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
where Ei, Hi, and kį are the ¿仏 components o f the relevant vectors. 
Next , the main approximat ions in the method are appl ied, before t ransforming the equa­
t ions back into real space. Us ing the series expansion o f the exponent ia l funct ion one can 
wr i te 
Jkxã = 1 + і к х й 一 + ..., \ihã\ < (3.33) 
w i t h s imi lar equations for ky and кц. Keeping on ly first order terms and rearranging gives 
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the approximat ions fo r к in equations 3.27 to 3.29, 
も2 « 
га 
6*"՛^^ 一 1 
га 
e** '" 一 1 
га 
k^a < 1 
kyã<^ 1 
/ ะ . 0 < 1 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
S imi la r l y fo r 6–*՛՛՝^, 
-kx « 
л リ ~ 
-кг « 
e —ікхй - 1 
га ՝ 
e - ' * " " ― 1 
iã ՝ 
e—іん 5 _ լ 
га 
кЛ<^ 1 
А ; „ а < 1 
к,а 《 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
The condi t ions Κχα <с 1 , . . . amount to a condi t ion that the d imensions o f the mesh on wh ich 
the M a x w e l l equations are discret ized and solved must be smal l compared w i t h the wave­
length o f the radiat ion being considered. Thus fo r any part icular ca lcu lat ion, this condi t ion 
is better met at low frequencies, and becomes less accurate fo r h igher frequencies. The ap­
prox imat ions are inva l id when õ ~ A, and so the mesh size must be made smal l compared 
w i t h the wavelength o f l ight at the frequency range o f interest. Thus the smaller the mesh 
size that the M a x w e l l equations are discretized upon, the more accurate the calculat ion w i l l 
be. However, fo r a mesh w i th N X N points, the number o f operations required to compute 
the transfer matr ix o f a sl ice, and thus the computat ional t ime required, is o f order л다. Thus, 
as usual, there is a trade o f f between the accuracy o f the calculat ion to the comput ing t ime 
taken. 
The approx imat ions f r om equations 3.34 to 3.36 are inserted in to equations 3.27 to 3.29, 
and those f r o m equations 3.37 to 3.39 are inserted in to equations 3.30 to 3.32, and the result­
i ng equations are Four ier t ransformed back into real space 
E,{r + õ j ) ― E, ( г ) - i ľ j , ( r + ã k ) + Ey ( r ) = ίαωμοΗ^ ( г ) 
E^{r + ãk) - ( r ) ֊ £ ľ , ( r + α ϊ ) + җ ( r ) = iäußoHy ( r ) 
Ey (r + α ϊ ) - Ey (r) - E^(r + õ j ) + ( r ) = ίαωμοΗ, ( г ) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
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я , ( r - ã j ) ― Я Д г ) - Hy{r ― õie) + Ну (т) = ֊г0иєоє{т)Е:,{г) (3.43) 
Я Д r - õ k ) - Я х ( г ) - Я Д г - ã í ) + Я , ( г ) = -і0иєоє{т)Еу{т) (3.44) 
Ну {т - al) - Hy{r) - Я х ( г ― ã j ) + ( r ) = -iãwsoe ( г ) җ ( г ) (3.45) 
Subst i tut ing the z-components o f the electromagnetic fields f r o m equations 3.42 and 3.45 
in to equations 3.40 to 3.45 gives the electromagnetic fields in the plane o f points г + Õ in 
terms o f the fields in the plane o f points z. 
E^(r + ã k ) = ( r ) + iaußoHy ( г ) 
一 H y { r - ã i ) ֊ H y { T ) - H , { r - ã j ) + H,{T) 
ίαωεοε ( г ) 
+ Ну ( r ) + Hyjr + ã í ) - Яバr + õ í ֊ ã j ) + Яバг + ã í ) 
ίαωεοε ( г + α ϊ ) 
Ey {ľ + Õk) = Ey {τ) - ίαωμοΗχ ( r ) 
_ H y { T - ã i ) - Ну ( r ) - я , ( г - ãj) + щ ( r ) 
_ ίαωεοε ( r ) 
+ Я у ( г - 0 1 + 0 | ) 一 Ну {r + áj) - 仏 ( г ) + я^(г + ãj) 
ζ0ωεοε(Γ + a j ) 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
Яд ( r + ãíc) = 1կ ( г ) 一 г0.шєоє{г + ãk)Ey{r + ã k ) 
Ey {r + cik) - Ey {τ -ãi + ãk) + Εχ{τ - ш. -а] + ã k ) + Εχ{τ - ÕI + õ k ) 
iau μα 
Ey {τ + 01 + ã k ) - Ey (τ + ãk) - Ε^{τ + ã j + õ k ) + £ľa:(r + ã k ) 
ιαωμο 
(3.48) 
Ну {r + õíc) = Ну ( r ) 一 г0иєоє{т + 0к)Ех{т + õíc) 
Еу{т + ã í - ã j + ã k ) ֊_^j,(r - α ] + ã k ) - Ε^(τ + ã k ) + Eみ - õ j + õ k ) 
ιαωμο 
Ey (τ + ã i + õ k ) - Ey(r + õ k ) 一 E^(r + ã j + õ k ) + Eみ + õ k ) 
ιαωμο 
(3.49) 
Hence, k n o w i n g E ( г ) and н ( r ) for al l г in a sl ice, equations 3.46 to 3.49 al lows for 
the calculat ion o f the electromagnetic fields in the next sl ice o f po ints , i.e. E ( r + õíc) and 
Н ( г + õ k ) fo r a l l r + õ k . Therefore a transfer mat r ix that propagates the fields f r o m one 
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slice to the next can be def ined by 
F{z + ã) = M { z ) F { z ) (3.50) 
where 
F(z) = 
Eyiv) 
Я Л г ) 
Ну (r) 
(3.51) 
and the mat r ix elements Mij ( г , r ' ) are found f r o m equations 3.46 to 3.49. 
I f the structure under study is in f in i te in extent in al l d i rect ions, then per iodic boundary 
condi t ions can be set, and в loch's law used to wr i te the solut ions as B l o c h waves. Then the 
transfer mat r ix through the uni t cel l can be diagonal ised to give the eigenfrequencies and 
therefore the bandstructure o f the per iodic array. However, in this thesis, the transfer matr ix 
method is used fo r the calculat ion o f ref lect ion and transmission coefficients一something 
that is unobtainable by the Fourier plane wave method described in section 3.2. 
3.3.1 Transmission and reflection coefficients 
The strategy to obtain the transmission and ref lect ion coeff ic ients o f a finite thickness 
o f a 2 D photonic crystal is as fo l lows. First, a uni t cel l is ident i f ied, and per iodic boundary 
condi t ions appl ied i n the direct ion paral lel to the plane o f incidence. Then a mesh o f points is 
defined, upon w h i c h the M a x w e l l equations can be discret ized and solved, by mul t ip l i ca t ion 
o f the transfer matr ices o f ind iv idual slices. Once the total transfer mat r ix that propagates 
the electromagnetic fields across the sample is k n o w n , the transfer mat r ix is t ransformed 
f r o m its basis in electromagnetic fields, M , to a plane wave basis, M . The transmission and 
ref lect ion coeff ic ients can be extracted f r o m M . Moreover , the angular dependence o f the 
transmission and ref lect ion can be obtained, f r o m the d i f ferent eigenvalues o f the plane wave 
basis transfer matr ix . 
F o l l o w i n g ref. [106] , consider the si tuat ion in free space, where ε = 1. I n this case, the 
transfer mat r ix is independent o f z, and the eigenvalues o f equat ion 3.50 are plane waves in 
free space. However, M is not an He rm i t i an matr ix , and so the lef t and right eigenvectors, 
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F ļ j and F r j , def ined by 
М(°)Ғ^5) (z) ะ= F į ° ) (^ + ã ) = e'^^ľ'^F^;.) {z (3.52) 
F ¡ ; ) (z) м ( ° ) = F ¡ ; ) {z + ã) = e < ' " F ¡ ; ) (z) (3.53) 
are dist inct. A uni tary t ransformat ion into this plane wave basis is then def ined as 
S = X : F ( ? ( Z ) F ¡ ; ) ( . ) (3.54) 
where F1°^ (Z ) · FJ.J-^  ( г ) = Sij prov ided the vectors are normal ised. I n this basis o f plane 
waves 
]й(0) = S M ( ° ) ร - ^ = 
e—ぜ)5 
(3.55) 
The same transformat ion is appl ied to the transfer mat r ix in the case where the dielectr ic 
funct ion is a l lowed to vary. 
3.3.2 Multiple scattering 
In pr inc ip le , the transmission and ref lect ion coeff ic ients can be obtained by app ly ing the 
above t ransformat ion on the transfer matr ix through the ent ire structure being considered. 
Th is is f ound f r o m consecutive appl icat ion o f the transfer mat r ix f r o m one sl ice to the next. 
Unfor tunate ly , the transfer matr ix method can suffer f r o m numer ical instabi l i ty . When many 
slices have been added to the transfer matr ix , some components o f the electromagnetic fìelds 
can grow exponent ia l ly w i t h thickness and ove rwhe lm the calculat ion w i t h round ing errors 
and overf lows. Thus, there is a finite thickness to wh i ch the transfer mat r ix method described 
above can be appl ied fo r the calculat ion o f transmission and ref lect ion coeff ic ients whi ls t st i l l 
retaining the necessary numer ical accuracy. The exact thickness at wh i ch the calculat ion 
becomes unstable is h igh ly dependent upon the details o f the сฝcu la t íon and structure being 
investigated [20 ,106 ,107 ] . 
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Figure 3.5 An illustration of the multiple scattering technique, used to assemble "slabs" of 
2D photonic crystals in transmission and reflection calculations. 
Fortunately, there is another method o f adding fur ther slices to the structure. Consider 
two "s labs" o f mater ia l , each consist ing o f as many slices as numer ical stabi l i ty in the trans­
fer matr ix method w i l l a l low. Once the transmission and ref lect ion f r o m each o f these slabs 
is known , the transmission and ref lect ion f r o m the composi te structure can be calculated 
by a mu l t ip le scattering method. The situation is summarised in figure 3.5. The details o f 
this method can be found in ref. [106] . The disadvantage o f adding slices v ia this mul t ip le 
scattering method is that i t takes 0 ( / ^ ^ ) operations to achieve, as opposed to the 0 (Л^^) op­
erations required to add a slice to the transfer matr ix . Thus, a combinat ion o f transfer matr ix 
and mu l t ip le scattering methods are used in any calculat ions o f the ref lect ion and transmis­
sion coeff ic ients. As many slices as possible are added to the transfer matr ix as numerical 
stabi l i ty w i l l a l low, after wh ich slices are added using the mu l t ip le scattering method. 
3.4 Etched Bragg reflectors as two-dimensional photonic 
crystals 
The best k n o w n example o f a one-dimensional photonic crystal is the Bragg reflector, as 
studied in chapter 2, wh i ch can be used to provide opt ical conf inement in certain systems, 
such as vert ical cavi ty surface emi t t ing lasers ( V C S E L s ) [73， 75， 81， 99] . Recently, Bragg 
reflectors made w i t h deep etching o f air grooves through a planar waveguide have been 
employed to enhance the properties o f a semiconductor laser [64] . The idea is to use the 
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Figure 3.6 Scanning electron microscope image of an deeply etched air/semiconductor 
Bragg reflector. Reproduced from Maximov et ai, "Edge-emitting InGaAs/GaAs lasers 
with deeply etched semiconductor/air distributed Bragg reflector mirrors", October 2002, 
lOP Publishing Ltd. 
Bragg ref lector to improve the opt ical conf inement o f the laser cavi ty. A S E M image o f the 
laser cavi ty and three per iod Bragg ref lector m i r ro r studied in ref. [64] is shown in figure 3.6. 
The one-dimensional Bragg ref lector provides opt ical conf inement i n one d i rect ion only. To 
take the idea further, two- or three-dimensional photonic crystals cou ld be used to prov ide 
opt ical conf inement in the laser cavi ty along t w o - or three-direct ions. 
A photonic crysta l , however, must possess a PB G at the lasing frequency fo r i t to provide 
appropriate enhanced opt ical conf inement. A n attempt to design a technologica l ly feasible 
3 D photonic crystal was made recently [36] by consider ing a structure o f c i rcular cy l indr ica l 
air holes etched along the g rowth di rect ion o f a Bragg reflector. A l t hough no complete 
PB G was reported, some structures d i d display a reduct ion in the density o f photonic states 
by a factor o f three when compared to a un i f o rm med ium w i t h the same average dielectr ic 
constant. Therefore, etched Bragg reflectors prov ide a p romis ing basis f r o m wh i ch to try and 
design photonic crystals p rov id ing PBGs suitable fo r technological appl icat ions. 
The a im o f this section is to study the mode structure o f a 2 D photonic crystal i n the 
f o r m o f a Bragg ref lector w i t h straight air grooves paral lel to the g rowth d i rect ion, as shown 
i n figure 3.7. Such a structure cou ld be fabricated by the etch ing o f deep air trenches (s imi lar 
to those described in ref. [64 ] ) in a quarter-wave Bragg stack, wh i ch i tse l f can be fabricated 
by molecular beam or gas-phase epitaxy. I n such a structure there is the potent ial fo r opt ical 
conf inement in both the vert ical d i rect ion, and one o f the lateral d i rect ions, and i t cou ld 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram of the structure of the etched Bragg reflector under consid­
eration. The reflector can be constructed by tøking the unit cell shown within the square 
box, and repeating on a square lattice of points in the æy-plane. (Inset) An illustration of 
the first Bri l louin zone of the photonic cô^stal. The symmetry points are shown, and are 
located in k-space as follows - Γ: к = (0,0) ; X : к = ( π / ւ , 0) ; Y: к = (о, π / Լ ) ; and M: 
к = ( π / L , π / L ) . 
be used to improve the opt ical conf inement in certain laser cavit ies. The uni t cel l o f the 
structure is represented by a square w i t h sides o f length L、 d iv ided in to three rectangular 
areas w i t h relative permi t i v in ies εο. £ i and Տշ\ the sizes o f the three rectangles are described 
by two dimensionless parameters ᅀ and Λ , as shown in figure 3.7. Thus the structure consists 
o f " w a l l s " made f r o m materials w i t h relative permi t t iv i t ies ε ι and £շ separated by un i f o rm 
grooves w i t h relative permi t t i v i t y εο. 
Two-d imens iona l photonic crystals are usual ly made by etching air holes in a un i fo rm 
substrate; the resul t ing structure is s imi lar to either a honeycomb or a per iodic array o f 
so l id rods in air. However, structures based on square or rectangular elements s imi lar to 
the etched Bragg reflectors considered in this section have also been studied, and PBGs 
r e p o r t e d ― f o r TM-po la r i sed modes when the photonic crystal is made up o f a latt ice o f 
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square dielectr ic rods [26 ] , and fo r TE-polar ised modes when the photonic crystal is made 
up o f a connected latt ice o f d ie lectr ic veins [ 2 , 2 3 ] , w h i c h cou ld be constructed by etch ing 
air holes o f square cross-section on a square latt ice o f points. The structures studied i n 
refs. [2 ] and [23] possess the fou r - fo ld rotat ional symmetry o f the square Bravais latt ice. 
In contrast, the etched Bragg reflector structure under study in this section possesses no 
rotat ional symmetry, and the symmetry points X and Y (see figure 3.7) in the first B r i l l ou i n 
zone are not equivalent. 
To obtain a sizeable P B G , one should provide a suf f ic ient ly large contrast o f the refractive 
index along both the Г - Х direct ion (perpendicular to the grooves) and Г - Ү direct ion (along 
the grooves). The air grooves have a relative permi t t i v i t y equal to uni ty, and thus " w a l l s " 
made o f any semiconductor material achieve the h igh refract ive index contrast a long the Г - Х 
direct ion automatical ly. Ach iev ing the high refract ive index contrast in Г - Ү direct ion is a 
chal lenging, but feasible, task. A promis ing pair o f materials are GaAs (ճշ = 14.44) and 
ox id ised A l A s ( ε ι = 2.25). 
3.4.1 TM-polarised band gaps 
I n the etched Bragg reflector, PBGs occur fo r TM-po la r i sed modes fo r certain values 
o f the geometr ic parameters Δ and л def ined in figure 3.7, but a P B G fo r TE-polar ised 
modes does not appear. F igure 3.8 shows the rat io o f the w i d t h o f the P B G (Δα;) to the 
centre gap frequency (น;o) as a funct ion o f Δ and л fo r TM-po la r i sed modes. The m a x i m u m 
relative w id th o f the P B G is equal to 34%, and occurs when Δ = 0.55 and л = 0.65. 
Figure 3.9 shows dispersion relat ions, density o f TM-po la r i sed and TE-po lar ised photonic 
modes and transmission spectra fo r such an opt imised structure, and a large band gap fo r al l 
2 D direct ions occurs fo r the TM-po la r i sa t ion , centred around ωΙ」1 (2πο) = 0.3 is seen. N o 
such band gap is observed fo r the TE-polar isat ion. The density o f photonic modes reduces 
to zero fo r the TM-po la r i sa t ion , and there are pronounced stop-bands in the transmission 
spectrum for both the Γ - Χ and Γ - Υ direct ions. I n contrast, the transmission coeff ic ient fo r 
l ight incident i n the Γ - Υ direct ion f o r TE-polar ised modes is close to one, no reduct ion o f 
the density o f TE-po lar ised modes occurs, and the reduct ion o f the total density o f photonic 
states ρ (wh ich is the sum o f the densit ies o f TM-po la r i sed and TE-po la r ised photonic modes) 
compared to the density o f states o f an effect ive med ium Pejƒ (characterised by the average 
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Figure 3.8 A "gap-map" showing the calculated complete 2D photonic band gap between 
the first and second TM-polarised bands for etched Bragg reflectors with εο = 1.0 (air), 
ε ι = 2.25 (oxidised A lAs) and Є2 = 14.44 (GaAs). The size of the photonic band gap is 
shown as a ratio between the width of the gap and the centre gap frequency. The largest such 
band gap is Αω/ωο = 0.338 for the parameters Δ = 0.55 and л = 0.65. 
dielectr ic constant o f the stnicture) is not substantial. 
The range o f parameters Δ and л fo r w h i c h the widest PBGs in the TM-po la r i sa t ion can 
be found fo r the etched Bragg reflectors is interest ing. The widest band gaps appear when 
both Δ and Λ are greater than 0.5; that is when the etched Bragg ref lector resembles a square 
latt ice o f isolated h igh-ε " r o d s " in a юพ-ε background, albeit rods w i t h a square cross-section 
and a background made up o f t w o d i f ferent materials. However , this is in accordance w i t h 
the ru le-o f - thumb given by Joannopulos et al. in ref. [ 2 ] , that T M band gaps are favoured 
when the structure is made up o f isolated regions o f h igh-ε mater ia l . 
3.4.2 "Near-gaps" 
A l though the etched Bragg ref lector structure fa i ls to prov ide a complete P B G fo r al l 
d i rect ions and polar isat ions, the density o f photonic states do possess an interest ing feature 
near է մ Լ / (2πο) = 0.5. F igure 3.9 reveals a band o f substant ial ly røduced density o f states 
when compared w i t h the density o f states fo r an ef fect ive u n i f o r m m e d i u m characterised by 
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Figure 3.9 Calculated bandstructure for the TE-polarisation (a) and TM-polarisation (b), 
for the etched Bragg reflector with parameters εο = 1.0 (air), ε ι = 2.25 (oxidised AlAs) 
and Տշ = 14.44 (GaAs), Δ = 0.55 and л = 0.65. (с) The calculated density of states for 
the same structure. The red line shows the density of TE-polarised states; the blue line the 
density of TM-polarised states; the black line the total density of states; and the dashed line 
the density of տաշտ for a uniform medium with the same average dielectric constant as the 
etched Bragg reflector, (d) and (e) The calculated transmission spectra for light incident upon 
eight periods of the etched Bragg reflector in the Г-Х and Γ-Υ directions respectively. The 
two lines show the calculations for TE-polarised light incident (red line) and TM-polarised 
light (blue line). 
the same average relative permittivity as the etched Bragg reflector around this frequency. 
The rate of spontaneous emission of a quantum mechanical source inside the structure is 
given in time-dependent perturbation theory by Fermi's golden rule [110-112] and is propor­
tional to the total density of photonic modes, and a substantial decrease of the spontaneous 
emission rate, rather than a total absence caused by an absolute PBG, could be of value in 
certain device applications. 
Varying the parameters Δ and Λ, we can change the position, width, and depth of this 
feature in the density of photonic states. Figure 3.10 shows the relative decrease of the 
density of states η = р/Pe f J as a function of Δ and л for the band of reduced density of 
states mentioned above. For Δ = 0.55 and л =ะ 0.60, the band of reduced density of states is 
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Figure 3.10 Graph showing the maximum relative reduction of the density of states of the 
feature near wLI (2ᅲc) = 0.5 as a function of the parameters within the unit cell (i.e. 
ρ(Δ,Λ) in the text) for etched Bragg reflectors with £o = 1.0 (air), ε ι = 2.25 (oxidised 
AlAs) and £շ = 14.44 (GaAs). 
centred near uLj (2πο) = 0.5. The relative reduction {η) becomes as small as 1/20, and the 
width of the band is 18% of its centre frequency. Although not a true PBG, such a substantial 
reduction in the density of photonic states provides a "near-gap", and could be of use in some 
optoelectronic devices that rely on PBG materials. 
Figure 3.11 shows the bandstructure, density of states, and transmission spectra for an 
etched Bragg reflector with Δ = 0.5 and л = 0.5. For this structure, the relative width of 
the region of the reduced density of states centred near uL/ (2πο) = 0.5 reaches 0.23, while 
the relative reduction η พ 1/14. Such a sizeable "near-gap" originates from a complete 2D 
band gap for the TM-polarisation and band gaps along the Γ-Υ and Γ-Χ directions for the 
TE-polarisation. In fact, in such a structure, only TE-polarised light can propagate, and then 
only within a small angle near the Γ -Μ direction, i f at a frequency corresponding to this near 
gap. The calculated transmission spectra for light propagating in the Γ-Χ and Γ-Υ directions 
(shown in figure 3.11 (d) and (e)) exhibit near zero transmission coefficients for the spectral 
region of reduced density of states. 
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Figure 3.11 Calculated bandstructure for the TE-polarisation (a) and TM-polarisation (b), 
for the etched Bragg reflector with parameters ео = 1-0 (air), ε ι = 2.25 (oxidised AlAs) 
and £շ = 14.44 (GaAs), Δ = 0.50 and л = 0.50. (с) The calculated density of states for 
the same structure. The red line shows the density of TE-polarised støtes; the blue line the 
density of TM-polarised states; the black line the total density of states; and the dashed line 
the density of states for a uniform medium with the same average dielectric constant as the 
etched Bragg reflector, (d) and (e) The calculated transmission spectra for light incident upon 
eight periods of the etched Bragg reflector in the Г-Х and Γ-Υ directions respectively. The 
two lines show the calculations for TE-polarised light incident (red line) and TM-polarised 
light (blue line). 
3.4.3 Approximate rotational symmetry 
Although the etched Bragg reflectors possess no rotational symmetry, the structures con­
sidered in figure 3.10 (with parameters Δ พ 0.5 and л Äi 0.5) do possess a near rotational 
symmetry. This near symmetry arises due to the fact that two of the materials which consti­
tute the Bragg reflector have similar relative permitivitties, i.e. řo ~ Єї- The near rotational 
symmetry manifests itself in an almost isotropic dispersion, especially for the low frequency 
TM-polarised bands (see figures 3.9 (b) and 3.11 (b)). It also results in very similar transmis­
sion spectra for the TM-polarised modes in both the Г-Х and Γ-Υ directions. For example, 
the TM-polansed modes for the structure with Δ = 0.5 and л = 0.5 (blue lines in fig­
ure 3.11 (d) and (e)) both have near zero transmission for the spectral regions centred on 
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ฟ 7 (27ГС) W 0.23 and w i / (2πο) พ 0.42. The corresponding transmission spectra for TE-
polarised light differ for low frequencies, as there is no band gap in the Γ-Υ direction, and 
thus no stop-band appears in the spec tram. 
3.4.4 Absolute photonic band gap 
Whilst no absolute photonic band gaps have been found for both polarisations between 
low lying photonic bands, certain values of the parameters Δ and л do give absolute band 
gaps between higher frequency photonic bands, but these gaps are very narrow (typically 
about 2 -3% of the mid-gap frequency) and only occur for highly restrictive values of Δ 
and Λ. For example, the structure with Δ = 0.30 and л = 0.35 has a complete band gap 
for TE-polarised modes between the 6th and 7th photonic bands, and a complete band gap 
for TM-poIarised modes between the 8th and 9th photonic bands (see figure 3.12 for the 
bandstructure and density of states). These band gaps overlap each other to give an absolute 
2D PB G for both polarisations with a width of 2.8% of the gap centre frequency. Although 
these band gaps are narrow, the result demonstrates that an etched Bragg reflector structure 
is capable of supporting absolute PBGs, and that i f materials with a greater refractive index 
contrast were used, these band gaps could open up to a more technologically useful size. 
3.4.5 Complementary structures 
The etched Bragg reflectors considered so far in this section, with Єо = 1.0 (air), Єї = 
2.25 (oxidised A lAs) and £շ = 14.44 (GaAs), give a complete PBG in the TM-polarised 
bandstructure when the structure resembles isolated "rods" of high-ε material in a low-ε 
background. This section considers a complementary structure, in which there are connected 
regions of high-ε material in a 1ονν-ε background. According to the rule-of-thumb formu­
lated by Joannopoulos et al. [2], it should be possible to find band gaps in the TE-polarised 
bandstructure of this complementary etched Bragg reflector. 
Firstly, consider the etched Bragg reflector structure in which the air grooves are filled in 
with some dielectric material of high relative permit t iv i ty―say with A lAs (£o = 9.0). Then 
the structure has Єо = 9.0, Єі = 2.25 and Տշ = 14.44. However, these values for the three 
dielectrics fail to provide sufficient dielectric contrast, and no 2D band gaps are found for 
either polarisation for any values of the parameters Δ and Λ. 
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Figure 3.12 Calculated bandstructure for the TE-polarisation (a) and TM-polarisation (b)， 
for the etched Bragg reflector with parameters εο = 1-0 (air), Єї = 2.25 (oxidised AlAs) 
and £շ = 14.44 (GaAs), Δ = 0.30 and л = 0.35. (с) The calculated density of støtes 
for the same structure. The red line shows the density of TE-polarised states; the blue line 
the density of TM-polarised states; the black line the total density of states; and the dashed 
line the density of støtes for a uniform medium with the same average dielectric constant as 
the etched Bragg reflector. A complete PBG in two dimensions can be seen centred around 
uL/ {2ҡс) = 0.58. 
Now consider a similar structure, in which the oxidised A lAs is somehow selectively 
etched away to leave air in its place. Then the complementary etched Bragg reflector struc­
ture has εο = 9.0 (AlAs), Єї ― 1.0 (Air) and ճշ = 14.44 (GaAs). Band gaps in the TE 
bandstructure are found in such a structure for a range of values of the parameters Δ and 
Λ, but no such band gaps are found in the TM-polarised bandstructure. A "gap-map" of the 
width of the band gap in the TE-bandstructure relative to its centre frequency is shown in 
figure 3.13. The widest band gap is found in the structure with parameters Δ = 0.20 and 
Λ = 0.80, which has a band gap between the first and second TE-polarised photonic bands 
of relative width Αω/ωο = 0.263. 
The widest band gaps for the TE-polarised bandstructure are found for the range of values 
of the parameters Δ and л for which the complementary etched Bragg reflector structure 
resembles a connected lattice of thin veins of high-ε material in air. 
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Figure 3.13 A "gap-map" showing the calculated complete 2D photonic band gap between 
the first and second TE-polarised bands for etched Bragg reflectors with Єо = 9.0 (AlAs), 
£i = 1.0 (air) and £շ = 14.44 (GaAs). The size of the photonic band gap is shown as a 
ratio between the width of the gap and the centre gap frequency. The largest such band gap 
is Αω/ωο - 0.263 for the parameters Δ = 0.20 and л = 0.80. 
3.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented a Fourier plane wave method and a transfer matrix method 
for the calculation of the bandstructure, electromagnetic field profiles, density of states and 
transmissio๙reflection spectra of 2D photonic crystals. The methods given are widely used 
in the literature for studies of 2D photonic crystals. Results of calculations of the band-
structure of square and hexagonal lattices of cylindrical air holes in a GaAs background are 
presented. 
This chapter then considered the properties of etched GaAs/oxidised AlAs Bragg re­
flectors for use as 2D photonic crystals. The bandstructure, density of photonic states and 
transmission spectra of the crystals have been calculated for a wide range of geometrical pa­
rameters describing the structure, from which it is found that band gaps in the TM-polarised 
bandstructure are obtained for a wide range of these parameters, but no significant band gaps 
are found for the TE-polarisation. A complementary structure to the etched Bragg reflec­
tor has also been considered, in which the reverse was found to be true; TE-polarised band 
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gaps were found, but no TM֊polarised band gaps. Hence it can be concluded that photonic 
band gaps in the TE-polarised bandstructure or the TM-polarised band-structure are easily 
achieved, but that finding a structure with a band gap for both polarisations is a more dif f i ­
cult task. However, even with the above caveat, it has been demonstrated that very narrow 
absolute photonic band gaps can be obtained for certain, restrictive values of the parameters 
of the etched Bragg reflector. 
Perhaps more usefully, it has been shown that structures can be engineered to provide 
wide "near-gaps", spectral bands where there is a reduction by a factor of about 20 in the 
total density of photonic states when compared with a uniform dielectric with the same mean 
relative permittivity. These structures could be of technological use in optoelectronic devices 
when a suppression of spontaneous emission, rather than a total inhibit ion, is sufficient. 
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Chapter 4 
Disorder in photonic crystals 
Disorder in photonic crystals is of interest for a number of reasons. Many potential ap­
plications that result from a photonic crystal'ร ability to guide, control and manipulate light, 
and their ability to inhibit or enhance spontaneous emission, rely on the existence of a PBG. 
However, it is technologically impossible to produce a perfectly periodic photonic crystal, 
and all real photonic crystals wi l l therefore possess some variation away from the ideal peri­
odic modulation of the relative permittivity. This disorder can damage the photonic band gap, 
potentially rendering the photonic crystal unsuitable for use in certain applications. Hence, 
knowing how the presence of disorder in an otherwise periodic dielectric structure affects 
the properties of photonic crystals is a technologically important question. Also, there is 
the possibility of light localisation in disordered photonic crystals [9,113,114]. This is of 
fundamental interest, as the lack of interactions between photons make disordered photonic 
crystals an attractive test bed for theories of the localisation of waves [115]. Further, localised 
defect states introduced into the PBG by disorder could find technological applications. De­
fects can form microcavities in the bulk of a photonic crystal, whose resonances can be tuned 
by engineering the defect's properties. 
Many types of disorder can occur adventitiously in particular photonic crystals. For ex­
ample, inverse opals, 3D photonic crystals constructed by self-assembly methods, w i l l show 
a dispersion of the radii of the spheres matóng up the crystal, as well as lattice vacancies 
and stacking faults [42,68,69,116]. Also, the growth procedure tends to produce islands 
or domains of ideal material separated by gaps or cracks between these regions (see, for 
example, [14， 16,70]). Typical 2D photonic crystals, based on cylinders or rods etched into 
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dielectric substrates, w i l l show a variation of the radii of these elements, and a random dis­
placement of them away from their intended (ideal) lattice locations. Also, etched elements 
wi l l display surface roughness. One-dimensional photonic crystals―Bragg ref lectors―wi l l 
show a variation of the thickness of the layers, and the interfaces between them wi l l ex­
hibit a certain amount of roughness. Other types of disorder are also possible֊֊in particular, 
random variations of the intended dielectric constant could occur. 
Disordered photonic crystals have previously been the subject of many studies published 
in the literature. Previous investigations into disordered I D photonic crystals [69,117] have 
found that the photonic band gap is resilient to a certain level of disorder. Also, it is seen 
that the introduction of disorder into an otherwise periodic system leads to an increase in the 
transmission through the photonic crystal at frequencies in the photonic band gap. This could 
be considered to be a counter-intuitive result―the presence of disorder might be expected to 
increase the random scattering of light in addition to the attenuation of light provided by the 
presence of the photonic band gap and so decrease the transmission further. However, i f the 
then the attenuation of light at frequencies in the band gap can be expected to decrease, and 
the transmission increase. 
Disordered 2D photonic crystals have been considered by many groups. 2D square lat­
tices of dielectric cylinders have been studied with models of disorder that include disorder 
in the position of the cylinders, disorder in the radius of the cylinders, and disorder in the 
dielectric properties of the cylinders [118-127]. Disorder in the radii of the cylinders has 
also been studied in hexagonal lattices [123,128,129]. These studies have employed both 
plane wave methods with supercell approximations of the disordered structures, to calculate 
the effect of disorder on the bandstructure of the photonic crystal, and transfer matrix meth­
ods to calculate the effect of disorder on the transmission of the photonic crystals. These 
studies have established that the PBG in 2D photonic crystals is resilient to a certain level 
of disorder. Experimental studies of 2D photonic crystals [130,131] serve to strengthen the 
conclusions of the theoretical studies. 
Theoretical studies of disorder in 3D photonic crystals [68,132， 133] have usually been 
very limited. They often rely on supercell approaches, but the level of computer resources 
and calculation times for 3D systems means that the studies reported in the literature have 
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small supercells, and the number of different configurations of the disorder considered is 
small. For example, in ref. [132], the properties of just two random configurations of dis­
ordered photonic crystals are catculated for each model of disorder considered. There have 
also been experimental investigations of disorder in 3D photonic crystals at microwave fre­
quencies [45,47]. 
This chapter describes the results of studies of disorder in one- and two-dimensional pho­
tonic crystals. Section 4.1 is a study of disorder in a Bragg reflector. The eigenfrequencies 
and lifetimes of the photonic modes in disordered Bragg reflectors are directly calculated 
using the transfer matrix techniques with outgoing wave boundary conditions described in 
chapter 2. The statistics of the eigenmodes of lO 4 randomly disordered structures are investi­
gated for various models and levels of disorder, and for various properties and parameters of 
the Bragg reflectors. Previous studies of disorder effects in I D photonic crystals have т ш п і у 
been concerned with the transmission properties, and so the direct calculation of the statistics 
of the eigenfrequencies and lifetimes of disordered I D photonic crystals is intended to add to 
current understanding. A central feature of the work is an investigation of the penetration of 
the density of states into the photonic band gap when disorder is introduced, and the extent to 
which the states introduced into the band gap are localised by the disorder. The early work of 
John [9] suggested that "localisation is possible even for weak randomness". In experimen­
tal studies of photonic crystals, the properties of the crystals (including the bandstructure) 
are usually investigated by measuring the transmission through the photonic crystal. Also, 
many potential applications of photonic crystals rely on the properties of light transport at 
frequencies in the PBG that a photonic crystal can provide. Thus in our work the statistics 
of the eigenmodes are linked to the transmission properties of the disordered I D photonic 
crystals by calculating the transmission properties of lO 6 randomly disordered stmctures for 
the three related models of disorder and at various levels of disorder. 
A notable absence from the literature on disordered photonic crystals is any generally 
accepted analytical theory of the penetration of the tails of the density of states into the 
photonic band gap when disorder is present in an otherwise periodic system. This chapter 
falls short of offering such a theory itself, but the phenomenological relationships between 
the penetration of the density of states into the photonic band gap, the level of disorder and 
the width of the photonic band gap found in this study should provide a benchmark for any 
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analytical theory developed in the future. 
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with studies of the effects of disorder on a 
certain two-dimensional photonic crystal. The ideal photonic crystal consists of an hexagonal 
lattice of air cylinders of radius r = 0.4α etched into a GaAs substrate (ε ะ= 12.96). Disorder 
in the position of the cylinders has been considered, and its effects on a complete band gap 
and an incomplete band gap examined. It w i l l be seen that there are important bandstructure 
related differences in the two distinct cases. As far as the author is aware this is the first time 
this kind of disorder has been studied in a 2D photonic crystal with an hexagonal lattice, 
although the results are expected to be qualitatively similar to the case of the square lattice, 
which is more widely studied for all types of disorder. 
However, the discussion of two-dimensional structures begins with an examination of 
the effect of lattice vacancies in section 4.2.1. A complete photonic band gap should fa­
cilitate the formation of localised states at lattice vacancies, which act as microcavities in 
the 2D photonic crystal. A defect or vacancy in a photonic crystal with a resonance at a 
frequency within a complete PBG of the crystal wi l l support a localised defect state, as the 
electromagnetic fields essentially have nowhere to go֊they are attenuated by the bulk of 
the photonic crystal due to its band gap. Defects in photonic crystals have received much 
attention in the literature [5,6,22,40,41,44,49,134-138] , including experimental studies 
conducted at microwave frequencies [87,92], due to the potential to design defects with 
electromagnetic properties for many potential applications. For example, individual defects 
can be coupled together to produce a miniband of defect states [43,49,138] in the photonic 
band gap, which can be used as the basis of optical filters [43,139] or coupled cavity waveg­
uides [47,48,51,140,141]. Coupled cavity waveguides are chains of coupled cavities that 
guide light along the chain by photon tunnelling from one microcavity to the next along the 
chain. Coupling further microcavities as side chains to the coupled cavity waveguide could 
also allow for the storage of light [50]. Due to the many potential applications, knowledge of 
the detailed characteristics of the electromagnetic eigenmodes for defects in photonic crys­
tals is important. Ref. [43] uses the transfer matrix method developed by Pendry and CO 
workers to study the same ideal system as was considered in this study by calculating the 
transmission spectra of the photonic crystals with vacancies, and found transparency bands, 
which are attributed to the formation of photonic minibands of allowed states derived from 
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defect states within the former photonic band gap of the ideal structure. In contrast our calcu­
lations concentrate on the bandstructure of the photonic minibands, and the electromagnetic 
field profiles of the vacancies using a plane wave method based on supercells. 
4.1 Disorder in ID photonic crystals 
To study the effects of disorder on I D photonic crystals, we consider as an ideal structure 
a Bragg reflector with a unit cell consisting of a pair of layers of refractive indices ท 1 = TiQ+g 
and ท2 = Щ - g and layer thicknesses di and も. In the ideal structures under study, the 
thicknesses of the lay ers, dl and (¿2, are chosen to be equal, such that the period of the Bragg 
reflector is D = ๘ 1 + ๘2 = 2di = 2ժշ. 
Using the transfer matrix method, the dispersion relation for the ideal infinite Bragg 
reflector can be written in terms of the trace of the transfer matrix across one period of the 
structure as 
cosKĐ = ֊(Tn(u)+T22 (ω)) (4.1) 
where к is the Bloch wavevector, and D is the period of the Bragg reflector. The optical 
period of the Bragg reflector is Do = ท 1 ๘ 1 + ท 2 ๘ 2 = ( ท ) D where ( ท ) is the mean refractive 
index. For the Bragg reflector under study, where ๘1 = ๘2 = D/2, then {ท} = ท 0 and the 
dispersion relation is of the form 
r규 / ท ι Β ω \ ( ո շ Ս ս \ ι (ท\ Ոշ\ . (η\Όω\ . (ηιΌω\ cos KD = cos — į -֊ cos ֊ - į — + — sin - ֊ ֊ sin -֊7：֊֊ V 2c ノ \^  2c ノ 5 Լ ո շ Ո ւ ノ V 2c ノ V 2c ノ 
(4.2) 
This can be rewritten as 
COS KD = , cos — ( ท 1 + Ո շ ) - , c o s — ( ท 1 - Ո շ ) (4.3) 4ท1ท2 V 2c ，) 4ուՈ շ V 2c ' ノ 
or, inserting the refractive indices in terms of ท 0 and g 
= ք ？ sin ^ ֊ յ ^ - ֊ կ s i n ま) (4.5) 
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Figure 4.1 Dispersion relations for infinite ID photonic crystals of mean refractive index 
ท0 = 2.0 and modulation of the refractive index g = 0 (dotted line), g - 0.05 (red line), 
andff - 0.1 (blue line). 
Equation 4.5 can be solved numerically, and the resultant dispersion relation is shown in 
figure 4.1 for the parameters щ ― 2.0 and g = 0.05 and 0.1. Solving equation 4.5， i t can 
be seen that there are photonic band gaps in the mode spectrum of the Bragg reflector one 
of which is shown in the figure. Furthermore, these PBGs appear for an arbitrarily small 
modulation g, and only close when g = 0. The PBGs occur at the edge of the first Bri l louin 
zone of the crystal, when к = ± (2m + 1) π/Ζ). Therefore at the edge of the first Bri l louin 
zone, the frequencies of the allowed photonic modes are given by 
rin 
が s i n 
'UHQD' 
. 2 c 
(f s i n 2c = 1 (4.6) 
I f only small modulations of the refractive index are considered, such that g < По, the 
second term on the left hand side of equation 4.6 can be neglected. This is equivalent to 
assuming that all the lay ers have an almost equal optical thickness, Tildi w Ոշ ๘շ. Thus 
taWng the square root of equation 4.6 and rearranging 
s i n 
՚աոօԹ՝ 
2 c 
« 士 Ոո (J 
2 、 1/2 շ \ 1/2 
= 士 1 - ^ « 士 1 — (4.7) 
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Therefore, at the edge of the first Bri l louin zone, the frequencies of the allowed modes are 
(4.8) 
and 
ωι = aresin f 1 - — 
noĐ V 2 " o , 
_ 27ГС 2c . (4.9) 
The centre of the PBG is ωο = (ωι + Սշ) / 2 , 
ᅲ с 
noD 
The width of the band gap is given by the difference Δω = օ ՛շ - ωχ: 
The width of the PBG for a small refractive index modulation g is given by 
4pc 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
nìD 
and the relative width is 
Δω 4o 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
ωο ᅲれ о 
Another important quantity to consider is the attenuation of the electromagnetic fields 
at the centre of the photonic band gap. This is found f rom the imaginary part of the Bloch 
wavevector when ω = ωο. Let Ко be the Bloch wavevector when ω = Wo- Then, from 
equation 4.5 
cosKoD= ― = 7 ； s in ' ֊ (4.14) 
When g <с П о , the second term on the right-hand-side of equation 4.14 can be neglected, 
and rearranging gives 
e^'^"^ + Щ ± ^ і е ' ^ ^ ป ี + 1 = 0 (4.15) 
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which has solutions 
Therefore 
e i ^ 0 O ^ _ i r ^ \ (4.16) 
/s:oű = ( 2 т + 1 ) 7 Г - г 1 п ^ ^ ^ (4.17) 
and the attenuation of the electromagnetic fìelds per period of the Bragg reflector at the centre 
of the band gap is 
Im (KoD) = ± 1ท (4.18) 
ひ0 干 Ö 
Now for rr < 1, ln (1 + х ) / (1 - х ) « - 2 z , so the attenuation length per period for small g 
is 
І т ( а д = (4.19) 
-ίςο ilo 
where ξο is the attenuation length of the ideal photonic crystal at the centre of the photonic 
band gap. 
When a finite length, L, of the Bragg reflector is considered, the transmission spectrum 
and mode spectrum of the Bragg reflector can be calculated using the transfer matrix methods 
for layered dielectric structures outlined in section 2.1. By applying outgoing wave boundary 
conditions, the frequencies and lifetimes, as well as the electromagnetic field profiles, of the 
modes can be calculated directly. The ideal structure of finite length has a discrete eigenmode 
spectrum. The states closest to the edge of the PBG of the infinite structure are referred to 
as edge-states. As the length of the structure is increased, the edge-states move closer to 
the edge of the PBG, and coincide with i t in the l imit L -> о๐. Figure 4.2 shows the 
eigenmode spectrum and lifetimes (a) and the electromagnetic energy density profile บ (b) 
for the first three edgestates above and below the PBG for a Bragg reflector of length L = 
200Ű , with average refractive index ท0 = 2.0 and modulation of the refractive index g = 
0.025. Figure 4.2 (c) shows the resultant transmission spectrum. I t can be seen that a dip in 
the transmission occurs for the frequencies in the PBG. 
4.1.1 Models of disorder 
Three models of disorder have been considered. The first is a random variation of the 
refractive index of the layers in a period of the finite Bragg reflector, such that the refractive 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Frequencies and lifetimes of the edge-støtes for an ideal Bragg reflector with 
the parameters L == 200Z), ท0 = 2.0, and g = 0.025. Vertical lines indicate the edge of the 
PBG for an infinite system, (b) Electromagnetic energy density profile of the states in (a), 
(c) Transmission spectrum through the structure. 
index of the (2г - and 2ŕ'^ layers are 
П2І-1 = ท0 + 9 + δηοΡί 
ท2i = щ - g + őnoPi 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
where Pi is a random number uniformly distributed in the interval [ - 1 / 2 , + 1 / 2 ] , and á is a 
parameter that determines the maximum shift of the refractive index of a layer away from its 
ideal counterpart. Hence the parameter (5 is a measure of the "amount of disorder" present in 
the structure. The optical thickness of a period in the disordered Bragg reflector is given by 
Д = П2І-1๘21-1 + П2іскі = D o { l + őPi) (4.22) 
where Do is the optical period of the ideal Bragg reflector. Thus the probability distribu­
tion of the optical thicknesses of the periods of the disordered Bragg reflector р ( Д ) are 
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Figure 4.3 An illustration of the resultant refractive index profile of a disordered Bragg 
reflector (red lines) for the refractive index disorder (a), layer thickness disorder (b) and 
independent refractive index and layer thickness disorder (c) have been applied. Black lines 
show the profile for an ideal structure, (d) Probability distributions o f the optical thicknesses 
of the periods in a disordered Bragg reflector. Blacie line is for the model of disorder in (a) 
and (b) and red line for (c). 
un i fo rm ly d ist r ibuted about Do w i th a w id th δ Do, as shown in figure 4.3 (d) . A typ ica l re­
fract ive index prof i le o f a disordered photonic crystal w i t h this refract ive index disorder is 
also shown, i n compar ison to the ideal refract ive index prof i le , i n figure 4.3 (a). 
The second type o f disorder is a random variat ion o f the layer thickness in a per iod. The 
disorder is def ined by 
d2i_ i = ű ( l + Ő P i ) / 2 
chi = D{1 + ŐPi) / 2 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
where Pi is as before. A typical resultant refract ive index prof i le is i l lustrated in figure 4.3 (b) . 
The probabi l i ty d is t r ibut ion ρ ( Д ) is ident ical to the case o f refract ive index disorder. 
I n the th i rd model o f disorder the four parameters that determine the opt ical thickness o f 
a per iod o f the Bragg ref lector֊ท1, dl, Ոշ, and ๘2——are a l lowed to randomly vary indepen-
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dent ly o f each other, such that 
ոշէ-\ = по + д + 
0^'՝>щРЦ1г ( 4 . 2 5 ) 
П2і^ ท0-ց + Տ^^ԿօԲ^^ (4.26) 
û Î 2 i _ l = D ( l + â ( 3 ) p i 2 i ) / 2 (4.27) 
d2i = D ( I + (J Í^ '^PJ?^) / 2 ( 4 . 2 8 ) 
where բ^^՝՛^^ are un i f o rm ly distr ibuted in the interval [ - 1 / 2 , + 1 / 2 ] and ő(^·^՚^·^) are the dis­
order parameters. I n pr inc ip le , these four disorder parameters cou ld a l l take d i f ferent values, 
but, fo r s impl ic i ty , they have been considered equal i n the mode l l i ng undertaken. A typ­
ical refract ive index prof i le o f the resultant Bragg ref lector is shown in figure 4.3 (c), and 
the probabi l i ty d is t r ibut ion o f Di is shown by the red l ine in figure 4.3 (d). The probabi l i ty 
d is t r ibut ion is very close to a normal d is t r ibut ion, but the m a x i m u m deviat ion o f the opt ical 
thickness o f a per iod away f r o m Do is ÔDq. Thus there is a smal l , but signif icant, proba­
b i l i t y for an opt ical per iod to have an opt ical length that is further f r o m the mean than for 
the other t w o models o f disorder for equivalent values o f the disorder parameter δ. I t w i l l 
be shown that this has important consequences when consider ing the effect o f disorder on 
the system. In the remainder o f this chapter, this model o f disorder w i l l be referred to as 
"Gaussian disorder". 
4.1.2 Statistics of the eigemnodes of disordered ID photonic crystals 
In order to assess the impact o f the disorder on the propert ies o f I D photonic crystals, the 
statistics o f the disordered photonic crystals were compi led . The eigenfrequencies and l i fe­
t imes o f l O 4 random structures fo r the three di f ferent models o f disorder (see section 4.1.1) 
and fo r var ious combinat ions o f d i f ferent values o f the parameters L, ท0 , g and δ. In this way 
we were able to investigate how the disorder affects photonic crystals w i t h d i f ferent band gap 
wid ths (dependent on g) and to see whether the total length o f the structure was signif icant. 
Figure 4.4 shows the frequencies and l i fe t imes o f the eigenmodes o f 500 random struc­
tures for each k ind o f disorder. The parameters used in the calculat ion were L = 2 0 0 Ű , 
Щ = 2.0, g = 0.025 and δ = 0.035, 0.07, 0.1 and 0.15. Red dots show the frequencies 
and l i fe t imes o f the ideal (5 = 0) structure, green dots those f o r the refract ive index disorder 
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Figure 4.4 Frequencies Re (էմյ) and lifetimes τ = l / I m (ωί) for the eigenstates of an ideal 
structure (red dots) and 500 randomly disordered structures using the refractive index (green 
dots), layer thickness (yellow dots) and Gaussian (orange dots) models of disorder for a 
Bragg reflector with L = 200D, ท0 = 2.0, g = 0.025. and values of δ as indicated. Vertical 
lines show the frequencies of the edges of the PBG. The upper horizontøl line shows the 
lifetime of the edge-รณtes in the ideal (δ =ะ 0) structure. The lower horizontøl line shows the 
lifetime of the Fabry-Perot modes in a uniform structure with refractive index T i o i g = 0). 
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model , ye l low dots fo r layer thickness disorder, and orange dots fo r Gaussian disorder. Ver­
t ical black l ines show the posi t ion o f the edge o f the photonic band gap for the ideal, in f in i te 
Bragg reflector. The lower hor izontal l ine shows the l i fe t ime o f the states o f a structure fo r 
wh i ch g = 0. These are the Fabry-Perot modes o f a un i f o rm structure o f refractive index ท0 
and thickness L ― 2001)， surrounded by air ( ท / = 1.0). Hence the complex eigenfrequen-
cies o f these Fabry-Perot modes are 
爾 с . с / П о + П / Հ 
ω = — — - i—— l n (4.29) 
ՈօԼ По L 、Ոօ 一 ฑ ノ 
for integer m, and their l i fe t imes are τωο = Шо/Іт (ω) = 572. I t can be seen that the per iodic 
modula t ion o f refract ive index leads to an increase o f the l i fe t ime o f the eigenmodes, wh i ch is 
more pronounced fo r states closer to the edge o f the photonic band gap. The upper hor izontal 
l ines (τωο = 2650) show the l i fe t ime o f the edge-states closest to the photonic band gap. 
When the disorder parameter is smal l (δ = 0.035), the edge-states o f the structure are 
perturbed in the complex frequency plane, but each state is close its ideal counterpart in both 
frequency and l i fe t ime and can st i l l be ident i f ied w i th an edge-state in the ideal structure. 
Some o f these shi f ted edge-states penetrate a l i t t le in to the P B G of the inf in i te ideal structure, 
and the density o f states (f igure 4.5) has a tai l in the band gap. 
When δ is increased to 0.07, figure 4.4 and figure 4.5 show that states now penetrate 
fur ther in to the photonic band gap, but that the probabi l i ty o f a state appearing in the centre 
o f the band gap is negl ig ib le. 
Further increase o f the disorder parameter to δ = 0.1 or 0.15 leads to the substantial 
probabi l i ty o f states appearing throughout the photonic band gap. These states can no longer 
be associated w i t h a part icular edge-state in the ideal structure. 
F igure 4.5 shows the density o f states for the l O 4 calculated eigenstates fo r the same 
structure as the eigenstates in figure 4.4. Str ic t ly speaking, the density o f states are his­
tograms, but the b in wid ths are suf f ic ient ly smal l (much smal ler than the separation between 
modes) that they approximate to density o f states curves. Green dots show the density o f 
states for the refract ive index model o f disorder, ye l low dots for the layer thickness model , 
and orange dots fo r the Gaussian model . 
The density o f states fo r refract ive index-type disorder and layer thickness-type disorder 
are ident ical f o r a l l values o f the parameters considered (as expected, due to the ident ical 
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Figure 4.5 Density of states averaged over an ensemble of lo4 randomly disordered struc­
tures using the refractive index (green dots), layer thickness (yellow dots) and Gaussian (or­
ange dots) models of disorder for a Bragg reflector wi th L ― 200D, ท0 = 2.0, g = 0.025, 
and values of δ as indicated. Vertical solid lines show the edges of the PBG of the infinite I D 
photonic crystal. Dashed curves show the fit to the density o f states within the PBG using 
equation 4.30, and the vertical dotted lines indicate the value of Ω used in each case. 
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probabi l i ty d is t r ibut ion o f the opt ical per iod o f the disordered Bragg reflectors), and to a 
very h igh accuracy can be described by the fo rmu la 
^ ~ e x p ^-i^^^j (4.30) 
where Ше is the angular frequency o f the relevant edge-state and Ω is a constant. 
The parameter Ω is found to be proport ional to the disorder parameter δ, but does not 
depend on the length o f the structure (as is to be expected, since the density o f states is a 
self-averaging quant i ty) . T h e dashed curves i n figure 4.5 show the fit o f the density o f the 
states using equation 4.30, and the vert ical dotted lines indicate the value o f Ω used. 
When Ω < Δ ω / 2 , the probabi l i ty o f finding disorder- induced states i n the centre o f 
the band gap is negl ig ib le. However when Ω ~ Λω/2, the probabi l i ty o f finding disorder-
induced states throughout the band gap becomes substantial. 
As can be seen in figure 4.5, the density o f states fo r the Gaussian model o f disorder 
(orange dots) penetrate fur ther in to the photonic band gap than those o f the other models 
o f disorder. Th i s is due to the d i f f e r i ng probabi l i ty d ist r ibut ions o f the opt ical periods o f 
the disordered Bragg reflectors (see figure 4.3 (d)) . The independent layer refractive index 
and thickness disorder gives a near Gaussian probabi l i ty d is t r ibut ion fo r Di. Thus, the tai l 
o f this Gaussian means that there is a signif icant probab i l i ty fo r ind iv idua l periods in the 
disordered Bragg reflector to have opt ical periods outside the interval fo r wh i ch i t is possible 
fo r the other types o f disorder. The periods o f the disordered Bragg ref lector w i th these large 
deviat ions o f the opt ical thickness can introduce states deeper in to the band gap, and hence 
raise the penetrat ion depth. However, because the Gaussian ρ {Di) has a s imi lar w i d t h to 
the square ρ ( Ą ) fo r the refract ive index and layer thickness-type disorder, the qual i tat ive 
changes in the statistics o f the eigenmodes and density o f states are s imi lar , and are, to a very 
large degree, also quant i tat ively simi lar. 
I t is interest ing to consider whether there is an upper l im i t fo r the l i fe t ime o f the modes 
in a disordered photonic crystal . For an isolated defect layer (m ic rocav i ty ) o f thickness 
D ( tw ice the thickness o f the other layers) at the centre o f the ideal Bragg reflector, the 
electromagnetic energy density o f the associated eigenmode decays exponent ia l ly away f r o m 
the defect, and has a l i fe t ime o f rwo = 4620 wh ich is approx imate ly double the l i fe t ime 
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δ т ^ р е o f disorder Proport ion o f diso 
w i t h states w i t h l i fe l 
edge-state 
rdered structures 
imes greater than 
microcav i ty 
0.035 
refract ive index 
layer thickness 
Gaussian 
64 .2% (0,80%) 
75 .8% (0.87%) 
67 .4% (0.82%) О
О
О 
0.07 
refractive index 
layer thickness 
Gaussian 
66 .3% (0.81%) 
67 .0% (0.82%) 
63 .0% (0.79%) Հյ 
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0.1 
refractive index 
layer thickness 
Gaussian 
61 .3% (0.78%) 
61 .2% (0.78%) 
61 .5% (0.78%) 
13.2% (0 .36%) 
1 3 . 1 % (0 .36%) 
24 .0% (0.49%) 
0.15 
refract ive index 
layer thickness 
Gaussian 
56 .3% (0.75%) 
60 .0% (0.77%) 
61 .4% (0.78%) 
cn cñ od 
Table 4.1 Proportion of disordered structures that possess eigenmodes with at least the life­
times of the edge-states and microcavity modes in the ideal structure. Figures are based on 
calculation of the complex eigenfrequencies of lO 4 disordered structures with parameters 
L = 200D, ท0 = 2.0, g = 0.025. Figures in brackets are the standard error. 
o f the edge-states. Figure 4.4 shows that very few disordered Bragg reflectors have states 
w i t h l i fe t imes comparable w i t h the microcav i ty mode when the disorder parameter is smal l 
(δ = 0.035). However, for larger disorder, a greater propor t ion o f disordered structures 
introduce states into the mode spectrum w i t h l i fe t imes greater than the microcav i ty (defect) 
mode in the ideal structure. Table 4.1 shows the propor t ion o f structures that possess modes 
o f at least the l i fe t ime o f the edge-state ( rwo = 2650) and microcav i ty {TUQ = 4620). 
As can be seen, the refract ive index disorder and layer thickness disorder produce struc­
tures that support long- l ived eigenmodes at the same rate as each other (to w i t h i n statistical 
error) . However, the Gaussian disorder mode l is able to produce structures that support long-
l ived eigenmodes at a higher rate than the other types o f disorder fo r equivalent values of δ. 
This can again be attr ibuted to the greater deviat ion o f opt ical thickness o f a smal l propor t ion 
o f the periods in the structures w i t h Gaussian disorder. Thus an ind iv idua l disordered Bragg 
reflector has a greater probabi l i ty o f hav ing a layer that can act as a " random mic rocav i t y " 
fo r the Gaussian disorder than fo r the refract ive index or layer thickness disorder. 
F igure 4.6 shows calculated electromagnetic energy density prof i les fo r ind iv idua l eigen­
states o f part icular conf igurat ions o f refract ive index disorder fo r ท0 = 2.0, L = 2Û0D, 
g ― 0.025 and δ = 0.035, 0.07, 0.1 and 0.15, as indicated. Each figure shows the field pro-
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Figure 4.6 Electromagnetic energy density profiles и (χ) for eigenstates of individual dis­
ordered structures with L = 20оЬ, ท0 = 2.0, g = 0.025 and δ = 0.035, 0.07. 0.1 and 
0.15 as indicated. The structures were chosen based on the lifetimes of their eigenstates; the 
longest-lived (orange), lifetimes similar to the microcavity mode (yellow), lifetimes similar 
to the edge-states of the ideal structure (green), lifetimes similar to the Fabry-Perot modes 
of a 5 = 0 structure (blue). Also shown are the profiles of an edge state in the ideal structure 
(brown) and the microcavity mode (grey). 
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file o f the microcav i ty mode o f an ideal Bragg reflector w i t h an ind iv idua l hal f -wave defect 
layer in the centre o f the Bragg reflector (grey curves). The electromagnetic energy density 
o f the microcav i ty e igenmode decays exponent ia l ly w i t h distance away f r o m the defect layer, 
and can thus be said to be local ised upon the defect. A l s o shown is the field prof i le o f the 
edge-states in the ideal structure (brown curve). For each value o f the disorder parameter ร 
considered, the orange curve is the field prof i le o f the longest- l ived state found in the sample 
o f l O 4 disordered structures, the ye l low curve is that o f a state w i t h a s imi la r l i fe t ime to the 
isolated defect (microcav i ty ) mode, the green l ine is fo r a state w i t h l i f e t ime s imi lar to the 
edge-states o f the ideal structure ( indicated by the higher hor izontal l ine in figure 4.4) , and 
the blue curves are fo r states w i t h l i fe t imes s imi lar to the Fabry-Perot modes o f a 5 = 0 
structure ( indicated by the lower hor izontal l ines in figure 4.4). 
For the smallest disorder parameter shown in figure 4.6 (δ = 0.035), the longest- l ived 
state (orange) has approximately the same l i fe t ime as the mic rocav i ty mode. The short- l ived 
mode (blue) w i t h l i fe t ime s imi lar to the Fabry-Perot mode o f the ^ = 0 structure is s imi lar 
in prof i le to the th i rd states away f r o m the edge o f the P B G in the ideal structure. These 
short - l ived modes in the disordered structure are thus jus t perturbed edge-states. A l so , the 
green l ine shows a perturbed edge-state in t roduced in to the P B G o f the ideal structure. 
The longer- l ived states d i f fe r in prof i le markedly f r o m the edge states o f the ideal struc­
ture. These states have profi les that decay exponent ia l ly away f r o m some local isat ion site, 
and are reminiscent o f the microcav i ty mode, and are local ised on " random microcavi t ies" . 
4.1.3 Resilience of the photonic band gap to disorder 
B y mode l l i ng structures w i th d i f ferent values o f the relat ive band gap Δ ω / ω ο . i t was 
found that the penetration depth parameter, Ω in equation 4.30, is propor t ional to the square 
root o f the relat ive band gap w id th . However, Ω is actual ly a func t ion o f the three indepen­
dent parameters δ. Δ ω and ωο, and therefore the value o f the relat ive penetrat ion depth ū/uo 
should be considered to compare disordered structures o f d i f ferent mean refract ive indices 
(and therefore d i f ferent ωο). I n figure 4.7, the dimensionless quant i ty {ū/δωο) \/ωο/Αω IS 
p lot ted as a func t ion o f the average refractive index o f the disordered Bragg reflector, wh ich 
is related to the centre frequency o f the band gap by the fo rmu la ωο = 7гс/ {UQD). The plot 
was made by calculat ing the ensemble averaged density o f states o f l O 4 disordered structures 
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Figure 4.7 The quantity {ū/δωο) у/ио/Аш for structures of differing mean refractive in­
dices no. 104 disordered structures were modelled for each set of parameters ท0, g and δ. 
The vertical bars represent the standard deviation of {ü/δωο) у/ωο/Αω across the sample 
of structures with different parameters. Structures with g in the range 0.0125 to 0.125 were 
considered. 
o f length L = 4 0 0 İ ว fo r various combinat ions o f the parameters ท0, g and δ. Structures were 
mode l led w i t h values of g = 0 .0125 ,0 .025 ,0 .05 ,0 .075 ,0 .1 and 0.125, wh ich equates to va l ­
ues o f the relat ive w id th o f the P B G , Δ ω / ω ο , in the ideal structure in the range [0.004,0.16] . 
A relat ive band gap w id th o f 16% corresponds to h igh refract ive index contrast structures o f 
exper imental interest. For al l values o f g, the range o f values taken fo r the disorder param­
eter δ was chosen to range f r o m structures w i t h smal l disorder, d isp lay ing l i t t le penetratr ion 
o f the density o f states into the P B G , to large disorder w i t h a s igni f icant penetrat ion o f the 
density o f states. T h e dots indicate the mean value o f {Ω,/δωο) \/ωο/Αω and the error bars 
indicate the standard deviat ion o f this quant i ty across the sample o f parameters o f the struc­
tures considered. The p lot o f figure 4.7 leads to the conclus ion that the relat ive penetration 
depth o f the density o f states is g iven by the fo rmu la 
Ω δ / Δ ω 
ωο ь y ωο (4.31) 
Equat ion 4.31 provides a way to specify a pract ical cr i ter ion fo r the resi l ience o f the 
P B G to the presence o f disorder. Given a threshold acceptable level fo r the suppression o f 
the density o f states at the centre o f the band gap, Sth, where Sth = ρ (էմօ) İP (We) is the ratio 
o f the density o f states at the centre and edge o f the P B G , the threshold value o f the disorder 
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parameter is given by 
For example, the suppression o f the density o f states by a factor o f Sth = 1 0 ՜ 9 (wh ich 
corresponds to a value o f the penetration depth o f Ω « Αω/9) gives a threshold disorder 
parameter o f 
W S ՚ ՛ – ՛ ՛ ^ 
Thus a I D photonic crystal w i t h a level o f disorder be low this threshold w i l l g ive the required 
suppression o f the density o f states. Note that the func t ion v - in¿Hh in equation 4.32 varies 
very s low ly w i t h the chosen value fo r the threshold suppression factor Sth, so the estimate 
in equation 4.33 can be considered as an approximate threshold value for a w ide range o f 
suppression factors. 
F igure 4.8 shows how the edge o f the P B G varies w i t h the disorder parameter δ f o r 
a range o f values o f the modula t ion o f the refract ive index g. Values are based upon the 
calculat ion o f l O 4 random disordered structures o f length L = 400£) , and the curves are fo r 
the values g = 0.0125 (green), g = 0.025 (purple) , 9 = 0.05 (cyan), g = 0.075 (blue), 
g = 0.1 (green) and g = 0.125 (red). The calculat ions used a value of L = 4 0 0 D , as 
the longer length o f the structure a l lows for smal ler values o f g to be investigated. Th is is 
because the attenuation per per iod is proport ional to g, but independent o f the length o f the 
structure L, and fo r a P B G to be established, the electromagnetic fields should be strongly 
attenuated through the structure. However, the posit ions o f the edges o f the band gap do not 
depend upon the value o f L、 as the density o f states is a self-averaging quanti ty. Th is has 
been checked by calculat ing s imi lar results fo r L ― 2 0 0 Ű , wh i ch g ive essential ly ident ical 
curves ( to w i t h i n statistical error) to those shown in figure 4.8. 
For al l values o f g、 the P B G narrows as the disorder parameter δ is increased due to states 
being int roduced fur ther into the photonic band gap. The values in figure 4.8 assume that 
the edge o f the P B G is encountered when some threshold value fo r the density o f states is 
reached. In practice the density o f states was calculated fo r an ensemble o f l O 4 randomly 
disordered structures fo r each set o f parameters, and the edges o f the P B G was taken to be 
the frequencies at wh i ch the averaged density o f states dropped to zero. 
A n approximate value fo r the threshold disorder parameter 5th is g iven by the value o f 
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Figure 4.8 Boundary of the PBG as a function of the disorder parameter δ for structures 
with ท0 = 2.0 and different values of the modulation of the refractive index g, as shown. 
A l l cases used the "refractive index" model of disorder discussed in the text. (Inset) The 
threshold value of the disorder parameter as a function of g, as estimated from the tops of 
the curves of the main figure. The red line shows the fit 6th = \ / 0 .37Δω/ωο. 
δ at the top o f each curve, when the P B G closes complete ly. The inset to figure 4.8 shows 
the values o f ôth, as est imated f r o m the curves o f figure 4.8, p lo t ted against the value o f g, 
w h i c h is proport ional to the relat ive w id th o f the P B G . The circ les and dot ted curve show the 
calculated values, and the red curve shows the relat ionship 5th = ^ . 3 7 Δ ω / ω ο , wh i ch is in 
good agreement w i th the estimate g iven in equat ion 4.33. 
4.1.4 Transmission through disordered Bragg reflectors 
Thus far, this section has been concerned w i t h the discrete mode spectrum o f disordered 
I D photonic crystals, and how disorder introduces states in to the photonic band gap o f the 
ideal structure. A n understanding o f this process is impor tant when consider ing threshold 
tolerances fo r disorder in actual photonic crystal devices w h i c h re ly on the P B G fo r their op-
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erat ion. However, the properties o f photonic crystals are usual ly investigated exper imental ly 
v ia their transport propert ies, and so this section looks at the l i nk between the modi f icat ions 
disorder produces in the under ly ing mode spectrum o f the disordered photonic crystals and 
the modi f ica t ion in the transmission o f l ight through the photonic crystal . 
Figure 4.9 shows the transmission spectrum averaged over l O 4 random structures w i t h 
refract ive index disorder ( th ick red l ines). The parameters o f the structures are ท0 = 2.0, 
L = 200Լ>, g = 0.025 and δ = 0.035, 0.07, 0.1 and 0.15, as indicated. For compar ison, 
each figure shows the transmission spectrum o f the ideal (á = 0, dashed curves) structure 
and fo r the microcav i ty mode o f the isolated hal f -wave defect (grey curves). A l so shown 
are the transmission spectra fo r one random structure, chosen because the structure supports 
a par t icu lar ly !ong- l ived " random mic rocav i t y " mode (orange l ines). The arrows indicate 
the frequencies o f these modes, whose electromagnetic energy density prof i les are shown in 
figure 4.6 by orange curves. The defect (mic rocav i ty ) mode introduces a Lorentz ian spike 
on the transmission d ip o f the o f the ideal Bragg ref lector at the frequency o f the defect 
mode, and a w i d t h equal to the reciprocal l i fe t ime o f the mode. A t the frequency o f the 
mode, the transmission through the structure rises to uni ty, regardless o f the total length o f 
the structure, and despite this f requency being at the centre o f the band gap. I t can be seen 
that states sh i f ted or induced in to the band gap by the disorder in t roduce s imi lar spikes on 
the transmission dip o f the ideal Bragg reflector. These spikes raise the ensemble averaged 
transmission in the parts o f the band gap where they occur. 
For smal l values o f the disorder parameter δ, the penetrat ion depth o f the density o f states 
is smal l compared to the band gap w id th , and states on ly appear at the edge o f the band gap. 
Thus the ensemble-averaged transmission coeff ic ient is s imi la r to the transmission for the 
ideal structure, apart f r o m the nar rowing o f the P B G . A l t hough states on ly appear in the 
edge o f the band gap, the averaged transmission at the centre o f the band gap is raised above 
the level o f the ideal structure. Th is effect is smal l , as on ly the tails o f the Lorentz ian spikes 
that states in the edge o f the band gap introduce onto the transmission d ip can effect the 
transmission at the centre o f the band gap. When δ is increased to 0.07, the P B G is narrowed 
further, as states are in t roduced deeper into the P B G . 
Figure 4.10 shows the ensemble-averaged transmission (so l id l ines) and the standard 
deviat ion o f the transmission (dashed l ines) at the centre o f the P B G fo r 106 disordered 
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Figure 4 .9 Transmission spectra for a single structure (orange curves) and an ensemble of 
l O 4 randomly disordered structures (thick red curves) with parameters no = 2.0, L = 200£), 
g = 0.025 and δ = 0.035, 0.07, 0.1 and 0.15. Vertical lines indicate the edges of the PBG 
for δ = 0. Arrows indicate the frequencies for which the profiles of the electromagnetic 
energy density are plotted in figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.10 Mean (solid lines) and støndard deviation (dashed lines) of the transmission 
coefficient of 106 randomly disordered structures at the centre of the band gap as a function 
of δ for modulations of the refractive index g = 0.025, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15, as indicated. 
Green curves are for refractive index disorder, yel low curves for layer thickness disorder, and 
orange curves are for Gaussian disorder. Arrows indicate threshold values of the disorder 
parameter as estimated from equation 4.33. 
structures, for the three models o f disorder considered, as a funct ion o f the disorder parameter 
δ. Green l ines show the case o f refract ive index disorder, ye l low l ines show layer thickness 
disorder, and orange lines show Gaussian disorder. The parameters o f the structures where 
L = 2 0 0 D , По = 2.0 and g = 0.025, 0.05, 0 . 1 , and 0.15 as ind icated, and calculat ions 
used a sample o f l O 6 disordered structures. The arrows indicate the threshold values o f 
the disorder parameter as estimated f r o m equat ion 4.33. For al l the cases considered, the 
dependences o f ( T ) on the disorder parameter δ are characterised by a threshold; when 
δ < δ th, the ensemble-averaged transmission at the centre o f the band gap grows very s low ly 
w i t h increasing δ. However, when δ reaches őth, a threshold occurs in the dependence o f 
( T ) on δ, such that for δ > őth, {Τ) grows much faster w i t h increasing δ. Such behaviour 
is readi ly expla ined. The increase o f the mean transmission is caused by the transmission 
resonances o f the eigenstates int roduced into the P B G by the disorder. When the disorder 
parameter δ is sma l l , the penetration depth parameter, Ω, o f the density o f states in to the 
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P B G is smal l compared to the w id th o f the band gap, and edge-states are on ly l i ke ly to be 
int roduced in to the edge o f the band gap. Thus the transmission at the centre o f the band 
gap is on ly affected by the tails o f these Lorentz ian spikes in the transmission spectrum, 
and so rises l i t t le for smal l δ. However, the penetrat ion depth parameter Ω is proport ional 
to δ, so as δ is increased, states are in t roduced deeper in to the band gap, unt i l the disorder 
parameter reaches the threshold value ôth, there is a s igni f icant p robab i l i t y o f finding states 
throughout the band gap (not on ly shi f ted edge-states, but random microcav i ty states also). 
Thus the mean transmission at the band gap centre rises much more rap id ly w i t h increasing 
δ, as the probabi l i ty o f hav ing a transmission resonance at (or near) the centre o f the band 
gap is increased. No te that f o r any ind iv idua l structure i n the ensemble, when δ > Sth the 
transmission at a certain frequency can be any value f r o m zero to one. 
I t is also interest ing to consider the standard deviat ion o f the transmission coeff ic ient at 
the centre o f the band gap, σ ( Τ ) . W h e n σ ( Τ ) 《 ( Γ ) fo r a part icular frequency, the trans­
miss ion through the disordered photonic crystal is w e l l def ined at that frequency, and w i l l not 
vary much f r o m one random conf igurat ion o f disorder to the next. However, i f ひ ( Τ ) 〜 ( Τ ) 
the transmission through any part icular disordered structure becomes impossib le to predict, 
as i t w i l l vary w ide ly f r o m one conf igurat ion o f disorder to the next. F r o m figure 4.10 i t can 
be seen that σ ( Τ ) displays a s imi la r threshold behaviour i n its dependence on δ to ( T ) at 
the centre o f the band gap. For δ < ôth, σ ( Τ ) grows more s low ly fo r increasing Ò than fo r 
δ > Sth- Fur thermore, fo r values o f δ below the threshold value, σ ( Γ ) 《 ( Τ ) , but above the 
threshold value σ (Τ) > ( Γ ) . (For very large values o f δ, the rate o f increase o f σ ( Τ ) w i t h 
δ slows again, as can be seen fo r the cases of g = 0.025 and g = 0.05.) Thus figure 4.10 
shows that the est imated values o f threshold disorder parameter f r o m equation 4.33 has a 
physical signif icance; fo r δ < Sth, the transmission through the disordered Bragg reflector 
is we l l def ined and predictable, and is not l i ke ly to s igni f icant ly d i f fe r f r o m the value o f 
the ideal structure, but fo r δ > Sth this is no longer the case. Th i s physical relevance o f 
the threshold disorder parameter also just i f ies the chosen value o f the threshold suppression 
factor Sth = 1 0 ՜ 9 used to obtain the estimate in equation 4.33. 
The dependence o f the transmission coeff ic ient averaged over an ensemble o f randomly 
disordered structures on the sample thickness L is shown in figure 4 . 1 1 . W i t h i n the photonic 
band gap, the ensemble-averaged transmission coeff ic ient (T) decays exponent ia l ly w i th 
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Figure 4.11 The dependence of the transmission coefficient averaged over an ensemble 
of lO 6 randomly disordered Bragg reflectors as a function of the total length o f the struc­
ture for three different frequencies as indicated. Four values of the disorder parameter are 
considered一δ = 0.035 (squares), 0.07 (circles), 0.1 (triangles) and 0.15 (diamonds). The 
three models of disorder are considered as described in the text―refract ive index (green), 
layer thickness (yellow) and Gaussian (orange) disorder. Red lines are for an ideal Stณcture, 
and all structures considered have g ― 0.025 and ท0 = 2.0. 
increasing sample thickness L. A n attenuation length ξ can thus be def ined as 
( T ) = e x p ( ֊ L / 0 (4.34) 
The attenuation length Հ increases w i t h increasing ¿ at the gap centre. However, at the edge 
o f the photonic band gap, ( T ) demonstrates more compl icated behaviour when ь is sma l l ; in 
this case ( T ) is determined by the frequency o f an edge state. Nevertheless, when ь is large 
enough, ( T ) decays exponent ia l ly w i t h sample thickness at the edge o f the band gap. 
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Figure 4.12 TE-polarised (left) and TM-polarised (right) bandstructures for the hexagonal 
lattice of cylindrical air holes of radius r - 0.4α etched into a GaAs background. The red 
shaded region indicates the spectral region of a complete 2D photonic band gap for the TE-
polarisation, whereas the blue shaded region indicates the spectral region of an incomplete 
band gap for the TM-polarisation in the Γ - Μ direction of the crystøl'ร first Bri l louin zone. 
(Inset) The first Bri l louin zone of the photonic crystal. 
4.2 Disorder in 2D photonic crystals 
In this sect ion, disorder in a type o f 2 D photonic crystal is considered. The ideal photonic 
crystal consists o f a honeycomb- l ike array o f air cy l inders etched in to a dielectr ic substrate 
and arranged on an hexagonal latt ice. The dielectr ic is taken to be the semiconductor GaAs , 
and to have a relat ive permi t t i v i t y o f ε = 12.96. The air cy l inders are taken to have a 
radiนร o f r = 0.4α, where α is the latt ice constant. The calculated bandstructure o f the 
ideal photonic crystal is shown in figure 4.12. The ideal photonic crystal possesses a w ide , 
complete photonic band gap fo r the TE-polar isat ion wh i ch is centred on ωα/ {2ҡс) « 0.323 
and o f w id th 5 0 % relat ive to its centre frequency. For the T M polar isat ion, a P B G exists 
for the Г - М di rect ion in reciprocal space centred on ωα/ {2nc) พ 0.223 and o f w id th 18% 
relat ive to i ts centre frequency. However, this P B G ո arrows and eventual ly closes when 
the propagat ion d i rect ion is shi f ted toward the Γ - Κ d i rect ion in reciprocal space. Thus, T E -
polar ised l igh t in this structure can be used to study the effect o f disorder in a photonic crystal 
w i t h a complete P B G , wh i le TM-po la r i sed l igh t can be used to study the effect o f disorder 
when there is an incomplete band gap. 
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4.2.1 Microcavìtìes and vacancies in 2D photonic crystals 
I n this sect ion, the propert i es o f microcavi t ies and defects caused by vacancies in 2 D 
photonic crystals are examined. A microcav i ty in a 2 D photonic crystal can be fo rmed by 
al ter ing the properties o f one cy l inder in the latt ice o f air holes or dielectr ic rods. Usual ly the 
radius o f the rod is changed, but the relative permi t t i v i t y o f the rod cou ld also be altered [2 ] . 
The mod i f ied rod then fo rms a defect in an otherwise per iodic photonic crystal . I f the defect 
has appropriate propert ies, local ised modes w i t h frequencies in the P B G can f o r m at the 
defect. The frequencies o f the modes can be tuned by adjust ing the properties o f the defect. 
A v a c a n c y ― a miss ing rod一is a special case o f a defect, where the radius o f the defect rod 
is reduced to zero. 
Microcav i t ies and vacancies can be studied by the plane wave method presented in sec­
t ion 3.2. However , due to the periodic boundary condi t ions used in this method, a "superce l l " 
approach must be adopted. A supercell consist ing o f many rods is chosen as the uni t cel l o f 
a "super lat t ice" , and one rod is removed f r o m each supercell to f o r m the vacancy. The resul­
tant structure is a superlatt ice o f vacancies w i t h the per iod ic i ty o f the supercel l . I n order to 
study the propert ies o f a single vacancy, the supercell must be made large enough, so that the 
interactions between ne ighbour ing vacancies i n the superlatt ice can be neglected. The large 
unit cells used fo r this kind o f supercell approach means that i n order to achieve convergence 
o f the eigenfrequencies to a reasonable accuracy, many more plane waves must be used i n 
the calculat ions. 
Th is section studies the properties o f a vacancy in the hexagonal latt ice o f cy l indr ica l air 
holes o f radius r = 0.4α in a GaAs background. S imi la r microcavi t ies have been considered 
previously [2 ,3 ,134 ] . A n hexagonal supercell o f 35 air holes and 1 vacancy is used, such that 
the distance between neighbour ing vacancies in the superlatt ice is L = 6α. The superlattice 
has the p r im i t i ve latt ice vectors 
_ Lว , ь ^ г _ կ L V ร ิ լ 
(4.35) 
and the p r im i t i ve reciprocal latt ice vectors 
g2 = で 27Гї 2ᅲ к (4.36) 
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Figure 4.13 TE-polarised bandstructures for photonic superlattices for an ideal hexagonal 
lattice (left) and an hexagonal lattice contøining a vacancy (right). The insets are illustrations 
of the supercell used for the calculation. 
In the plane wave method used, the dielectr ic structure is described by a Four ier expansion 
o f the supercell based on the reciprocal latt ice vectors. The first B r i l l o u i n zone o f the รน-
perlatt ice is six t imes smal ler than that o f the photonic crysta l . The bandstructure o f the 
superlatt ice o f vacancies can be calculated (see section 3.2), and this is shown in figure 4.13 
for the TE-po lar isat ion. A l so shown for compar ison is the bandstructure o f the ideal photonic 
crystal calculated using a s imi lar supercell approach. 
I t can be seen that the in t roduct ion o f a vacancy in to the photonic crystal causes six 
defect states in the photonic band gap o f the ideal photonic crysta l . A s there is a superlatt ice 
o f vacancies, ne ighbour ing vacancies can interact, creat ing photonic min ibands o f defect 
states in the photon ic band gap. The w id th o f the min ibands depend on the spatial over lap 
between the local ised states, and therefore on the separation o f the vacancies. Here the 
minibands are very th in , and to good approx imat ion can be said to be dispersionless. Hence 
the frequencies o f the min ibands correspond closely to the frequencies o f the eigenmodes o f 
an isolated vacancy. The frequencies and the wid ths o f the min ibands o f the six defect states 
are g iven in table 4,2. 
The electromagnetic field profi les o f the defect eigenmodes can also be calculated. F i g ­
ure 4.14 shows the magnetic field prof i les at the Г -po in t o f the superlatt ice'ร first B r i l l o u i n 
zone o f the six defect states local ised on the vacancies in the photonic crysta l . A s the f re-
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ωφ1 (2πο) Αω/ωο Symmet ry 
0.274 1.9 χ 10一4 dipole 
0.276 3.2 χ Ι Ο - 4 dipole 
0.346 1.0 χ 10—4 quadrapole 
0.350 0.7 χ 1 0 - " quadrapole 
0.371 1.9 χ 1 0 - " monopo le 
0.396 1.2 χ ΙΟ—4 hexapole 
Table 4.2 Frequencies {wQü/ (2ᅲс)), width to centre frequency ratio (Αω/ωο), and symme­
tries of eigenstates for the SIX localised defect modes, as described in the text. The naming 
convention for the symmetries of the modes follows ref. [2]. 
quency o f the defect modes increases, the field patterns become more complex. The four 
states w i t h lowest frequencies f o r m two pairs o f doublets. These states are almost at the 
same frequency, but are spl i t by being al igned d i f ferent ly w i t h respect to the hexagonal lat­
t ice. Fo l l ow ing the naming convent ion o f ref. [2] the first doublet is made up o f d ipole modes, 
the second doublet comprises quadrapole modes, the fifth state is a monopo le mode and the 
s ixth is a hexapole mode. In general, the local ised modes w i t h higher frequencies have a 
more complex field prof i le wh ich contain more nodes and anti-nodes than those o f lower f re­
quency. (The states in figure 4.14 are comparable to those publ ished in ref. [2] (page 100), 
a l though these vacancy states were calculated for a photonic crystal w i t h rod radi i r = 0.45α, 
and the authors d i d not resolve the frequency dif ferences between the doublet states.) 
A l l the modes o f figure 4.14 can be characterised by their symmetr ies, wh ich they share 
in common w i t h the hexagonal Bravais latt ice. Group theory can be appl ied to give the 
modes a rigorous classif ication [3 ,142 ] , but here we w i l l on ly discuss the s imple symmetr ies 
that are apparent f r o m an examinat ion o f figure 4.14. 
The d ipole modes are symmetr ic under m i r ro r reflections about one plane, and ant isym­
metr ic about the plane рефеп(1іси1аг to this. They are also ant isymmetr ic under rotations o f 
ᅲ. The lower frequency quadrapole mode is symmetr ic about two perpendicular planes and 
rotations o f ᅲ, whereas the higher frequency quadrapole mode is ant isymmetr ic under the 
same transformations. The monopole mode is symmetr ic under all the transformations o f 
that leave the hexagonal Bravais latt ice unchanged. The highest frequency hexapole mode 
is symmetr ic about m i r ro r reflections in the planes that j o i n two Bravais latt ice points and 
pass through the centre o f the vacancy and ant isymmetr ic in the pi anes rotated 30° w i t h re­
spect to these. The hexapole mode is also ant isymmetr ic under rotat ions o f π / 3 . Table 4.2 
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summarises the symmetr ies o f the microcav i ty modes. 
4.2.2 Positional disorder for a complete band gap 
This section describes an examinat ion o f the effect o f a certain type o f disorder on the 
transmission and ref lect ion spectra o f a part icular 2 D photonic crystal w i t h a complete P B G . 
The ( ideal) photonic crystal is made up o f air cyl inders o f radius 0.4a etched in a GaAs 
substrate (ε = 12.96), and arranged in a hexagonal latt ice. I t possesses a w ide , complete 2 D 
P B G fo r the TE-po lar isa t ion, and as such is we l l suited fo r this study. The transmission and 
ref lect ion spectra can be d i rect ly measured by experiment. However , a deeper understanding 
o f how disorder modi f ies the propert ies o f the photonic crystal can be gained f r o m examin ing 
the effects o f disorder on the eigenmode spectrum o f the photonic crystal . W i t h this i n m ind , 
this section is spl i t in to a discussion o f the calculated transmission and ref lect ion spectra, and 
a study o f the disorder induced states in the photonic band gap. 
The bandstructure o f the ideal crystal fo r this polar isat ion, calculated us ing a plane wave 
method (see section 3.2), is shown in figure 4.12. The disorder is o f the f o r m o f a random 
shi f t o f the ind iv idua l cyl inders away f r o m their ideal latt ice posi t ions; the centre o f each air 
cy l inder in the disordered structure is located at a random posi t ion w i t h i n a c i rc le o f radius αδ 
that is centred on the ideal lattice point . Thus, i f the і 仏 ( ideal) latt ice point is at (уоі, ^Oi), the 
air cylinder is centred on a point ( у о і + ÍPjO COS ou, Zoi + ¿PjO sin O i i ) , where Pi is a random 
number un i f o rm ly distr ibuted in the interval [0,1] and Qi is a un i f o rm ly distr ibuted random 
angle. Hence αδ is the m a x i m u m shi f t o f a cy l inder away f r o m its ideal latt ice locat ion, and 
the parameter á is a measure o f the "amount o f disorder". 
Th is study is a cont inuat ion o f previous wo rk wh i ch looked at disorder in the same ideal 
structure [128 ,129 ] . However, in ref. [128] and [129] the disorder was o f the f o r m o f a ran­
d o m change o f the ind iv idua l cy l inder radi i . Those studies found a threshold- l ike behaviour 
fo r the modi f ica t ion o f the transmission spectra as a funct ion o f the "amount o f disorder"; fo r 
smal l disorder the modi f ica t ion o f the transmission spectra is sma l l , but above the threshold, 
the modi f icat ion becomes large. 
Calculat ions o f the transmission and ref lect ion spectra have been conducted using a com­
binat ion o f transfer mat r ix and mul t ip le scattering methods, w i t h a mod i f ied version o f the 
pub l i c l y available code developed by Pendry et al. (see section section 3.3). A disordered 
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Figure 4.15 A schematic representation of the calculations of transmission and reflection 
undertaken. A disordered supercell is shown. The large arrow indicates the direction of 
incident light. The small solid ՕՄՕพร show the direction of ballistic transmission (right) and 
specular reflection (left). The dotted arrows indicate scattered transmission and reflection. 
Also shown is the first Bri l louin zone of the ideal photonic crystal, which indicates the 
directions in reciprocal space. 
supercell consist ing o f 17 rows o f 19 cyl inders is used in the calculat ions (shown in fig­
ure 4 .15) , and each cy l inder was described by a 7 by 6 mesh. Per iodic boundary condi t ions 
were imposed at the top and bo t tom sides o f the structure in figure 4.15, and the sample 
thickness used in the mode l l i ng was 13.7a. 
I n order to model the spectra o f real disordered photonic crystals (wh ich usual ly display 
smooth transmission dips in the spectral regions o f PBGs) , the calculat ions where averaged 
over several random conf igurat ions o f disorder. The values o f the disorder parameter used 
in the mode l l i ng were δ = 0 .01 , 0.02, 0.05, 0 . 1 , 0.15 and 0.2, and fo r each case the spectra 
were calculated for ten random conf igurat ions o f the disordered crysta l . Exper imenta l ly , 
the transmission spectrum o f photonic crystals is usual ly studied in one o f two ways, as 
i l lustrated in figure 4.15. The bal l ist ic transmission can be measured, where the transmit ted 
l igh t is paral lel to the incident l i gh t ; or the total t ransmission is measured, where al l the l ight 
emerg ing f r o m the rear o f the sample is col lected, and comprises the bal l is t ic and scattered 
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contr ibut ions. Hence, in the mode l l i ng undertaken, the bal l is t ic and scattered contr ibut ions 
to the t ransmit ted l ight are considered separately. L i kew ise fo r the ref lect ion spectra, the 
total ref lect ion is separated in to contr ibut ions f r o m the specular ref lect ion (anti-paral lel to 
the incident l ight ) and scattered ref lect ion. In the mode l l i ng , l igh t is taken as incident along 
the Г - М direct ion o f the ideal crystal 'ร B r i l l ou i n zone i n reciprocal space, as indicated in 
figure 4.15. 
F igure 4.16 shows the calculated transmission and ref lect ion spectra. The th in l ines are 
the spectra for one ind iv idua l conf igurat ion o f disorder, shown as an example, and the th ick 
lines are the mean spectra, averaged over al l ten random conf igurat ions and addi t ional ly 
smoothed to remove the remain ing traces o f the spikes. The bal l is t ic transmission o f the 
ideal crystal is also shown (as a dotted black l ine) fo r compar ison. The ideal crystal does not 
display any scattering o f l ight , as the band gap under study is be low the d i f f rac t ion cu t -o f f o f 
the crystal . 
I t can be seen f r o m figure 4.16 that fo r smal l amounts o f disorder ( δ < 0.05) there is 
very l i t t le modi f icat ion o f the bal l ist ic transmission relat ive to that for the ideal structure. 
For larger amounts o f disorder, the modi f icat ions o f the t ransmission spectra become rapid ly 
more pronounced. For ind iv idua l conf igurat ions o f disorder, sharp spikes are present in 
the spectra, wh i ch correspond to local ised states int roduced in to the P B G by the disorder. 
These รһаф spikes then lead to an increase o f the transmission on average in the region o f 
the P B G where they occur. A l so the w id th o f the bal l ist ic t ransmission d ip decreases w i t h 
increasing disorder. This is due to the fact that smal l amounts o f disorder can on ly introduce 
states in to the P B G near its upper and lower edges (perturbed edge-states) and thus act to 
ո arrow the band gap of the photonic crystal . On ly when the disorder becomes large can 
i t int roduce states into the centre o f the P B G , and inf luence the transmission there. The 
transmission spectra o f figure 4.16 also show the calculated scattered transmission through 
the disordered supercells. For a relat ively small amount o f disorder (Ő = 0.01), the scattered 
transmission in the transmission d ip o f the ideal photonic crystal is ~ 3 orders o f magni tude 
smaller than the bal l ist ic transmission. F igure 4 .17(a) shows the averaged transmission at 
the m i n i m u m as a funct ion o f the deviat ion δ for both bal l ist ic and scattered transmission. 
The d i f ferent behaviour o f the m i n i m u m transmission depending on the bal l is t ic or scattered 
nature o f the l ight is clear here. The bal l ist ic transmission is resistant to disorder up to some 
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Figure 4.16 Top֊֊calculated transmission spectra for disordered photonic crystals with δ = 
0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0 .1, 0.15 and 0.2. Red lines are the ballistic transmission, blue lines are 
the scattered transmission―the thin lines for an individual configuration of disorder, and the 
heavy lines for the mean averaged over 10 random configurations of disorder. The ballistic 
transmission spectrum of the ideal photonic crystal is also shown (black dotted line) for 
comparison. Bottom֊calculated reflection spectra for the same structures. Indigo lines are 
the specular reflection, and green lines are the scattered reflection. 
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Figure 4.17 (а) The transmission coefficient at the minimum of the spectral dip for the 
averaged ballistic transmission (closed circles) and averaged scattered ü-ansmission (open 
circles) as a function of the disorder parameter δ. (b) The reflection coefficient at the spectral 
maximum for the averaged ballistic reflection (closed circles), and at the spectral minimum 
for the averaged scattered reflection (open circles) as a function of δ. 
threshold value o f δ, after wh ich i t increases rapidly. The threshold- l ike behaviour o f the 
bal l ist ic t ransmission has been seen in other studies [ 6 9 , 1 2 4 , 1 2 6 , 1 2 8 , 1 2 9 ] . The scattered 
transmission increases rapidly w i t h δ even fo r smal l values o f δ. Moreover , the scattered 
transmission increases w i t h á at a faster rate than the bal l is t ic transmission does, so that 
f o r large value o f the disorder parameter, scattered l ight is dominant in the transmission 
spectrum. 
A lso present in the transmission spectra is an effect at tr ibuted to Ray le igh scattering. 
The bal l is t ic t ransmission on the upper frequency edge o f the transmission d ip is smaller 
than that on the lower edge when disorder is present. Th is is because the Ray le igh scattering 
due to disorder, wh i ch removes l igh t f r o m the bal l ist ic t ransmission, is stronger at the higher 
frequencies. 
The bo t tom o f figure 4.16 shows the ref lect ion spectra calculated fo r δ = 0 .01 , 0.02, 
0.05, 0 . 1 , 0.15 and 0.2. Aga in i t can be seen that for smal l disorder, the scattered ref lect ion 
remains very smal l , and in the region o f the ideal crystal 'ร photonic band gap the bal l ist ic 
ref lect ion is close to uni ty. Upon increasing the amount o f disorder, the averaged scattered 
ref lect ion begins to grow. For δ > 0.1 this g rowth increases in rate (see figure 4.17 (b)) . The 
decl ine o f the averaged bal l ist ic ref lect ion w i t h increasing δ mi r rors the rise o f the scattered 
ref lect ion. A l s o , once again, the effect o f Rayle igh scattering can be seen, as the averaged 
scattered ref lect ion near the upper frequency edge o f the P B G is greater than that near the 
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Figure 4.18 The mean attenuation length (closed circles, left axis) and its รณndard deviation 
(open circles, right axis) at the centre of the ideal cry stal'ร photonic band gap as a function 
of δ . Inset—the spectra of the attenuation lengths for δ = 0.01， 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 
0.2. Black lines are the mean over the ten random configurations, and grey lines are the ten 
individual configurations. 
lower frequency edge, and the onset o f s igni f icant amounts o f scattered ref lect ion occurs at 
a lower value o f δ fo r the upper frequency edge. 
When l igh t is inc ident upon a finite photonic crystal , attenuation o f the l igh t occurs in the 
spectral region o f the inf in i te crystal 'ร P B G , and a transmission d ip (such as is shown by the 
transmission spectra o f figure 4.16) is observed. In the photonic crystal under considerat ion, 
the transmission coeff ic ient decays exponent ia l ly w i t h an increase o f path length through the 
crystal fo r both bal l is t ic and scattered l ight [129] . A n attenuation length, ξ, can be defined 
by w r i t i ng the bal l is t ic transmission coeff ic ient through the structure, Тв, as 
(4.37) 
where L is the thickness o f the sample, wh ich in the mode l l i ng undertaken is L = 13.7α. 
F igure 4.18 shows the mean and standard deviat ion o f the attention length at the centre o f the 
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P B G as a func t ion o f the deviat ion δ , and the insets show the attenuation lengths as a funct ion 
o f frequency fo r d i f ferent values o f δ . As the disorder in the photonic crystals increases, the 
mean attenuation length rises. For the ideal crysta l , at a f requency corresponding to the 
centre o f the photonic band gap, the attenuation length is 0.5İO. Smal l amounts o f disorder 
( δ < 0.1) have very l i t t le effect on the attenuation length at the centre o f the P B G . When 
δ = 0 .1 , the attenuation length has reached 0.56a, wh i ch is on ly a 10% increase on the 
ideal value. However fo r larger amounts o f disorder ( δ > 0.15), the rate o f increase o f the 
attenuation length increases, and fo r δ - 0.2 the attenuation length at the centre o f the P B G 
is 1.1a, a 110% increase on the ideal value. A l so fo r smal l d isorder ( δ < 0.1), the standard 
deviat ion o f the attenuation length at the centre o f the P B G ( ~ 10 ՜4 ) is approximately three 
orders o f magni tude smal ler than the mean, i m p l y i n g that i t is very un l ike ly that any disorder-
induced local ised states w i l l penetrate to the centre o f the band gap and affect the attenuation 
length there. As the value o f δ increases, the standard deviat ion o f the attenuation length at 
the centre o f the P B G begins to rise rapidly, suggesting that i t is more probable fo r a disorder-
induced local ised state to be present at the centre o f the P B G . The behaviour described is o f 
course very s imi la r to that found fo r disorder in I D photonic crystals. 
The plane wave method can be used to study the eigenmodes o f the electromagnetic field 
in disordered 2 D photonic crystals. In the calculat ions undertaken, a rectangular supercell 
o f 93 cyl inders was chosen. A rectangular supercell was chosen, as this shape al lows fo r 
the impos i t ion o f per iodic boundary condi t ions w i thout breaWng the local order o f the ideal 
photonic crystal at the edge o f the supercell . The dimensions o f the rectangular supercell 
are Ly ― 8α and Լշ = 5 о \ / 3 , where a is the latt ice constant o f the photonic crystal . The 
rectangular superlatt ice has the p r im i t i ve latt ice vectors 
a i = 
and pr im i t i ve reciprocal latt ice vectors 
27Γΐ 
gl = Т-J ムリ 
β2 = LJÍ (4.38) 
g2 = (4.39) 
The photonic bands at frequencies close to the photonic band gap are almost disper-
sionless, and so the eigenfrequencies o f the disordered photonic crystal are calculated at the 
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Figure 4.19 TE-polarised density of states (DOS) averaged over twenty random configura­
tions of disorder for the values δ ― 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. The vertical black lines show 
the upper and lower edges of the PB G of the ideal photonic crystal. 
Г-point in the first B r i l l ou i n zone o f the superlatt ice. B y using the h is togram method, and 
count ing the eigenfrequencies in to frequency bins, the density o f states can also be found . 
Figure 4.19 shows the density o f states (DOS) calculated in this way, averaged over twenty 
random conf igurat ions o f disorder for each o f the values δ = 0 .05 ,0 .1， 0.15 and 0,2. A basis 
set o f 10201 plane waves was used fo r the calculat ion. W h e n per fo rmed w i t h no disorder, 
the calculat ion gives the band gap to be between ωα/ (2πο) = 0.252 and 0.426, wh ich i nd i ­
cates convergence to approx imate ly 5% at frequencies corresponding to the P B G o f the ideal 
crystal . F rom figure 4.19, i t can be seen how states are in t roduced in to the P B G for smal l 
amounts o f disorder (δ = 0.05 and 0.1), but these states are conf ined to a spectral region near 
the edge o f the P B G and there is a vanishing probabi l i ty f o r a local ised state to be introduced 
into the centre o f the P B G . I t is these states wh ich cause the nar row ing o f the P B G , wh ich is 
manifested in the spectra o f figure 4.16. A lso note how states are in t roduced into the upper 
por t ion o f the P B G much more readi ly than the lower, so that for smal l disorder the states 
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Figure 4.20 Magnetic field profiles of legalised støtes introduced into the PBG by disorder 
when δ = 0.05, calculated using a plane wave method. The field profiles shown are for 
different configurations of disorder, and represent the four deepest lying disorder-induced 
state within thephotonic band gap ((a) and (b) are from states in the lower frequency portion 
of the band gap, whereas (c) and (d) are from states in the upper portion). 
f r o m the upper band penetrate the gap more deeply than those f r o m the lower band. A t the 
threshold amount o f disorder, the probabi l i ty o f d isorder- induced local ised states being i n ­
troduced in to the centre o f the fonner P B G becomes non-zero. I t is these local ised states 
that produce the รһаф spikes i n the transmission d ip o f the disordered photonic crystals, and 
wh ich lead to the rais ing o f the level o f conf igurat ion-averaged transmission. 
Figures 4.20 to 4.23 show the magnetic field prof i les fo r the fou r deepest l y i n g disorder-
induced states in the fo rmer P B G o f the TE-po lar ised bandstructure fo r disordered photonic 
crystals w i t h δ = 0.05, 0 . 1 , 0.15 and 0.2 respectively. The field prof i les o f the eigenstates 
where calculated at the г po in t o f the B r i l l o u i n zone. The magnet ic field prof i les are shown, 
as fo r the T E polar isat ion i t is рефепШси Іаг to the plane o f refract ive index var iat ion, and so 
is easier to visual ise than the electr ic field, wh i ch l ies in the plane and varies i n d i rect ion as 
we l l as magni tude. The fou r states in each figure arc the fou r deepest l y i n g disorder- induced 
states w i t h i n the P B G o f the ideal crysta l , calculated w i t h d i f ferent conf igurat ions o f the ran-
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Figure 4.21 Magnetic field profiles of localised states introduced into the PBG by disorder 
when δ = 0 .1 , calculated using a plane wave method. The field profiles shown are for 
different configurations of disorder, and represent the four deepest lying disorder-induced 
state within thephotonic band gap ((a) and (b) are from states in the lower frequency portion 
of the band gap, whereas (c) and (d) are from states in the upper portion). 
d o m posi t ional disorder o f the air cy l inders in the crystal , (a) and (b) show the prof i les o f the 
states in t roduced into the lower part o f the photonic band gap, and (c) and (d) are the states 
in t roduced in to the upper part. Thus , using the nomenclature o f ref. [ 2 ] , the states in (a) and 
(b) represent "a i r defect" ( removal o f d ie lectr ic) or acceptor type modes, and (c) and (d) are 
"d ie lect r ic defect" (addi t ion o f d ie lectr ic) or donor- type modes. W h e n the disorder param­
eter is smal l (δ = 0.05), an inspect ion o f figure 4.20 shows that the states are delocal ised, 
w i t h the magnetic field intensi ty qui te we l l d istr ibuted throughout the photonic crystal (the 
except ion be ing (d)) . These states are very close to the edge o f the P B G o f the ideal crystal . 
For example, the states o f figure 4 .20 (a) and (b) have frequencies o f ωα/ {2ҡс) = 0.252 and 
0.253 respectively, less than 1 % o f the band gap's w id th f r o m the band edge. 
W h e n the disorder parameter is increased to á = 0 . 1 , the disorder is able to induce 
eigenmodes at frequencies deeper w i t h i n the P B G o f the ideal crystal (see figure 4.19) . Thus 
the magnetic field prof i les o f the deepest l y i n g disorder- induced states ( f igure 4.21) are at 
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Figure 4.22 Magnetic field profiles of localised states introduced into the PBG by disorder 
when δ ― 0.15, calculated using a plane wave method. The field profiles shown are for 
different configurations of disorder, and represent the four deepest lying disorder-induced 
state within the photonic band gap ((a) and (b) are from states in the lower frequency portion 
of the band gap, whereas (c) and (d) are from states in the upper portion). 
localised sites within the disordered photonic crystal. The profiles of the eigenmodes are 
reminiscent of "random microcavity" modes; they can be compared to the magnetic field 
profiles of the microcavities created by vacancies within the photonic crystal in figure 4.14. 
As the disorder parameter is further increased to δ = 0.15, states have a significant 
probability of being found at the centre of the former PBG, and the states found there are 
again localised on random microcavities (figure 4.22). When δ = 0.2, the features associated 
with the periodic modulation of the dielectric constant are largely absent. However, the 
modes at the centre of the former photonic band gap, whose magnetic field profiles are 
shown in figure 4.23, are still localised on random microcavities by the disorder. 
Strictly speaking, the plane wave calculations give the eigenfrequencies of an artificial 
rectangular lattice of identically disordered supercells and the calculation actually produces 
minibands of disorder-induced localised states within the ideal photonic crysUil'ร PBG. Thus, 
when the supercell is large enough to ignore the super-crystalline nature of the structure, the 
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Figure 4.23 Magnetic field profiles of localised states introduced into the PBG by disorder 
when δ ― 0.2, calculated using a plane wave method. The field profiles shown are for 
different configurations of disorder, and represent the four deepest lying disorder-induced 
state within the photonic band gap ((a) and (b) are from states in the lower frequency portion 
of the band gap, whereas (c) and (d) are from states in the upper portion). 
width of each miniband gives a rough estimate of the reciprocal lifetime of the localised state. 
Dispersion curves of the localised states shown in figures 4.20 to 4.23 have been calculated, 
and indeed minibands are seen. However, the minibands are very narrow, and show very 
little dispersion. For a typical disordered structure, the miniband of the states introduced the 
deepest into the lower frequency half of the band gap have frequencies and relative widths 
given in table 4.3. This confirms what has already been seen from an inspection of the field 
profiles of figures 4.20 to 4.23; that the states close to the band edge when δ = 0.05 are 
delocalised, whereas the other deeper lying states are essentially localised. 
4.2.3 Positional disorder for an incomplete band gap 
This section reports a study of the effect of disorder on a two-dimensional photonic crys­
tal with an incomplete band gap. The ideal system and the model of disorder considered 
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δ Սմօօ/ (2πε) Αω/ωο 
0.05 0.26 0.5% 
0.1 0.29 0.02% 
0.15 0.32 0.03% 
0.2 0.34 0.06% 
Table 4.3 Frequencies (ωοα/ (շᅲс)) and width to centre frequency ratio {Αω/ωο) for mini-
bands of the deepest lying disorder-indue๗ støtes introduced into the photonic band gap by 
disorder. 
is identical to those considered in section 4.2.2, and the transmission and reflection spectra 
have been modelled in a similar way, as illustrated in figure 4.15. However, in order to exam­
ine the differences caused by the band gap closing for certain directions in the first Bri l louin 
zone, the T M polarisation has been modelled. 
Figure 4.24 shows the calculated transmission and reflection spectra for the disorder 
parameters δ = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. The thin lines are for the spectra of one 
individual configuration of the disorder, and the heavy lines are the mean spectra, averaged 
over ten random configurations of disorder and additionally smoothed to remove remaining 
traces of the spikes. The ballistic transmission of the ideal crystal is also shown (as a dotted 
black line) for comparison. 
As can be seen from the transmission spectra of figure 4.24, light incident on the ideal 
photonic crystal in the Γ -Μ direction in the spectral region of the incomplete PB G undergoes 
attenuation, and a transmission dip is observed in the ballistic transmission which is sym­
metrical about the centre of the PBG. When disorder is introduced into the photonic crystal, 
light can undergo scattering. For the smallest amount of disorder considered {δ = 0.01), 
the scattered transmission is comparable to the ballistic transmission, but for larger disorder 
parameters the scattered light dominates the transmission spectra. 
The transmission spectra of figure 4.24 display many similar features to the case of dis­
order in a photonic crystal with a complete PBG in section 4.2.2. Figure 4.25 shows the 
transmission coefficient at the minimum (Tmin) of the spectral dip in the region of the in­
complete PBG as a function of the disorder parameter δ. The threshold-like behaviour of 
the ballistic transmission, and the different behaviour of the scattered transmission, can be 
seen. Interestingly, it is seen that for small values of δ, Tmin can be smaller than for its ideal 
crystal counterpart, despite the fact that one might expect disorder to decrease the attenuation 
within the crystal, and therefore lead to more transmission. However, for the narrow PBG 
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Figure 4.24 Top֊֊calculated transmission spectra for disordered photonic crystals with Ò = 
0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. R๗ lines are the ballistic transmission, blue lines are 
the scattered transmission―the thin lines for an individual configuration of disorder, and the 
heavy lines for the mean averaged over 10 random configurations of disorder. The ballistic 
transmission spectrum of the ideal photonic crystal is also shown (black dotted line) for 
comparison. Bottom֊֊calculated reflection spectra for the same structures. Indigo lines are 
the specular reflection, and green lines are the scattered reflection. 
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δ 
0.15 0.20 
Figure 4.25 The transmission coefficient at the minimum (T^in)) in the region of the in­
complete TM-polarised band gap for ballistic light (closed circles) and scattered light (open 
circles) as a function of the disorder parameter δ. 
under study, where the total attenuation of light through the crystal is small, the effect of 
Ray leigh scattering in the disordered crystal (which serves to remove light from the ballistic 
transmission) can be large enough to cause the minimum transmission to be reduced when 
disorder is introduced. 
The transmission spectra of figure 4.24 also display many features in contrast to the case 
of disorder in a photonic crystal with a complete PBG. The averaged scattered transmission 
spectra in figure 4.24 display an asymmetric, triangular shape. The reasons for this asym­
metry can be understood in terms of the fol lowing simple physical arguments based on the 
bandstructure in figure 4.12. Suppose light is incident on the disordered crystal in the Γ -Μ 
direction at a frequency corresponding to the incomplete PBG. In this case, an evanescent 
wave w i l l be excited in the crystal, characterised by some attenuation length. Due to the 
disorder, the wave can be scattered into a propagating state in a direction closer to Γ-Κ. The 
wave can then proceed to the rear of the sample without further attenuation, and be trans­
mitted. Also possible is the scattering of the incident wave into another evanescent state (as 
opposed to propagating state) that is closer to the Γ-Κ direction, and thus characterised by 
a smaller attenuation length (since the PBG is smaller for directions away from Γ-Μ, see 
figure 4.12). The direction of the shape modification depends on the details of the curvature 
of the bandstructure between the Γ -Μ and Γ-Κ directions for the photonic crystal. For the 
present case, the change in wavevector needed to scatter to a propagating state is larger for 
higher frequencies (in the second photonic band) then for the lower frequencies (in the first 
photonic band), and so the shift of the minimum transmission is to higher frequencies. 
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To a lesser degree, the averaged ballistic transmission also displays a shape asymmetry, 
which can be explained by similar reasoning. Once the incident wave has been scattered by 
the disorder, it can then be scattered a second time, occasionally back into the Г-М direction 
where it w i l l contribute to the ballistic transmission. This second-order effect leads to the 
shift of the minimum in the transmission away from the centre of the PBG. 
Usually, experimental studies assign the centre of the PBG of real photonic crystals to 
the minimum of the transmission spectrum. However, when scattered light is dominant in 
the total transmission, the shape asymmetry discussed above means that the minimum of 
the total transmission wi l l depend on the details of the bandstructure of the photonic crystal, 
and does not correspond to the centre of the PBG. Simply assigning the centre of the PBG 
to the minimum of the transmission through the crystal can thus lead to significant error in 
(disordered) photonic crystals with an incomplete PBG. 
When light is scattered into propagating modes away from the incident Г-М direction, 
i t is free to propagate through the photonic crystal without attenuation. Thus the light w i l l 
experience multiple reflections in the crystal, and this leads to Fabry-Perot oscillations in 
the transmission spectra for scattered light in the spectral region of the incomplete PBG, 
which can be seen in figure 4.24. From the scattered transmission spectra for individual 
configurations of disorder, it can be seen that these Fabry-Perot oscillations have a similar 
period to the Fabry-Perot oscillations outside the PBG for the ballistic transmission. In 
fact, the spectral period of the Fabry-Perot oscillations is inversely proportional to the path 
length of the light through the structure, and thus is proportional to a factor of COS ひ， where 
α is the angle of propagation relative to the surface normal. The Fabry-Perot oscillations 
in the scattered transmission within the PBG are due to light scattering from evanescent 
waves in the incident Γ -Μ direction into propagating waves closer to the Γ-Κ direction. 
Thus ひ < 30°, and the difference between the period of the Fabry-Perot oscillations in the 
ballistic transmission outside the PBG and the width of the Fabry-Perot oscillations in the 
scattered transmission within the PBG is only around 10%. 
These Fabry-Perot oscillations can be differentiated from the spikes caused by the lo­
calised modes. The spikes in the transmission dip are due to states being introduced into the 
former PBG by the disorder, and as such their spectral position and width are random in na­
ture. However, the oscillations observed in the scattered transmission have a more systematic 
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nature一they are seen throughout the former PBG and differing configurations of disorder 
give rise to similar oscillations, so they are also seen in the ensemble-averaged scattered 
transmission. 
The observation of Fabry-Perot modes in the scattered transmission within the former 
PBG is a bandstructure related effect. It relies on the PBG closing for some direction of 
propagation, such that evanescent modes excited in the crystal by the incident wave can be 
scattered into propagating modes in directions where the modes lie outside the PBG. Thus 
the observation should be unique to cases where the PBG is incomplete. 
Figure 4.24 also shows the calculated reflection spectra for δ = 0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1,0.15 
and 0.2. For small disorder parameters (5 < 0.02) the reflection spectra are very similar to 
that of the ideal crystal, i.e. very little scattering appears and there is a distinct stop-band in 
the spectral region of the incomplete PBG. For δ ― 0.05, the scattered reflection has begun to 
grow, and for individual configurations of the disorder, spikes interrupt the stop-band in the 
ballistic reflection spectra. These spikes lead to an overall lowering of the averaged reflection 
spectrum. For larger disorder parameters (δ < 0.1), the stop-band of the averaged ballistic 
transmission begins to flatten out, and by á = 0.2, scattered light dominates the reflection, 
as well as the transmission, spectrum. 
4.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter, disordered I D and two-dimensional photonic crystals have been consid­
ered. Three models of disorder in I D photonic crystals were investigated, and the penetra­
tion of the density of states into the photonic band gap was quantitatively investigated. It 
was found that the tail of the density of states in the band gap has a Gaussian form, charac­
terised by a penetration depth. A relationship between the relative penetration depth of the 
density of states in the PBG, relative gap-width and disorder parameter has been found for 
small relative gap widths―the penetration depth is proportional to the disorder parameter, 
but proportional to the reciprocal square-root of the relative gap-width. This phenomenolog-
ical analysis w i l l be of use in the formulation of an analytical model of disordered photonic 
crystals, as results presented here should form the one-dimensional l imi t of any such theory. 
Also, the transmission properties of disordered I D photonic crystals were considered. It 
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was found that there is a threshold disorder parameter, below which the transmission through 
the photonic crystals increases slowly with increasing disorder. An estimate for the threshold 
level is given, based on the statistics of the eigenmodes of disordered photonic crystals. 
Below the threshold level of disorder, the penetration depth of the density of states into the 
band gap is small compared to the gap width, and only perturbed edge-states penetrate the 
edges of the band gap; only the tails of the Lorentzian transmission resonances affect the 
transmission in the centre of the band gap, and changes in transmission are small. Above 
the threshold level of disorder, the penetration is comparable to the gap-width, and states 
penetrate further into the band gap, and the transmission is increased throughout the band 
gap. Disorder-induced states are seen to be localised random microcavity modes, as well as 
perturbed edge states. 
The effect of disorder on the spectra of two-dimensional photonic crystals composed of 
air cylinders in a GaAs substrate has been investigated. The disorder was of the form of a 
random shift of the air cylinders away from their ideal lattice locations. Two distinct cases 
were considered―a photonic crystal with a complete photonic band gap and a photonic 
crystal with an incomplete photonic band gap. In both cases, a threshold behaviour in the 
ballistic transmission on the disorder parameter is found. For the complete PBG, it was 
found that for small levels of disorder there is a vanishing probability of disorder-induced 
localised states appearing in the centre of the former photonic band gap, but that the PBG 
is narrowed by perturbed states introduced at its edges. A threshold amount of disorder was 
found to exist, where the probability of finding disorder-induced localised states throughout 
the former PBG becomes signifìcant. These disorder induced states are shown to include 
states localised on random microcavities, as well as perturbed edge states. 
For the incomplete PBG, scattered light dominates the spectra, even for small disorder 
parameters. The transmission spectrum has dips in the PBG, which become asymmetric for 
disordered photonic crystals, such that the minimum transmission does not coincide with 
the centre of the PBG in disordered photonic crystals with incomplete band gaps. Fabry-
Perot type oscillations appear within the band gap for scattered transmitted light. These 
are bandstructure-related effects, and depend upon the PBG closing for certain directions 
in the crystal, so that light is scattered by the disorder from attenuated evanescent states to 
propagating states. 
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Chapter 5 
Two-dimensional photonic crystals with 
quasicrystalline unit cells 
Crystals are periodic, and possess both translational and rotational symmetries. For a 
crystal to possess an ท-fold rotational symmetry, a rotation of the crystal through an angle 
2ᅲ / n centred on any lattice point of the Bravais lattice must recreate the lattice identically. 
Due to the periodicity of a crystal, possible values of 71 are ひ = 2， 3， 4, or 6; degrees of 
rotational symmetry above 6 are not possible. 
Two dimensional photonic crystals are usually built from dielectric rods in air or air 
cylinders in a dielectric substrate, with the cylinders/rods placed on the lattice points of a 2D 
crystal lattice. Such structures can give rise to large photonic band gaps, but the band gaps 
tend to be highly anisotropic in both spectral position and width, and a complete photonic 
band gap w i l l only result i f the the band gaps for different directions are wide enough to 
overlap for some band of frequencies. That requires a large dielectric contrast between the 
dielectric materials used for the constmction of the photonic crystals. 
Often i t is desirable to have a photonic band gap material with a band gap which is as 
isotropic as possible. A near isotropic band gap facilitates the spectral overlap of band gaps 
for different directions in the material without the need for particularly large band gaps. Thus 
a smaller refractive index contrast would be needed for the onset of a complete photonic 
band gap in the material. A lower refractive index contrast in a photonic crystal could be 
advantageous because it would reduce losses from Fresnel reflection when light is coupled 
into and out of the structure. 
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Quasicrystals [143-145] are not periodic but do possess long-range order and can dis­
play eight-fold (octagonal), ten-fold (decagonal), twelve-fold (dodecagonal), or even higher 
degrees of rotational symmetry. 2D quasicrystal structures can be generated by projecting 
points onto a 2D-plane from a regular array in a higher-dimensional space or by the posi­
tioning of tiles according to detailed matching rules [143,145,146]. 2D photonic quasicrys­
tals are structures possessing an aperiodic modulation of the relative permittivity with long 
range order based upon quasicrystalline tilings, and they can be constructed by decorating the 
quasiperiodic t i l ing with the usual dielectric rods or cylinders. Due to the increased degree of 
rotational symmetry that a photonic quasicrystal can possess compared to its periodic coun-
ІефаП, it has been suggested that photonic band gap materials based on quasiperiodic tilings 
would possess more isotropic band gaps. Several experimental and theoretical studies have 
shown evidence of 2D PBGs, accompanied by dips in the transmission spectrum, in different 
photonic structures based on quasicrystalline geometries [76,77,147-156]. Further, these 
studies have found that the band gap formed from photonic quasicrystals is due to the short 
range quasicrystalline structure and not due to the periodicity enforced by the boundary con­
ditions of calculations based on a supercell approach [148]. This would seem to be supported 
by studies that look at the transmission through a finite thickness of the photonic quasicrys­
talline structures [151], which do not rely on periodic boundary conditions (at least in the 
direction of the incident and transmitted light). These studies show distinct dips in the trans­
mission spectrum which maintain their frequency and deepen exponentially with an increase 
in the thickness of the photonic quasicrystalline sample. Also, band gaps in I D structures 
based on the Fibonacci sequence have previously been demonstrated [66,157], but there is 
evidence that a minimum system size is required for the formation of a true PBG where light 
decays exponentially with increase of system size [158]. To the author's knowledge, no the­
oretical study on the properties of 3D photonic quasicrystals have been conducted, probably 
due to the computational resources that such calculations would require. However, recently 
Man et al have circumvented this computational problem by performing an experiment on 
a 3D photonic quasicrystal with icosahedral symmetry at microwave frequencies [159]. 
The first half of this chapter reports studies of the bandstructures of 2D photonic crys­
tals with square unit cells based on an octagonal quasicrystal with the aim of maximising 
the PBG width and isotropy. The chosen quasicrystalline structure is the Ammann-Beenker 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram showing the square unit cells of the 2D photonic crystal that 
are based upon an octagonal Ammann-Beenker tiled quasicrystal. The black circles repre­
sent the air cylinders. The quasicrystal is made up of two basic tiles, a square and a rhomb, 
and α is the length of the sides of these tiles. The squares indicate the four different unit 
ceils used to build the photonic crystal, of side lengths L = 3.41424α, L = 4.82848α, 
L = 8.24212α, L = 11.6568ο. The green lines indicate the quasicrystølline feature associ­
ated with the most prominent diffraction peaks, as discussed in section 5.1.1. 
t i l ing, which displays octagonal 8-fold rotational symmetry [145]. The Ammann-Beenker 
ti l ing consists of two types of t i l es―a square tile and a rhomb whose internal acute angles 
are 45°. Both types of tile have the same side lengths which we denote by o. A 2D pho­
tonic structure is constructed by decorating the Ammann-Beenker t i l ing with cylindrical air 
holes at the vertices of the tiles. The air holes are embedded in a background dielectric taken 
to have a relative permittivity of Ճ = 9.0. The positions of the cylinders in this scheme 
are shown in figure 5.1. Several different sizes of square unit cell can be chosen which 
do not result in broken cylinders on building up the crystal. The four sizes considered in 
this chapter are shown by the squares in figure 5.1， and contain 14 cylinders (side length 
L = 3.41424α), 28 cylinders ԼԼ = 4.82848α), 82 cylinders ԼԼ = 8.24212α) and 164 cylin­
ders (L = 11.6568a). Finally the radii r of the air cylinders (or, equivalently, the filling 
fraction ƒ of the air cylinders in the unit cell) can also be varied, and the dependence of the 
bandstructure on the radii o f the cylinders is investigated for the range 0.12a < r < 0.38α. 
For r > 0.38α the air cylinders begin to overlap. 
It should be noted that the structure described above is periodic, with local quasicrys-
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talline order within the unit cell. The properties of such crystals are interesting, as the larger 
unit cells w i l l be shown to facilitate more isotropic band gaps due to the increase in range 
of the quasicrystalline order. However, the computational scheme employed is identical to 
the one of considering a photonic quasicrystal within a supercell approximation. The four 
sizes of unit cell or supercell investigated wi l l allow for an examination of the supercell ap­
proximation when applied to the case of photonic quasicrystals, specifically on how the size 
of the chosen supercell affects the calculation. As both these cases are of interest, both wi l l 
be discussed in the context of the results presented. The two cases wi l l be distinguished by 
referring either to unit cells of the photonic crystal or to supercells of the photonic quasicrys­
tal. 
The structures studied in this chapter (air cylinders in a dielectric background on an 
octagonal quasicrystฝline unit cell) are complementary to those studied in ref. [147]. Ref. 
[147] studied the same octagonal quasicrystalline supercell but with cylindrical dielectric 
rods in air, and found photonic band gaps in the TM-polarised bandstructure. It wi l l be 
shown that the structures studied in this chapter have photonic band gaps in the TE-polarised 
bandstructure, but not in the TM-polarised bandstructure. 
The second half of this chapter describes an examination of microcavities in the octago­
nal photonic quasicrystal, formed by cylinder vacancies in the decorated Ammann-Beenker 
t i l ing. The lack of translational order in the the photonic quasicrystal means that there are 
many inequivalent sites for the vacancies, and four microcavities based on different vacan­
cies wi l l be studied. It wi l l be shown that localised modes with eigenfrequencies in the 
band gap can form at the microcavities, and the field profiles and properties of some of these 
modes are examined. The properties of the microcavities are calculated using the plane wave 
method with a supercell approximation. 
Some of the work presented in section 5.1 was performed by David Roper [160] as part 
of an MSci project at the University of Durham that the author helped to co-supervise. Any 
results taken from this project and not calculated by the author are explicitly acknowledged. 
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5.1 Octagonal photonic quasìcrystals 
This section describes an examination of a 2D photonic crystal composed of square unit 
cells with local octagonal quasicrystalline order. As discussed above, the computational 
scheme is the same as when looking at 2D octagonal photonic quasicrystals in a supercell 
approximation, and this w i l l be discussed as appropriate. The calculated diffraction pattern 
of the photonic quasicrystal is presented in section 5.1.1, before the bandstructure of the 
photonic crystal for four different quasicrystalline unit cells is presented, both as a function 
of the unit cell size and the filling fraction of the unit cell. The calculated transmission and 
reflection spectra are presented, before finally an estimate on the position of the band gaps 
(based on treating the crystal as an effective medium) is given. 
5.1.1 Diffraction pattern 
The diffraction patterns from quasicrystalline structures display sharp diffraction images 
of non-crystallographic symmetry. As already mentioned, the long range order but lack of 
translational periodicity can lead to degrees of rotational symmetry not allowed in crystals, 
and this is reflected in the x-ray diffraction images of quasicrystals [143,145], and the optical 
diffraction images of the dielectric contrast in photonic quasicrystals [151， 155]. 
Figure 5.2 shows the Fourier representation of the dielectric contrast of the structure 
shown in figure 5.1. The diffraction pattern displays eight-fold rotational symmetry. Four 
series of intense peaks dominate the diffraction pattern, which can be indexed by choosing 
a set of reciprocal lattice vectors corresponding to the innermost series. These reciprocal 
lattice vectors are denoted ±Fi (i = 1, 2,3,4)， where 
F l = (cos (0 ) , sin (0)) = (1000) 
F 2 = (cos ( π / 4 ) , sin (π/4)) = (0100) (5 1) 
Ғз = (cos (2π /4 ) , sin (2π/4)) = (0010) ՚ 
Ғ4 = ( 0 θ 8 ( 3 π / 4 ) , 8 ί η ( 3 π / 4 ) ) = (0001) 
where the unit of reciprocal length used in reciprocal space is related to the length a of the 
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Figure 5.2 The Fourier representation of the dielectric contrast of the largest unit cell shown 
in figure 5.1. The radius of the spot is proportional to the squared magniณde of the Fourier 
coefficient. The diffraction pattern displays eight-fold rotational symmetry. The most promi­
nent series of peaks can be used as basic reciprocal lattice vectors Ft (i = 1,2,3,4) to 
index the rest of the diffraction peaks, as shown. Diffraction pattern calculated by D. T. 
Roper [160]. 
sides of the tiles that make up the octagonal quasi-periodic t i l ing by 
2 ᅲ 2 
1 丄 ; ( - 1 -171573^ о 1 + տա (7г /4) α (5.2) 
The vectors are expressed in both Cartesian coordinates and a symbolic four-dimensional 
vector notation. Using this symbolic four-dimensional notation, the four major series of 
diffraction peaks can be defined by symmetrical sets of vectors based on (1000), (1010), 
(1100) ańd (1001). The calculated intensities of the most prominent series of diffraction 
peaks, their indexes and the related elements of the tiles that make up the octagonal qua­
sicrystal are given in table 5.1. The (1000) series of peaks are the most prominent, and are 
associated with the element consisting of a ti le side and half the square tile's diagonal, as 
indicted by the dotted line in figure 5.1. 
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reciprocal 
lattice vector 
Magnitude 
RV/|F¿| 
Ua 
շ ᅲ Magnitude of 
Fourier 
element of tile associated 
with RV 
(RV) coefficient 
ε / (1 /ε ) 
(0000) 0 0.0 8.12/0.209 
(2-101) շ ֊ \ / շ 0.68... 0.13/0.015 Հ1^ՀՏ(1 « 1.457106α 画 
і 1 
0.89... 
1.17... 
0.18/0.021 
0.50/0.056 
- ^ ¿ ^ i ^ a « 1.115221α 
— α « 0.85355ο Half of 
the sum of a tile side and a 
(1010) 1.65... 0.27/0.031 
half a diagonal of a square 
« 0.60355a Half of 
the sum of a tile side and a d i ­
(1100) 2.16... 0.32/0.036 
agonal of a square 
0.4617a 
Table 5.1 Magnitudes of different Fourier coefficients of the photonic quasicrystal for a 
cylinder radius of r = 0.17α. 
5.1.2 Bandstructure 
The bandstructures of the photonic structures under consideration are calculated by the 
plane wave method (see section 3.2). The square unit cells of octagonal quasicrystalline 
order shown in figure 5.1 are arranged on a periodic square lattice. Figure 5.3 shows the 
convergence of the eigenfrequencies of the edge states immediately above and below the 
photonic band gap for the unit cell containing 164 cylinders (a), 82 cylinders (b), 28 cylinders 
(c) and 14 cylinders (d) of radius r = 0.17o in the octagonal quasicrystalline geometry 
as the number of plane waves used in the truncated basis set is increased. The horizontal 
dashed lines indicate the eigenfrequencies calculated for the lower eigenfrequency with 8281 
plane waves. Note that the frequency axis in figure 5.3 has been shifted to allow the four 
cases (a) to (d) to be displayed on the same graph with clarity. It can be seen that the 
calculated eigenfrequencies converge more rapidly for the smaller unit cells than for the 
larger unit cells. This is to be expected, as the plane waves used in the calculation have 
wavelengths related to the side length L of the unit cell, whereas the dielectric function 
within the unit cell vai res on a length scale of a. Thus when the ratio L / o i s increased, more 
plane waves are needed of shorter wavelength to be able to represent accurately the finer 
details of the dielectric variation. Hence more plane waves should be used for the largest 
unit cells to ensure convergence of the eigenfrequencies to a reasonable accuracy. Figure 5.4 
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Figure 5.3 Graph showing the convergence of the eigenfrequencies calculated with a plane 
wave method for the four different sized unit cells of quasicrystalline order discussed in 
the text. The eigenfrequencies are of states immediately above and below the band gap for 
cylinders with radius r' = 0.17a with unit cells contøining (a) 164, (b) 82， (c) 28 and (d) 14 
cylinders. Note the frequency axis is shifted for clarity of display. The horizontal dashed 
lines indicate the eigenfrequencies calculated using 8281 plane waves. Convergence data 
courtesy of D. T. Roper [160]. 
shows the bandstructures for the TE polarisation of the photonic crystals based on different 
sizes of unit cell and when the air cylinders have radii r = 0.17α, r = 0.24a and r = 0.34α 
respectively. These values of the radius give filling fractions of the air cylinders as 1 1 % , 
22% and 44% respectively. The bandstructures and density of states were calculated with 
basis sets appropriate for a square lattice of 10201, 3721, 2601 and 1681 plane waves for the 
unit cells containing 164, 82, 28 and 14 cylinders respectively. The values for the number 
of plane waves used where chosen using convergence calculations such as the one illustrated 
by figure 5.3 to ensure convergence of the eigenfrequencies to better than 1% in all cases at 
the frequency range of interest. Significant band gaps only occur in the bandstructure for the 
TE polarisation and therefore results for the T M polarisation are not given here. 
Figure 5.5 shows the positions of the band gap edges as a function of the size of the unit 
cell for the TE polarisation. For a small filling fraction (r = 0.17a, filling fraction 11%), it 
can be seen that there is a minimum size of the quasicrystalline unit cell before any significant 
band gap opens up in the bandstructure. For the two smaller unit cells, the band gap around 
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Figure 5.4 Calculated TE bandstructures for the four different sizes of unit cell with air 
cylinders of radius r = 0.17α (bottom), r = 0.24α (middle), and r = 0.34α (top). The 
points of high symmetry in the Bri l louin zone are Γ: к = (0 ,0 ) ; X: к = ( ᅲ / ん 0느 and M: 
К ะะะ (w/lj^n/L), The results for the unit cell with 14 cylinders are far left, 28 cylinders 
centre left, 82 cylinders centre right, and 164 cylinders far right, as indicated by the (seal๗) 
illustrations of the unit cell used. 
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Figure 5.5 Diagrams of allowed bands in the TE bandstructure as a function of the size of 
the square quasictystalline unit cell used to form the 2D photonic crystal, for air cylinders 
with radius г = 0.17α (bottom), r = 0.24α (middle), and г = 0.34α (top). The grey regions 
represent allowed bands, and the white regions are the PBGs. 
ωα/ {2ҡс) = 0.23 has a w i d t h , Δ ω , that is less than l % o f the centre frequency, ωο· However, 
when the un i t cel l size is increased to include 82 cy l inders, the gap opens up to the relat ive 
size o f Αω/ωο ― 4 . 0%, before reducing to Δ ω / ω ο = 3 .5% fo r the larger un i t cel l i nc lud ing 
164 cyl inders. O n l y the two larger uni t cells repeat the central octagonal feature consist ing 
o f 17 cy l inders o f the t i le feature o f a t i le side plus ha l f the d iagonal o f a square (the t i le 
feature associated w i t h the most pominent d i f f rac t ion peaks, i l lust rated by the green lines in 
figure 5.1), suggesting that Four ier components related to this feature are important fo r the 
fo rmat ion o f a sizeable P B G in this structure. Thus fo r smal l filling fract ions, a m i n i m u m 
range o f the quasicrystal l ine order must be present before the fo rmat ion o f s igni f icant band 
gaps, wh ich is in agreement w i t h the results o f ref. [ 156 ] , wh ich showed s imi lar behaviour 
in a photonic quasicrystal w i t h 10- fo ld rotat ional symmetry. 
For an intermediate filling f ract ion ( r = 0.24a, filling f ract ion 2 2 % ) , i t can be seen 
that there is a sizeable P B G in the T E polar isat ion fo r al l the uni t cel ls considered. Aga in 
the largest band gap is found for the uni t cel l based on 82 cy l inders o f the quasicrystal , 
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and has a relat ive w i d t h o f Αω/ωο = 9.4%. For a large fìUing f ract ion o f the air cyl inders 
( r = 0.34a, filling f ract ion 4 4 % ) , two band gaps occur i n the T E bandstructure fo r a l l sizes 
o f uni t cel l considered. The first o f the band gaps is centred around ωα/ {2ոժ) = 0.31 and 
the second around ωα/ {2ҡс) = 0.40. The m a x i m u m w i d t h o f both band gaps occurs fo r the 
un i t cel l based on 28 cy l inders, and the gaps have relat ive wid ths o f Αω/ωο = 6 .2% and 
6 .8% respectively. A smal l band gap also occurs in the T M bandstructure o f this photonic 
crystal , at around ωα/ {2ҡс) = 0.42, but is not shown in this thesis. 
I t is also apparent f r o m the T E bandstructures o f figure 5.4 that the band gap edges 
become " f la t ter" w i t h increasing size o f the uni t cel l used to construct the photonic crystal , 
ref lect ing less anisotropy in the spectral posi t ion and relat ive w i d t h o f the P B G . Def in ing 
( Δ ω ) ^ ^ „ and ( Δ ω ) ^ ^ ^ as the m i n i m u m and m a x i m u m w id th o f the photonic band gap fo r 
any part icular d i rect ion in the photonic quasicrystal , a measure o f the anisotropy o f the band 
gap w id th can be taken as 
( Δ ω ) 一 ( Δ ω ) „ . 
η = 、 " w ノ'»αι y y min (5 " 
where ωο is the centre frequency o f the band gap. The anisotropy value η has been calcu­
lated f r o m the bandstructures in figure 5.4 fo r the four sizes o f uni t cel l f o r air cyl inders o f 
radius r = 0.17α, 0.24α, and 0.34α and the results are shown in table 5.2. I t can be seen 
that increasing the size o f the uni t ce l l , and therefore increasing the range o f local quasicrys-
ta l l ine order, decreases the anisotropy displayed in the w i d t h o f the photonic band gap. Th is 
reduct ion in the anisotropy o f the P B G can be attr ibuted to the increase in the range o f the 
quasicrystal l ine order in the crystal . 
Figure 5.6 shows the calculated ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients fo r the photonic 
crystal w i t h a quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l o f 164 cyl inders and w i t h a cy l inder radius o f r = 
0.17α. The TE-po lar ised spectra are shown in red, and the TM-po la r i sed spectra in blue, and 
they were calculated by the combinat ion o f transfer mat r ix and mu l t ip le scattering methods 
described i n section 3.3. The sample model led was one uni t cel l th ick and per iodic boundary 
condi t ions were appl ied at the top and bo t tom edges o f the uni t ce l l . Signi f icant transmission 
dips occur fo r both polarisat ions fo r the frequency range ωα/ (2πο) = [0.20,0.23] , w i t h 
the T E polar isat ion d isp lay ing a m i n i m u m transmission o f 0.10, and the T M polarisat ion o f 
0.45. The T E bandstructure o f the coՄesponding photonic crystal ( f igure 5.4, bo t tom right) 
displays a P B G in the same frequency range, and this t ransmission d ip can be seen to be a 
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r / o L/a W q o / (2πο) ( Δ ω ) . 
\ /min 
ๆ 
3.41424 0.227 0.9% 0.00202 0.0258 10.5% 
0.17 4.82848 0.227 1.0% 0.00223 0.0185 7 .2% 
ร.24212 0.231 4 .0% 0.00936 0.0172 3 .4% 
11.6568 0.230 3.5% 0.00813 0.0141 2 .6% 
3.41424 0.247 6 .8% 0.0170 0.0425 10.3% 
0.24 4.82848 0.248 6.9% 0.0170 0.0307 5.5% 
ร.24212 0.253 9 4 % 0.0238 0.0307 2 .7% 
11.6568 0.252 8 9 % 0.0227 0.0261 1.3% 
3.41424 0.305 5.4% 0.0168 0.0442 9 .0% 
0.34 4.82848 0.309 6 .2% 0.0223 0.0293 2 .3% 
ร.24212 0.319 4 . 4 % 0.0140 0.0281 4 . 4 % 
11.6568 0 3 1 6 4 .6% 0.0147 0.0200 1.7% 
Table 5.2 Frequencies, widths and anisotropics of the lowest photonic band gap for photonic 
crystฝร with octagonal quasicrystalline unit cells. 
consequence o f the photonic band gap in the bandstructure. Since on ly the finite structure is 
considered i n the d i rect ion o f incident and transmit ted l ight , the stop bands in the spectra fo r 
the TE-polar isat ion are a result o f the quasicrystal l ine order, and not due to per iodic i ty. The 
coincidence o f the stop bands in the ref lect ion spectra and the band gaps i n the bandstructure 
fo r the TE-polar isat ion w o u l d seem to suggest that the band gaps are due to the short-range 
quasicrystal l ine order, and not the longer range per iod ic i ty o f the crystal . Th is agrees w i t h 
the conclusions o f past studies [148] . 
The behaviour o f the PB G as a funct ion o f the filling f ract ion has also been investigated 
fo r photonic crystals w i t h a quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l conta in ing 164 cyl inders. The T E band-
structures have been calculated fo r uni t cells w i t h cy l inder radi i r = 0 . 1 2 , 0 . 1 3 , . . . , 0 .37,0.38, 
w i t h each o f the twenty-e ight calculat ions per formed using a basis set o f 10201 plane waves. 
F igure 5.7 shows the bands as a funct ion o f filling f ract ion, where the grey shaded regions 
represent a l lowed photonic bands and the intervening regions are the PBGs. 
The main band gap begins to open at a filling f ract ion o f the air cyl inders o f just 7%. 
Th is gap is at a m a x i m u m relat ive w id th o f 10.4% wh i ch is acheived fo r filling fractions o f 
around 30%. For filling fract ions o f above 2 0 % , other band gaps open up in the bandstructure 
at lower and higher frequencies to the main band gap. The band gaps tend to shi f t to higher 
frequencies w i t h increasing filling fract ions o f the air cy l inders. Th is is because as the filling 
f ract ion o f a i r increases, the average dielectr ic constant o f the un i t cel l decreases, and the 
free photon dispersion gradient increases. Thus the photonic bands tend to stretch out along 
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Figure 5.6 Reflection (solid lines) and transmission (dotted lines) spectra for a photonic 
crystal wi th a quasicrystalline unit cell and cylinder radii r = 0.17α for the TE polarisation 
(red) and T M polarisation (blue). 
this increased gradient, sh i f t ing the band gaps to higher frequencies. 
5.1.3 Effective medium estimates 
B y characterising a photonic crystal w i t h its average refract ive index, an estimate can 
be obtained as to the frequency one wou ld expect to find any band gaps due to Bragg- l ike 
scattering. I f a l igh t wave propagates in a structure fo r w h i c h the spat ial ly vary ing relative 
permi t t i v i t y has substantial d ist inct Four ier components related to some reciprocal latt ice 
vector G， the wave can be reflected back anti-paral lei to the inc ident wave i f the magni tude 
o f its wavevector | K | ( » {ท) ω/с, where { ท ) is the mean refract ive index) is equal to | G | / 2 . 
The octagonal quasicrystal l ine structure under study has fou r series o f dist inct Fourier 
components. Us ing the symbol ic four-d imensional notat ion, these fou r series are related 
to the reciprocal latt ice vectors (1000) , (1001) , (1010) and (1100) . The magnitudes o f the 
vectors are g iven in table 5 . 1 . Thus the centre o f the band gaps UQ due to scattering f r o m 
these reciprocal latt ice vectors is est imated as 
UQÜ 1.171573 G 
2π0 = 2 (ท ) F 
(5.4) 
The dotted b lack l ines in figure 5.7 show the estimated values o f the centre frequencies o f the 
band gaps due to Bragg- l i ke scattering f r om the indicated series o f reciprocal latt ice vectors. 
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Figure 5.7 Diagram of allowed bands in the TE bandstructure as a function of the filling 
fraction of air cylinders in the photonic crystal with a unit cell based on 164 cylinders of 
the quasicrystøl. Grey regions indicate allowed photonic bands, and white regions indicate 
the photonic band gaps. Red lines are the spectral positions of the band gap edges. Dotted 
lines indicate the centre of photonic band gaps as estimated from Bragg-like diffraction from 
certain indicated directions in the quasicrystalline unit cell. 
The most prominent series o f peaks in the d i f f rac t ion pattern are those related to the (1000) 
vector, and i t can be seen that the values that this s imple estimate gives fo r the posi t ion o f 
the main band gap is accurate to w i t h i n 12% o f the " f u l l " plane wave calculat ions presented 
earlier. Thus i t can be concluded that this ma in band gap is associated w i t h Bragg- l ike 
scattering f r o m planes w i t h i n the quasicrystal l ine structure that have a per iod o f ha l f the sum 
o f a t i le side and hal f the diagonal o f a square t i le , wh i ch is the t i le element associated w i th 
the (1000) series o f d i f f rac t ion peaks. 
5.1.4 Electromagnetic field profiles 
The plane wave method used fo r the calculat ion o f the eigenfrequencies (bandstructure) 
o f the 2 D photonic crystal w i t h an octagonal quasicrystal l ine un i t ce l l can also be used to 
calculate the eigenvectors or electromagnetic field prof i les o f the eigenmodes. Th is has been 
done fo r six eigenmodes o f the structure when r = 0.17a ( f igure 5.8), r = 0.24α (f igure 5.9) 
and r = 0.34a ( f igure 5.10). I n these figures, (a), (b) and (c) show eigenmodes in the 
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Figure 5.8 Magnetic field profiles of selected eigenmodes at the г point of the 2D photonic 
crystal with a unit cell of 164 air cylinders of radius r = 0.17α based on the octagonal 
quasicrystalline geometry shown in figure 5.1. (a), (b) and (c) are states in the dielec­
tric band, and (d), (e) and i f ) are in the air band. The eigenfrequencies of the states are 
ωα/ {2nc) = 0.2122 (a), 0.2172 (b), 0.2262 (c), 0.2343 (d)， 0.2389 (e), and 0.2420 (f) . 
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Figure 5.9 Magnetic field profiles of selected eigenmodes at the г point of the 2D photonic 
crystal wi th a unit cell of 164 air cylinders of radius r = 0.24α based on the octagonal 
quasicrystaUine geometry shown in figure 5.1. (a), (b) and (c) are states in the dielec­
tric band, and (d), (e) and ( f ) are in the air band. The eigenfrequencies of the States are 
ωα/ {2ҡс) = 0.2273 (a). 0.2312 (b), 0.2405 (с), 0.2633 (d). 0.2656 (e), and 0.2702 (f) . 
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Figure 5.10 Magnetic field profiles of selected eigenmodes at the г point of the 2D pho­
tonic crystal with a unit cell of 164 air cylinders of radius r = 0.34α based on the oc­
tagonal quasicrystalline geometry shown in figure 5.1. (a), (b) and (c) are states in the 
dielectric band, and (d), (e) and (f) are in the air band. The eigenfrequencies of the states are 
ωα/ {2ҡс) = 0.2890 (a), 0.2945 (b). 0.3083 (с). 0.3230 (d), 0.3324 (e), and 0.3361 (f). 
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dielectr ic (or photonic valence) band and (d) , (e) and ( f ) show eigenmodes in the air (or 
photonic conduct ion) band. The states shown in (c) and (d) are the states at the edge o f the 
P B G , and the frequencies o f the eigenstates are given i n al l cases in the figure captions. The 
electromagnetic field prof i les display the str ict f ou r - fo ld rotat ional symmetry o f the square 
lattice used. A l s o many o f the states shown have a concentrat ion o f the electromagnetic 
energy density at the edges and comers o f the unit ce l l , for example figure 5.8 (a) or (b) 
or figure 5.9 (a) or (b). The edges o f the uni t cel l are where the quasicrystal l ine order is 
broken, and hence they can be considered as defect points (comers) or p i anes (edges) o f a 
quasicrystal. As such, the electromagnetic field can be local ised on these defects. 
5.2 Microcavities in photonic quasicrystals 
Calculat ions i n section 5.1 have demonstrated that photonic crystals made up o f octago­
nal quasicrystal l ine uni t cells based on Ammann-Beenker t i l i ng decorated w i t h air cyl inders 
in a dielectr ic background can support a complete 2 D photonic band gap in the TE-polar ised 
band structure. Th is section describes studies o f the opt ical propert ies o f vacancies in such 
structures. We show that the vacancies f o r m microcavi t ies in the photonic quasicrystal , and 
i f the eigenfrequencies o f the cavi ty modes are w i t h i n the photonic band gap o f the struc­
ture, local ised modes to can occur in the cavi ty region. The lack o f translat ional symmetry 
in photonic quasicrystals means that there are many inequivalent points at wh ich to site the 
vacancies in order to f o r m a microcavi ty. Th is range o f inequivalent vacancy sites means that 
there are many possibi l i t ies when designing microcavi t ies w i t h local ised states o f desirable 
properties in photonic quasicrystals. Refs. [147] and [148] have studied the properties o f 
vacancies in complementary photonic structures to the one studied here֊֊֊one consist ing o f 
dielectr ic rods decorat ing the Ammann-Beenker t i l i ng in air. 
Th is section describes the properties o f four d i f ferent cavit ies in the octagonal quasicrys­
ta l l ine structure, label led cavi ty A , cavi ty B， cavi ty с and cavi ty D. The method o f calculat ion 
is s imi la r to that used in section 5 . 1 ― a square supercell o f local octagonal quasicrystal l ine 
order is constructed, f r o m wh ich a cy l inder or cy l inders are removed to f o r m the microcavi ty. 
The chosen supercell is a square o f side length L = 11.65б8о (see figure 5.1). Cav i ty A con­
sist ing o f a single vacancy at the centre o f the supercel l , as shown by the inset o f figure 5.11， 
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Figure 5.11 Calculated eigenfrequencies (blue lines) of the localised modes of the micro-
cavity structure illustrated (inset) as a function of the filling fraction ƒ of the air cylinders. 
Grey regions indicate the allowed photonic bands, and red lines are the eigenfrequencies of 
the edge states of the PBG, shown by the intervening white regions. (Inset) A n illustration 
of the microcavity structure labelled cavity A " in the text. 
w i l l be discussed in section 5 .2 .1 . A larger cavi ty, cavi ty B , created by remov ing the central 
9 cyl inders in the quasicrystal is studied in section 5.2.2. Sect ion 5.2.3 studies the proper­
ties o f cavit ies С and D， created by remov ing a cy l inder f r o m two inequivalent points in the 
quasicrystal l ine latt ice. The eigenfrequencies o f the cav i ty modes have been calculated fo r 
cy l inder rad i i o f r = 0.12α, 0.13α, . . .， 0.37α, and 0.38α. Each o f the 27 calculat ions fo r 
each cavi ty used a plane wave basis set o f 10201 plane waves, w h i c h ensures convergence 
o f the eigenvalues, even fo r the large supercell under considerat ion (see figure 5.3). 
5.2.1 Cavity A 
Cavi ty A is created by remov ing the central cy l inder f r o m the octagonal quasicrystal , 
as shown by the inset o f figure 5 .11 . The eigenfrequencies o f the resul t ing local ised states 
are shown as a func t ion o f the filling f ract ion ƒ o f the air cy l inders in the supercell by the 
blue l ines o f figure 5 .11 . F igure 5.11 shows the a l lowed photonic bands o f the photonic 
quasicrystal as grey regions, and the in tervening wh i te regions are the photonic band gaps. 
The red l ines represent the frequencies o f the band gap edge states. I t can be seen that 
there are no local ised states fo r smal l fílling fract ions be low 2 7 % . For intermediate filling 
fract ions between 27% and 4 4 % , there is one local ised state in the first band gap o f the 
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Figure 5.12 Profiles of the amplimde of the magnetic field for the localised eigenmodes of 
the microcavity structure labelled "cavity A" in the text for a cylinder radius (f i l l ing fraction) 
of г = 0.34α ( ƒ = 0.44). Grey circles indicate the positions of the air cylinders in the 
structure. 
photonic quasicrystal . The magnetic field prof i le o f this mode is shown in figure 5.12(a) 
f o r a stracture w i t h cy l inder radi i o f 0.34a ( f i l l i ng f ract ion ƒ = 0.44). I t can be seen that 
the state is indeed local ised on the vacancy site, and ( f o l l ow ing the same naming convent ion 
as in section 4.2.1) the mode can be characterised as a d ipo le mode. For intermediate and 
larger filling f ract ions, modes w i th frequencies in the second band gap are supported by the 
vacancy. For the structure w i t h cy l inder radius r = 0.34α ( ƒ = 0.44), al l three o f these 
local ised modes exist in the same structure, and are shown in figure 5.12; the modes w i t h 
eigenfrequencies in the second band gap are in (b) and (c) , and are quadrapole and monopole 
modes respectively. 
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Figure 5.13 Calculated eigenfrequencies (blue lines) of the localised modes of the micro-
cavity structure illustrated (inset) as a function of the filling fraction ƒ of the air cylinders in 
the structure illustrated. Grey regions indicate the allowed photonic bands, and red lines are 
the eigenfrequencies of the edge states of the PBG, shown by the intervening white regions. 
(Inset) An illustration of the microcavity structure labelled "cavity B " in the text. 
5.2.2 Cavity В 
Cavi ty В is created by remov ing the central 9 cy l inders f r o m the photonic q u a s i c r y s t a l ― 
the resul t ing cav i ty is approximately three t imes larger in " rad ius " than cavi ty A considered 
in section 5.2.1 and is i l lustrated in the inset to figure 5.13. I t was seen that cavi ty A sup­
ported on l y three dist inct local ised modes f o r the t w o lowest f requency band gaps, because 
the band gaps are at low frequencies. For a cavi ty to support a local ised mode at a frequency 
in a band gap o f the photonic crystal , the opt ical size o f the cav i ty must be a least ha l f the 
wavelength o f the frequency o f the band gap. The larger opt ical size o f cavi ty в should en­
able the cavi ty to support more local ised modes, o f lower frequencies, than cavi ty A . Indeed, 
figure 5.13 shows the frequencies o f modes local ised on cavi ty B， and shows that many more 
local ised modes are supported for the who le range o f filling f ract ions considered. 
For smal l filling fract ions ( ƒ < 0.15) t w o local ised modes are supported in the lowest 
band gap. These modes are shown in figure 5.14 for the structure w i t h a cy l inder radius o f 
r = 0.17α. For intermediate and large filling f ract ions, many more modes are supported 
by the cavi ty. For example, five local ised modes exist when r = 0.24α Լք = 0.22) and the 
magnetic field prof i les o f these modes are shown in figure 5.15. The lowest two frequency 
modes are both d ipo le modes and are shown in (a) and (b) . (c) and (d) show higher frequency 
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Figure 5 . İ4 Profiles of the amplitude of the magnetic field for the localised eigenmodes of 
the microcavity structure labelled "cavity B" in the text for a cylinder radius (f i l l ing fraction) 
o f r = 0.17α ( ƒ ― 0.11). Grey circles indicate the positions of the air cylinders in the 
structure. 
modes characterised as quadrapole modes, (d) shows the highest f requency mode, wh ich is 
an octapole mode wh i ch is ant isymmetr ic under rotat ions o f π / 4 . 
I f the crysta l l ine nature o f the supercell approx imat ion is taken in to account, then the 
interact ion o f the local ised modes o f microcavi t ies in ne ighbour ing un i t cel ls actual ly causes 
the fo rmat ion o f photonic min ibands. Figure 5.16 shows the calculated dispersion o f the 
min ibands fo r the local ised modes whose field prof i les are shown i n figure 5.14 and 5.15. I n 
fact, the local ised cavi ty eigenmodes presented in figure 5.14 and 5.15 are actual ly the field 
prof i les o f the crystal eigenmodes at the Г-point in the first B r i l l o u i n zone in reciprocal space 
when a square uni t cel l o f quasicrystal l ine order conta in ing the microcavi t ies is considered. 
The equivalent bandstructure o f the photonic crystal w i t h a quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l ( i .e. no 
microcavi t ies) are also shown in figure 5.16 fo r compar ison. 
When the air cy l inders have a radius r ― 0.17ο, then cav i ty в is seen to result i n four 
photonic min ibands. These min ibands f o r m t w o pairs o f doub ly degenerate states at the 
h igh ly symmetr ic г and M points in the first B r i l l o u i n zone o f the square superlatt ice. They 
are able to do this as the eigenmode field prof i les possess some o f the same symmetr ies as 
as the crystal . For example, the mode shown by figure 5.14(a) is phys ica l ly ident ical i f i t 
is a l lowed to be rotated through an angle o f ᅲ / 2 , and as long as suitable combinat ions o f 
degenerate eigenmodes are chosen so as to ensure or thogonal i ty , this is exact ly what one 
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Figure 5Л5 Profiles of the amplitude of the magnetic field for the locaHsed eigenmodes of 
the microcavity structure labelled "cavity B,， in the text for a cylinder radius (f i l l ing fraction) 
o f r = 0.24α ( ƒ = 0.22). Grey circles indicate the positions of the air cylinders in the 
structure. 
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Figure 5.16 Bandstructure of the crystal with the illustrated unit cell for air cylinders of 
radius г = 0.17α (bottom) and r = 0.24α (top). Photonic minibands of cavity modes are 
highlighted in red. 
sees― the second degenerate mode has a field prof i le ident ical to figure 5.14(a) but rotated 
through π / 2 . A w a y f r o m the h igh ly symmetr ic г and M points, the degeneracy o f these two 
modes is l i f ted , and four d ist inct min ibands o f photonic states are seen. B y inspection o f 
the magnetic field prof i les o f figure 5.14, i t can be seen that there is a large overlap o f the 
local ised modes i n adjacent uni t cel ls o f the crystal . Th i s is ref lected in the band structure 
o f figure 5.16 by the relat ively large w id th o f the associated min ibands. I n fact, the w id th o f 
the min ibands is larger than the frequency separation between them, such that the minibands 
overlap to f o r m one cont inuous band o f a l lowed states in the photonic band gap. The large 
w id th o f the associated minibands means that the eigenfrequencies o f the t w o modes o f the 
vacancy in the photonic quasicrystal cannot accurately be calculated. Such a calculat ion 
w o u l d require a larger supercell to be employed, such that the vacancies in ne ighbour ing 
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Eigenfrequency Symmetr ies F igure 5.15 
ωα/ (27гс) 
0.241 d ipole (a) 
0.244 d ipo le (b) 
0.253 quadrapole (с) and (d) 
0.257 oc tapole (e) 
Table 5.3 Eigenfrequencies and properties of eigenmodes for "cavity B " (described in text) 
in photonic quasicrystal with air cylinders of radii r = 0.24α. 
supercells do not interact, and the w id th o f the min ibands is reduced. 
The bandstructure o f the photonic quasicrystal when r = 0.24α shows many interest ing 
features. The d ipo le modes o f figure 5.15(a) and (b) f o r m t w o pairs o f doub ly degenerate 
eigenmodes at the г and M points o f the first B r i l l o u i n zone o f the super-latt ice. However, 
the quadrapole modes o f figure 5.15 (c) and (d) are spl i t i n f requency at the г po int in the first 
B r i l l ou i n zone. For an isolated defect in an otherwise perfect quasicrystal l ine structure, the 
symmetry o f the quasicrystal w o u l d mean that the t w o modes shown by figure 5 .15(c ) and (d) 
are ident ical and have the same frequency. Th is is because they share some o f the symmetr ies 
o f the octagonal photonic quasicrystal , in that rotat ion o f figure 5.15 (c) by an angle o f π / 4 
results in the field pattern shown by figure 5 .15(d ) . However , rotat ions through an angle 
o f π / 4 is not a symmetry o f the crystal , and so the impos i t ion o f per iodic boundary means 
that the field prof i les o f the eigenmodes are a l igned d i f ferent ly w i t h i n the square supercell 
to each other. T h e octapole mode, whose magnetic field prof i le is shown by figure 5.15(e) 
displays the symmetry o f the octagonal quasicrystal , and so this mode is not degenerate w i th 
any other. 
The smal l over lap o f field prof i les f r o m the mode local ised on ne ighbour ing microcav-
it ies fo r the structure w i t h r = 0.24α results in a ո arrow w id th o f the associated photonic 
min ibands in the bandstmcture o f the superlatt ice. Thus the eigenfrequencies o f the cavi ty 
modes can be f ound w i t h reasonable accuracy f r o m the frequencies o f the min ibands, and 
these are shown i n table 5.3, a long w i t h the propert ies o f the eigenmodes. 
5.2.3 Cavities с and D 
The microcavi t ies studied in section 5.2.1 and section 5.2.2 mainta in the octagonal sym­
metry o f the photonic quasicrystal i n wh ich they are embedded. However , the lack o f trans-
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Figure 5.17 Calculated eigenfrequencies (blue lines) of the localised modes of the micro-
cavity structure illustrated (inset) as a function of the fìUing fraction ƒ of the air cylinders. 
Grey regions indicate the allowed photonic bands, and red lines are the eigenfrequencies of 
the edge states of the PBG, shown by the intervening white regions. (Inset) A n illustration 
of the microcavity Stณcture labelled cavity C" (a) and "cavity D' ' (b) in the text. 
lat ional symmetry o f the photonic quasicrystal means that there are many inequivalent points 
at w h i c h vacancies cou ld be sited i n order to f o r m a mic rocav i ty in the structure, and these 
vacancies w i l l not mainta in the rotat ional symmetry o f the system. Th is section considers 
cavit ies fo rmed by vacancies at two such inequivalent points一"cavity C " is a single vacancy 
in the central octagonal ring o f 8 cy l inders, as i l lustrated by the inset o f figure 5.17 (a); and 
"cav i ty D " is a s ingle vacancy as i l lustrated i n figure 5.17 (b) . I t shou ld be noted that these 
vacancies are chosen as examples, and many more inequivalent points exist in the structure 
to f o r m cavit ies w i t h their o w n unique propert ies. 
F igure 5.17 shows the eigenfrequencies o f modes local ised on cavi ty с (a) and cavi ty D 
(b) as a func t ion o f the filling f ract ion ƒ o f the air cy l inders in the crysta l . I n figure 5.17 the 
grey regions indicate the a l lowed photonic bands o f the crysta l , and the intervening whi te 
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Figure 5.18 Profiles of the amplitude of the magnetic field for the localised eigenmodes of 
the microcavity structure labelled "cavity C" in the text for a cylinder radius (f i l l ing fraction) 
of г = 0.34α ( ƒ ― 0.44). Grey circles indicate the positions of the air cylinders in the 
structure. 
regions are the photonic band gaps. I n both cases, there is a single local ised cavity mode 
for smal l filling fract ions o f ƒ > 0.15, and for larger filling f ract ions more local ised modes 
are supported. When the cy l inder radius ( f i l l i ng f ract ion) reaches r = 0.34α ( ƒ = 0.44), 
cav i ty С supports three local ised modes, shown in figure 5.18, and cav i ty D supports four 
local ised modes, shown in figure 5.19. A l t hough there is no rotat ional symmetry in the 
system, the modes can be characterised by consider ing the symmet ry o f the modes w i t h 
respect to the cavi ty i tself. For example, the three modes o f cav i ty с shown in figure 5.18 
possess symmetry about l ines drawn hor izonta l ly and vert ical ly through the centre o f the 
microcav i ty . A l so , i n general, the higher frequency modes have more compl icated field 
prof i les, wh i ch possess more nodes and anti-nodes than those o f lower frequency. 
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Figure 5.19 Profiles of the amplimde of the magnetic field for the localised eigenmodes of 
the microcavity s trueณre labelled "cavity D " in the text for a cylinder radius (Alling fraction) 
of r = 0.34α ( ƒ = 0.44). Grey circles indicate the positions of the air cylinders in the 
structure. 
5.3 Conclusions 
This chapter has been concerned w i t h the bandstructure o f a 2 D photonic crystal w i t h 
a square un i t ce l l based on an octagonal quasicrystal l ine t i l i ng . The presence o f a photonic 
band gap fo r the TE-po lar ised bandstructure is demonstrated fo r a w ide range o f parameters 
o f the structure. The bandstmcture was investigated as a func t ion o f the size o f the qua­
sicrystal l ine uni t ce l l , and i t is found that the larger uni t cel ls possess more isotropic band 
gaps due to the increase o f the range o f the quasicrystal l ine order, a l though in al l the cases 
studied, the widest band gaps were found fo r intermediate sized un i t cel ls. I t is shown that 
f o r smal l filling fract ions the repet i t ion o f certain features i n the quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l 
as i t is made larger is coincident w i t h the opening up o f a substantial photonic band gap 
in the TE-po lar ised bandstructure. These same features o f the quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l are 
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also associated w i t h the main peaks in the calculated d i f f rac t ion pattern, and estimates o f the 
posi t ion o f the band gap f r o m an effect ive med ium approx imat ion suggest that the band gaps 
are due to Bragg- l i ke d i f f rac t ion f r o m planes associated w i t h these features. 
B y consider ing the largest quasicrystal l ine un i t ce l l as a photon ic quasicrystal i n a su­
percell approx imat ion , i t is seen that octagonal photonic quasicrystal possess photonic band 
gaps. The calculated ref lect ion and transmission spectra through a single uni t cel l fo r smal l 
filling fract ions display stop bands in the same spectral range as the calculated photonic band 
gaps, suggesting that the band gap fo rmat ion is due to the local octagonal quasicrystal l ine 
order o f the un i t ce l l , and not due to the per iod ic i ty o f the supercel l approx imat ion . H o w ­
ever, i t was also shown that the electromagnetic field prof i les o f the eigenmodes display the 
strict f ou r - fo ld rotat ional symmetry o f the square supercel l , and that states can be local ised 
on "defects" caused by the breatóng o f the aperiodic quasicrystal l ine order in the crystal . 
The propert ies o f modes w i t h frequencies in the photonic band gap and local ised on m i -
crocavi t ies i n the photon ic quasicrystal were also examined, and the prof i le o f the ampl i tude 
o f the magnet ic field have been calculated fo r the modes o f several structures. Loca l ised m i ­
crocavi ty modes in the photonic quasicrystal w i t h the symmetry o f the supercell are shown 
to be spl i t i n f requency by the per iodic boundary condi t ions o f the supercell approx imat ion . 
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Chapter 6 
Excitonic interactions of light in photonic 
structures 
Quantum wel ls [161 ,162 ] are planar heterostructures engineered to produce a potential 
prof i le that confines electrons and holes to a plane. Th is conf inement discretises the a l lowed 
energies o f the electron and holes in to sub-bands (the electrons/holes are s t i l l free w i t h i n the 
plane o f the quantum we l l ) , as long as the size o f the quantum w e l l is less than the mean free 
path o f the electrons and holes. The conf in ing potent ial can be produced in many ways, but 
perhaps the most conceptual ly s imple is the so-cal led type I quantum w e l l , wh i ch consists 
o f a th in layer o f semiconductor embedded in another semiconductor o f a larger band gap 
between the electron valence and conduct ion bands. Th is di f ference in band gaps leads to a 
finite square we l l potent ia l , wh i ch can conf ine electrons in the conduct ion band and holes in 
the valence band. 
Exc i tons are electron-hole pairs, bound together by the Cou lomb attract ion between 
them. W h e n an exc i ton is created in a quantum w e l l , i t is conf ined close to the 2 D plane 
o f the quantum w e l l , and is referred to as a quantum we l l exc i ton. T h e energy o f the exci ton 
depends on the structural details o f the quantum w e l l , as i t is dependent on the nature o f the 
electron and hole sub-bands and the f o r m o f the Cou lomb interact ion between the electron 
and hole w i l l depend on the dielectr ic properties o f the heterostructure and the carr ier 's con­
finement. Exc i tons can be fo rmed f r o m the с arners created by inc ident l igh t p romot ing an 
electron f r o m the valence band o f the quantum w e l l to the conduct ion band. The frequency 
o f the l igh t required to do this must be greater than the band gap plus the conf inement ener-
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gies o f the lowest electron and hole sub-bands in the quantum we l l . Pairs o f electrons and 
holes can then relax in to bound exci ton states, before radiat ively recomb in ing , wh i ch results 
in a chain o f resonant l ight -exc i ton interact ions. 
Quantum we l l excitons possess a d ipole moment wh ich contr ibutes to the dielectr ic po ­
lar isat ion o f the quantum we l l near the exc i ton resonance. Th is interact ion between excitons 
and the inc ident l ight results in a polar i ton effect, consist ing o f a coherent chain o f l ight 
аЬзоф ї іоп-ет і ss ion processes by an exc i ton. Thus the quantum we l l exc i ton can reflect the 
incident l ight . Exc i ton-polar i tons are part-matter par t - l ight quasi-part icles fo rmed by this 
interact ion between the exci ton's d ipo le moment and l igh t in the quantum w e l l . Exc i ton -
polar i tons combine the propert ies o f electromagnetic modes (h igh group veloci t ies, large 
coherence lengths) and excitons ( f in i te-ef fect ive masses, d ipo le moments , coup l ing by ex­
change interact ion). The ma in thrust o f interest in the study o f polar i tons is as a result o f 
the real isat ion that exci ton-polar i tons, be ing bosons, shou ld be able to coherent ly scatter in to 
the ground state to f o r m a Bose condensate, wh ich cou ld result in the emission o f coherent, 
monochromat ic l igh t , wh ich is current ly referred to as the polar i ton laser effect [ 163 ,164 ] . 
Theoret ica l ly such a process cou ld f o r m the basis o f a threshold-less laser, as no popula t ion 
inversion is required fo r the 1 asing effect to occur. 
Usua l ly quantum we l l exci ton-polar i tons are studied in the context o f m i c r o c a v i t i e s ― s o 
cal led cav i ty polar i tons [ 9 6 , 1 6 5 , 1 6 6 ] . A quantum w e l l (or mu l t i p le quantum we l l s ) is em­
bedded in the cav i ty layer o f a microcav i ty enclosed by two Bragg reflectors. The opt ical 
conf inement p rov ided by the microcav i ty great ly enhances the strength o f the exc i ton- l ight 
coup l ing , a l l ow ing the strong coup l ing regime to be realised. The s t rong-coupl ing regime is 
real ised when the sp l i t t ing between the exc i ton-polar i ton modes (of ten refoned to as the 
Rabi sp l i t t ing) exceeds the w id th o f the modes, a l l ow ing the sp l i t t ing to be resolved in 
the ref lect ion spectram o f the cavi ty-polar i tons and is characterised by an ant i-crossing o f 
the exc i ton-polar i ton modes [94 ] . (The weak-coup l ing regime is real ised when there is no 
sp l i t t ing between the exc i ton-polar i ton modes, and occurs in devices such as vert ical-cavi ty 
sur face-emit t ing lasers (VCSELs) . ) 
St rong ly-coupled polar i tons have been theoret ical ly studied in a number o f papers, see 
fo r example [ 94 ,167 -172 ] . Three opt ica l ly active exc i ton-polar i ton modes are found , d is t in ­
guished by their polar isat ion. Transverse (T ) modes have TE-po lar isa t ion , and longi tud ina l 
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( L ) and Z modes have TM-po la r i sa t ion . 
Another way o f produc ing opt ical conf inement is to embed the quantum we l l i n a pla­
nar dielectr ic waveguide, where gu ided l ight modes are conf ined to the waveguide by total 
internal ref lect ion. Such gu ided modes have an in f in i te theoretical l i fe t ime in an ideal waveg­
uide, and require the in-plane wavevector to exceed the magni tude o f the waveguide in the 
c ladd ing o f the waveguide. Cav i ty polar i tons w i t h smal ler in-p lane wavevectors have a short 
l i fe t ime o f j us t a few picoseconds [ 96 ] , wh ich renders manipu la t ion w i th them d i f f i cu l t . On 
the other hand, waveguide polar i tons possessing large in-plane wavevectors propagate in the 
wave-gu id ing regime o f l igh t , and can have much longer l i fe t imes. The longer l i fe t imes de­
rive f r o m the l i fe t ime o f the waveguide m o d e ― t h e l ight is conf ined to the waveguide and so 
the l i fe t ime o f the polar i ton is determined on ly by propert ies o f the exc i ton. These long- l i ved 
polar i tons cou ld be more suitable fo r device appl icat ions. However , total internal ref lect ion 
necessarily requires large angles o f propagat ion o f l igh t in the waveguide (greater than the 
cr i t ica l angle fo r total internal ref lect ion) and the eigenstates o f the waveguide polantons thus 
cannot be observed by direct opt ical exper iments, such as i n t ransmission or ref lect ion spec­
tra. Thus i t is impor tant to correct ly model the propagat ion o f waveguide polar i ton modes 
and to calculate the electromagnetic field prof i les induced in the waveguide structure by the 
waveguide polar i tons. 
Th is chapter first discusses the interact ion o f l ight w i t h a quantum we l l exc i ton, and de­
rives the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients for evanescent plane waves incident upon 
the quantum we l l in the context o f non- local dielectr ic response theory. T h e ref lect ion o f a 
quantum we l l p laced beh ind a dielectr ic interface at w h i c h total internal ref lect ion can take 
place is discussed, and i t is shown that the exc i ton ic response is great ly enhanced when an­
gles o f incidence close to the cr i t ica l angle o f total internal ref lect ion are considered. A gener­
al ised transfer mat r ix approach is then used to calculate the dispersion relat ion o f waveguide 
polar i tons fo r t w o dist inct cases一a quantum we l l in the gu id ing layer o f the waveguide, 
and a quantum we l l in the c ladd ing layer o f the waveguide. In both cases, the T-polar i ton 
mode dispersion curves are seen to display ant i -crossing behaviour ind icat ive o f the strong 
coup l ing reg ime o f the exc i ton interact ing w i t h l ight . 
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6.1 Total internal reflection at a dielectric interface 
Consider an interface normal to the ^-d i rect ion between two dielectr ic media ( label led 
1 and 2) hav ing refract ive indices ท1 and Ոշ, respectively, where ท1 > Ո շ . Le t a plane 
l igh t wave o f angular f requency ω be incident o n m e d i u m 2 f r o m med ium 1 at an angle o f 
incidence θ i n the xz-p\ane. When θ exceeds the cr i t ica l value Өс def ined by the equation 
รтӨ,= ^ (6.1) 
total internal ref lect ion takes place and the ref lect ion coeff ic ient becomes equal to unity. 
A b o v e this c r i t i ca l angle o f incidence, the component o f the wavevector к perpendicular to 
the interface becomes imaginary in med ium 2, resul t ing in the ampl i tude o f the electromag­
netic wave decaying exponent ia l ly. The spatial var iat ion o f the electr ic field E is described 
by 
E ~ e-'^^e*''^^ (6.2) 
where 
kl-X^ = k՝^, k = Ոշս/շ (6.3) 
and с is the ve loc i ty o f l igh t in vacuum. The structure and electr ic field prof i le o f the dielectr ic 
interface in total internal ref lect ion is i l lustrated in figure 6 . 1 . 
Formal ly , the electromagnetic field can be considered as a plane wave propagat ing in the 
d i rect ion def ined by the complex angle [57 ,173] 
02 = -i In ļib + Vi - ծ 2 ) (6.4) 
where b = ( ո ւ / ո շ ) s in θχ. 
Equat ion 6.4 is a generalised f o r m o f S n e l ľ s law and gives a proper mathemat ical de­
scr ipt ion o f the electromagnetic field in the case o f total internal ref lect ion. Bear ing in m i n d 
equat ion 6.4, one can wr i te 
んг = = た cos Օշ (6.5) 
where the cosine o f the angle o f refract ion is seen to be pure ly imaginary. 
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w e l l 
Figure 6.1 The electric field in the case of total internal reflection of light incident upon the 
interface of dielectric media having refractive indices ท1 and Ո շ . A quantum well is placed 
a distance d behind the interface. 
The ref lect ion coeff ic ient o f a dielectr ic interface is g iven by the Fresnel fo rmu la as 
r ― Pl -P2 
P1+P2 
(6.6) 
where Pl,2 = Ու ,շ COS öi,2 fo r TE-polar ised waves and Pi,2 ะ= COS օ ւ , շ / ո ւ , շ for TM-po la r i sed 
waves. For angles o f incidence exceeding the cr i t ica l angle fo r total internal ref lect ion, COS 9շ 
is purely imaginary, and we wr i te 
Ря = Հշ (6.7) 
Then 
and the ref lect iv i ty is 
^ = Pi 一 4 2 = РІ - Cl - 2ipiÇ2 
Pl + i《2 pT+ CI 
R = Ir ľ = 1 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
as expected in total internal ref lect ion. W r i t i n g the ref lect ion coef f ic ient as r = |rļ exp (гу?), 
the phase φ is g iven by 
A s the angle o f incidence approaches the cr i t ical angle Өс, then C2 —>· 0 and r ^ 1. 
(6.10) 
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6,2 Reflection and transmission through quantum well con= 
taming exciton 
This section presents a der ivat ion o f the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients fo r l igh t 
incident on a quantum we l l exc i ton. The exci ton contr ibutes to the dielectr ic polar isat ion o f 
the quantum wel l at al l points w i t h i n the exci ton's wavefunc t ion , and this can be accounted 
fo r by the theory o f non- local dielectr ic response [ 9 6 , 1 7 4 - 1 7 8 ] . F i rst we describe the so­
lu t ion o f the inhomogeneous wave equat ion in terms o f Green funct ions. Then , the usual 
case o f a quantum we l l exc i ton interact ing w i t h a propagat ing electromagnetic plane wave is 
br ief ly der ived. T h e final part o f this section derives the general ised formulae fo r use when 
the quantum we l l exci ton interacts w i t h an evanescent electromagnet ic plane wave. 
6.2.1 Solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation 
In the v ic in i t y o f a quantum w e l l , the quantum we l l exc i ton makes a signi f icant cont r ibu­
t ion to the displacement field when the frequency o f l igh t is close to the exci tonic resonance 
frequency ωο: 
D = ε/,Ε + 4ҡРехс (6.11) 
Thus the electromagnetic field in the v ic in i t y o f the quantum w e l l is described by the wave 
equation 
V X V X E - fc^E = 4nk¡Fexc (6.12) 
where the right-hand term accounts fo r the exci tonic cont r ibu t ion to the dielectr ic po la r i ­
sation Pexc and к = ko^/Ķ = (ωο/с) y/ib is the wavevector o f the l ight , and Єь is the 
background relat ive permi t t i v i t y in the quantum we l l and surrounding barr ier material (as­
sumed to be equal f o r s imp l i c i t y ) . Acco rd ing to the theory o f non- loca l dielectr ic response, 
the polar isat ion can be wr i t ten as 
P . ( г ) = ¿ ƒ Ť {ω, ζ, z') E {z') dz' (6.13) 
where the non- local dielectr ic suscept ibi l i ty is g iven by Ť (ω, ζ, z') = τ (ω) φ (ζ) φ {z'). 
The func t ion Φ (Γ) is proport ional to the envelope o f the exc i ton wavefunct ion φ ( г , r ' ) taken 
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w i t h equal electron and hole coordinates. Hence ф ( r ) = ф ( г , г ) / \ / ร ิ , where s is the area 
o f the quantum w e l l and 
r ( w ) = J È 반 ^ (6.14) 
I n equat ion 6.14, ω LT and а в are respectively the longi tudinal- t ransverse spl i t t ing and the 
Boh r radius o f the exc i ton in the bu lk mater ia l , and г is the non-radiat ive exci ton damping. 
Т (ω) describes the frequency dependence o f the opt ical suscept ib i l i ty (see, for example, 
ref. [179] page 3) . 
The wave equat ion 6.12 can be solved by a Green func t ion method. The electr ic field 
E ( г ) can be represented in the f o r m 
E ( r ) = Eo + É (6.15) 
where Eo is the solut ion to the homogeneous соиШефаП o f equat ion 6.12 and E can be 
expressed in terms o f the Green func t ion Gaß as 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
Ėa = klTAß ƒ Gaß ( x , z - z ' ) ф [z') dz' 
where α,β = х, у, ζ, 
կ = ļ Φ ( г ) Εβ {ζ) dz 
and 
where Ğ w i l l be given in section 6.2.2 fo r propagat ing plane wave solut ions and in sec­
t ion 6.2.3 fo r evanescent ones. 
The TE-polar isat ion has on ly one non-zero component o f the electr ic field vector, such 
that E = (0, Ey, 0 ) , and this is g iven by Ey = Eo,y + Ėy, where, f r o m equat ion 6.16 
Ěy { χ , ζ) = k¡TAy j Φ {z') Gyy { χ , z - z') dz' (6.19) 
The TM-po la r i sa t ion o f l ight has two non-zero components o f the electr ic field vector, such 
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that E = (Εχ, О, Ег). The components o f the electr ic field are g iven by equat ion 6.16 as 
4 ( x , z) = klTA, j Φ (z') С ( χ , ζ ― z') dz' + klTA, j Φ {z') { χ , z - z') dz' 
(6.20) 
È, { χ , ζ) = kļTK ƒ Φ {z') Gお { χ , ζ - z') dz' + klTA, j φ (Հ) G,, (χ, ζ - z') dz' 
(6.21) 
Insert ing the forms o f Gaß f r o m equat ion 6.18 give the project ions o f the electr ic field vector 
as 
Ēy { χ , ζ) = klTAy ƒ Φ ( г ' ) Ğ{x,z֊ z') dz' (6.22) 
for the TE-po la r ised electric field and 
¿. (х, z) = k¡TA, j Ф [z') Ğ[x,z֊ zๆ dz' + j Ф (z') ֊Ğ {х, z - z') dz' 
(6.23) 
4 {х, z) = պ ի j Ф {z') ֊ Ğ Oc, z - Հ ) (๙ + kļTK j ф (Հ) Ğ { x , z - z ' ) dz' 
+ м ^ | ф ( . ' ) ^ 0 ( х , г ֊ г ' ) с і . ' 
(6.24) 
fo r the T M - p o l a r i s e d electric field. 
6.2.2 Propagating wave solutions 
N o r m a l l y we are interested in the interact ion o f propagat ing waves w i t h the quantum 
w e l l . For a propagat ing wave, the homogeneous solut ion Eo is a plane wave hav ing the f o r m 
£/օ,օ^ '* ' ' * ՚6* ՛ ՛^^, and the Green's func t ion is g iven by 
Ğ{x,z֊ z') = _i-e»'='l^-^' le' '=^^ (6.25) 
The electric field components are given by equat ion 6.22 fo r the TE-polar isat ion and 
equat ion 6.23 and 6.24 fo r the TM-po la r i sa t ion . Per fo rming the necessary d i f ferent iat ion 
and cancel l ing the factor e ' * ' ^ gives 
Ey (z) = Eo,y๙''' + klTAy ƒ Ф (z') Ğ { z - z') dz' (6.26) 
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Ķc {х) = Æ^c^e'*'^ + k ļ T K . ' i J Ф (z') Ğ{z֊ z') dz' 
+ i ķ U T A , ļ Ф (z') ֊Շ {z - z') dz' 
E. (z) = Eo,,e'''4ķklTA, j Ф ( г ' ) -G {z - z') dz' 
+ ֆ Ծ ձ . ļ Ф (z') Ğ{z- z') dz' - -кІТА^Ф (z) 
, = ƒ Φ (ζ) Εα (ζ) dz can be found by m u l t i p l y i n g the le 
6.26 to 6.28 by Φ (ζ) and integrat ing over al l z. The re 
เทged to give 
リー 1 - k i T L ՜ 
ζ 1 ― ą f L 
八 = Eo,, J Φ (z) e""4z 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
I՝ne quanti t ies Λα  J φ {z) Ea {z) dz can be found by u l t i p l y i n g the lef t and right hand 
sides o f equat ion .  t  .   φ (ζ)  i t r t i  r l l .  r sul t ing equations 
can then be rearran  t  i  
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
1 - UTL {ą/kๆ + кітЦФ {z)ý dz/k^ ( ο · ' ՚ 
where L is def ined as 
L = ƒ ƒ Φ ( г ) Φ {z') Ğ{z- z') dz dz' (6.32) 
Equat ions 6 .29 ,6 .30 and 6.31 can then be substi tuted back in to the equations fo r the electric 
field to g ive the f o r m o f the electric field everywhere. The quant i ty L can be found by 
per fo rm ing the integrat ion d i rect ly 
έ ( / * ^ ՛ ^ ^ cos {kzz)dz^ Φ {ζ) s in {k,z)dz^ 
֊— ļ ļ Φ ( г ) Φ (z') s in {k,\z -z'\)dzdz' 
The ref lect ion coef f ic ient , r , is g iven by the rat io o f the complex ampl i tude o f the lef t 
(reflected wave, coeff ic ient o f e '* '^) and right t rave l l ing ( inc ident wave, coeff ic ient o f 6՜՛՛՛՛՛՛) 
waves far to the lef t o f the quantum we l l (as 2 - ) · - 0 ๐ ) . The transmission coeff ic ient , t, is 
the rat io o f the complex ampl i tudes o f the right-travelling waves (coeff ic ients o f e***^) far 
to the right ( t ransmit ted wave) and lef t ( incident wave) o f the quantum w e l l . Assuming the 
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exci ton is i n the g round state 
гГо _ 
Ш о - ш - і ( г + Го^ 
iro 
ώο - น; - г (г + f о ) էտս = 1 + ~ ~τζ. Ξ~ν = 1 + Гҙч 
fo r the TE-po lar isa t ion , where 
Р ^ Го 
1 0 = 
(6.34) 
(6.35) 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
cose 
is the exc i ton radiat ive broadening fo r an incident angle o f Ө, and 
Го = •įuLTna% ļ、y Ф (z) cos {kzz)dzj 
is the exc i ton radiat ive broadening fo r normal incidence and 
ώο = ωο — ^ '"^ ^^ """^  ƒ ƒ Ф ( г ) Ф (z') s in (A;, \z - z'\)dz dz' (6.38) 
is the renormal isat ion o f the resonance frequency due to the po lar i ton effect. 
S imi la r expressions can be found for the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients in the 
T M polar isat ion: 
0)¿ - ω - г (г + rį) á)¿' - ω - г (^ г + r'o') 
гп i t i 
ώ ^ - ω - ζ ( Γ + ΓΌ) ώ^¿֊ω-г[v + f į') 
where 
f ( , = Го cosö 
w į = ωο + ^ω^^α\ j j φ ( г ) φ {z') s in {кг \ζ - z ' l ) dz dz' 
֊ T o s i n ^ ö 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
(6.41) 
(6.42) 
(6.43) 
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ώο = + ^Шьтҡа1 j j Φ ( г ) φ (z ' ) s in {Κ\ζ ֊ z'\)dzdz' + ULT^aĶ j [φ {z)f dz 
(6.44) 
The exci ton polar i ton 's eigenfrequencies are g iven by the poles o f r,น, (equation 6.34 and 
equation 6.39). 
6.2.3 Evanescent wave solutions 
In the case o f a quantum w e l l placed behind a dielectr ic interface at wh i ch total internal 
ref lect ion occurs, i t is possible fo r an evanescent wave to interact w i t h a quantum we l l exc i ­
ton . A l t hough now there are on ly evanescent fields, i t is s t i l l convenient to define ref lect ion 
and transmission coeff ic ients in a formal mathematical fashion. For the рифозе o f devel­
op ing the theory, w e consider the somewhat art i f ic ia l case where an " i nc iden t " evanescent 
wave field exists i n the absence o f a dielectr ic interface. The ref lect ion coeff ic ient is then 
int roduced as the rat io o f the ampl i tude o f the wave decaying to z = + 0 0 ( inc ident field) 
to the ampl i tude o f the wave decaying to г = - o o (ref lected field) far to the left f r o m the 
quantum w e l l . The transmission coeff ic ient is in t roduced as the rat io o f the ampl i tude o f the 
wave decaying io z = + ๐ 0 far to the right ( t ransmit ted field) and far to the lef t ( incident 
field) o f the quantum w e l l . 
The basic equations used fo r so lv ing the wave equat ion 6.12 are s imi la r to before, but the 
Green func t ion is now 
G{x,z֊ z') = i-e->il^ -^ 'le'*='=^ (6.45) 
The solut ion to the homogeneous wave equation is an evanescent plane wave hav ing the f o r m 
For the TE-polar isat ion case, the electr ic field obeys the equat ion 
Ey ( г ) = £：0,„6-^^ + klTKy ƒ Ф ( г ' ) Ğ { z - z') dz' (6.46) 
and for the TM-po la r i sa t ion case, the non-zero components o f electr ic field satisfy the equa­
t ions 
Ег (z) = Eo,,e->^' - k ¡ T A , ^ j Ф {z') G {z ֊ z') dz' 
+ i ^ l T A , ļ Ф {z') £ G {Z - z') dz' 
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E, (z) = Eo,,e-^' + i ^ l T A , j Ф {z') —Ğ {z ― Հ ) dz' 
+ Й А ; 2 Г Л , ƒ Ф (z') Ğ(z֊ z') dz' ― ^ ^ ο ^ Γ Λ , Φ (ζ) 
Then the quanti t ies Λα = ƒ φ (ζ) Ea ( г ) dz are exp l i c i t l y f ound by m u l t i p l y i n g the electric 
field project ions by the func t ion ф ( г ) and integrat ing over z. Car ry ing out this procedure 
yields 
Ay = Eo,y ƒ Ф {z') e-^4z + klTAy ƒƒ Ф ( г ) Ф (z') Ğ { z - z') dz dz' (6.49) 
Л . = Eo,, j Ф {z') e-^4z + k¡TA,^ j j ф ( г ) ф (z ' ) G (z — z') dz dz' 
+ik¡TA^'^ j j ф ( г ) ф {z') [z ― z') dz dz' 
Л , = Eo, . ƒ Ф {z') e-^4z + iklThJķ j j ф ( г ) ф ( г ' ) ֊ Ğ {z ֊ z') dz dz' 
+klTAz^ ƒƒ Ф (z) Ф (z') Ğ{z֊ z') dz dz' - кіт К - j [ ^ { z ) f d z 
Equat ions 6 .49 ,6 .50 and 6.51 can be solved for Λα to g ive 
д Ε,,ν IΦ ( Հ ) e-^4z 
リ = ՜ ՜ ՜ Ī ^ U T L ՜ 
Eo,. J φ (ζ) e-x^z 
1 = l + UT{xykๆ L 
(6.50) 
(6.51) 
z)Vdz 
where L is def ined as 
ւ = ƒƒ Φ Сг) Φ {z') Ğ{z- z') dz dz' 
(6.52) 
(6.53) 
(6.54) 
(6.55) 
In order to obtain the ref lect ion coeff ic ient, we must have the rat io o f the ampl i tude o f 
the lef t -decaying wave (coeff ic ient o f 6՜·՜^^) to the ampl i tude o f the right-decaying wave 
(coeff ic ient o f e~^^) at z ^ - 0 0 . The transmission coef f ic ient is s im i la r l y found f r om the 
ratios o f the right-decaying waves (coeff ic ients o f 6՜^") at each side o f the quantum we l l . 
Insert ing equat ion 6.52 fo r л J, in to the expression fo r the electr ic field in the TE-polar isat ion 
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(equation 6.46) gives 
kįTEo.^J Ф (z) e-^4z ƒ Ф {z') Ğ{z֊ z') dz' 
Ey (z) = Ео,уЄ-^' + 
1 - k¡TL 
(6.56) 
As շ —> —ço, 
ƒ Ф (z') Ğ { z - z') dz' - —6+՛՛՛ j Ф ( շ ՛ ) e-^''dz' 
j Ф {z') — G ( г ― z') dz' = ֊e+^^ ƒ Ф (z') e-^''dz' 
and the electr ic field far to the left o f the quantum we l l is g iven by 
fo r the TE-polar isat ion and 
(z) = Eo,,e-^' + ^ (гА; ,Л, ― χ Λ , ) ƒ φ (z') e'^^z'e^^' 
(6.57) 
(6.58) 
(6.59) 
(6.60) 
f o r the TM-po la r i sa t ion . E i ther the X or the z-component o f the electr ic field can be used to 
find the ref lect ion and transmission in the TM-po la r i sa t ion , so on ly the a;-component is g iven 
here, for brevity. 
Asz + O G , 
ƒ φ {z') Ğ { z - z') dz' = も e - х - ƒ Φ (z') e+^^^'dz' 
j Φ {z') —Ğ {z - z') dz' = ֊e-^^ ƒ Φ (z ' ) e+^''dz' 
(6.61) 
(6.62) 
and the electr ic field far to the right o f the quantum w e l l is g iven by 
г) е - ^ М г / φ ( ί 
2 x { l - ą T L ) 
Eリ ( . ) = Ε ο . β - f l + ^ ο - Τ / Φ ( ζ ) β - Χ Μ . / Φ ( . ๆ e ^ x - ' . . - (6.63) 
fo r the TE-po lar ised l igh t and 
klT 
{z) = £o.x ( 1 — 慕 i i k ^ ^ + χ Λ , ) ƒ Φ {z') e - ^ ^ z ' j e (6.64) 
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f o r TM-po la r i sed l ight . 
The ref lect ion coeff ic ient fo r TE-po lar ised l ight is g iven as the rat io o f the coeff icients o f 
6՜՛՜՛^^ and 6 ՜ ^ ^ in equat ion 6.59 as 
= 2 x { l ֊ k ¡ T L ) ^՚–՛՛^ 
The transmission coeff ic ient fo r TE-po lar ised l igh t is the rat io o f the coeff ic ients o f 6 ՜ ^ ^ in 
the expressions fo r the electr ic field far to the right (equation 6.63) and lef t (equation 6.59) 
o f the quantum we l l 
кІТІФ (z) e-^4z ƒ Ф (z') 
էց՝" = 1 + 2 χ (1 ― kļTL) ゆ'OOJ 
Now, e 土 = cosh { χ ζ ) ± s i n h ( x 2 : h where cosh { χ ζ ) is an even func t ion o f ζ and 
s inh { χ ζ ) is an odd func t ion o f z. Since φ {ζ) is an even func t ion o f ζ fo r an exci ton in 
i ts g round state 
ƒ Φ {ζ) e ± շ = ƒ Φ {ζ) cosh ( χ ζ ) dz 
Thus the ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients are 
(6.67) 
_ k¡T {¡Φ{z)cosh{χz)dz 
つ/10 = 2 χ (1 - k¡TL) 
チ = 1 . ąτԱΦ{z)coshiχz)dzΫ 
īgt" — 丄 十 ^ ŕ i S Ę t l ) — 上 十 4 « 
(6.68) 
(6.69) 
T h e quant i ty L def ined in equation 6.55 can be found by pe r fo rm ing the integrals d i rect ly 
^ ^ 2 χ [ Ι ^^'^ ( x 4 ^ ^ ) ' ֊ ¿ ( / Φ พ s inh { χ ζ ) dz) 
+— 11φ{ζ)φ {z') s inh ix \z ֊ z'\) dz dz' 
2 
For an exc i ton in its g round state, the midd le term on the right hand side o f equation 6.70 
w i l l vanish, as φ {ζ) is an even func t ion o f ζ wh i l e s inh { χ ζ ) is an odd func t ion . 
De f in ing (compare equat ion 6.37) 
Ге = ^ωլτҡa% ( ƒ Ф ( г ) cosh { χ ζ ) Հ շ ) (6.71) 
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the " re f lec t ion" and " t ransmiss ion" coeff icients fo r the T E polar isat ion can be expressed as 
尸 ρฃ 
f . 
ùn — ω ֊ī ρ — гГ 
(6.72) 
iqw ― 1 + 
f e 
ώο — Սմ — Ге — г Г 
respectively. Here 
ŕ . = ト e 
and 
Í.2 
ωο = บ0 - —ω^τ -πΟβ II φ (ζ) φ (z') smb. {χ \ζ - ζ'\) dz dz' 
(6.73) 
(6.74) 
(6.75) 
is the renormal isat ion o f the exci ton resonance frequency due to the polar i ton effect. 
The ref lect ion and transmission coeff icients fo r the T M polar isat ion can be found in a 
s imi lar manner. The ref lect ion coeff ic ient fo r TM-po la r i sed l igh t is g iven as the rat io o f the 
coeff icients o f e+^^ and e~^^ in equat ion 6.60: 
0.x 
(6.76) 
The transmission coeff ic ient for TM-po la r i sed l ight is the rat io o f the coeff ic ients o f e~^' in 
the expressions for the electr ic field far to the right (equat ion 6.64) and lef t (equation 6.60) 
o f the quantum w e l l : 
tqw = 丄 
0,x 
{ікЛг + χ Λ , ) ƒ φ {z') e-^''dz' (6.77) 
A g a i n , fo r an exc i ton in the ground state we use equat ion 6.67, and fo r a plane wave Eo^JEo^x 
ikx/x, so the " re f l ec t i on " and " t ransmiss ion" coeff ic ients fo r the T M polar isat ion can be ex­
pressed as 
f ' ŕ " _ 
(6.78) 
r г; г;' r 
՚՛"" ώ'ο-Γ'ο-ω- гГ ώί,' - T'į -ω-iT 1 " ՝ 2 
1 + ^ = 1 + r i + Г2 (6.79) 
ώΌ-Γ'ο-ω-ιΓ ü'¿ - r ¿ - u ֊ i r 
where 
f ' = (6.80) 
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ώΌ = ωο + ^ULTTTŪI ƒƒ φ ( г ) φ (Z') s inh ( χ \z ― z'\) dz dz' (6.81) 
Ո ՛ = ֆ \ (6.82) 
ώό' = Wo — — ω ι , τ τ τ α Ι ļ ļ φ {ζ) φ (z ' ) s inh {χ\ζ - ζ'\) dz dz' + Шьтҡа% ƒ [ф {z)Ý dz 
Х (6.83) 
T h e exc i ton polar i ton eigenfrequencies are given by the poles o f r,iu fo r the T E case 
(equation 6.72) and T M case (equation 6.78). Thus the transverse (T ) polar i ton has a resonant 
frequency ώο, and a w i d t h given by the non-radiat ive damping Γ. L i kew ise , the L - and Z -
polar i tons have resonant frequencies o f á)¿ and ώο respectively. 
I t is apparent f r o m equat ion 6.72 and equat ion 6.78 that in the evanescent field case, there 
is no radiat ive damping o f the exc i ton, in contrast to the case when a f reely propagat ing wave 
is inc ident upon the quantum we l l . Mathemat ica l ly , this is because in the denominator the 
quant i ty corresponding to the radiat ive exci ton damping f o becomes imag inary in the case 
o f evanescent waves and contr ibutes on ly to the resonance frequency renormal isat ion. 
Th i s result can also be easily understood f r o m a physical po in t o f v iew. The radiat ive 
damping in the propagat ing wave case exists because the photons can propagate in f in i te ly 
far away f r o m the quantum wel l plane. However, i n the evanescent wave case, l ight is no 
longer free to propagate i n the d i rect ion out o f the plane o f the quantum we l l unless a suit­
able dielectr ic interface is encountered, and therefore the radiat ive exc i ton damping is zero. 
Consequently, exci ton-polar i tons are "da rk " as they have an in f in i te radiat ive l i fe - t ime [180] . 
No te that, i f the angle o f incidence corresponds to the c r i t i ca l angle o f total internal 
ref lect ion, (e.g. fcz - > 0 o r χ ->· 0) so that the po lar i ton state is at the edge o f the l ight -
cone, the ref lect ion coeff ic ients for the cases o f propagat ing (equat ion 6.34) and evanescent 
(equation 6.72) waves co inc ide and are both equal to - 1 . 
No te also that Ге in the expressions for the ref lect ion and transmission in the evanescent 
field case are ident ical to the equivalent Го i n the expressions fo r the ref lect ion and trans­
miss ion in the propagat ing wave case, as long as a complex angle o f propagat ion is used to 
describe the electromagnet ic fields in the evanescent wave case. 
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6.3 Interaction of quantum well excitons with evanescent 
plane electromagnetic waves 
For the structure shown in figure 6 . 1 , the ampl i tude ref lect ion coef f ic ient r can be ex­
pressed in terms o f the ampl i tude ref lect ion coeff ic ients Γχ and Гдго o f the interface between 
the media 1 and 2 and o f the quantum w e l l , respectively: 
1 + Г і г , ^ е - ฟ 
where d is the distance between the interface and the nearest edge o f the quantum w e l l . 
F igure 6.2 shows some ref lect ion spectra o f TE-po lar ised l ight f o r the structure shown in 
figure 6 . 1 . The parameters o f the structure are chosen to correspond to an exper imenta l ly fea­
sible I I I - V heterostructure. The refractive indices ท1 = 3.7 and Ոշ = 3.0 correspond to GaAs 
and A l A s respectively and the cr i t ical angle o f total internal ref lect ion fo r the interface, g iven 
by equat ion 6 . 1 , is Өс = 54.176°. The parameters o f the quantum we l l are chosen to be those 
o f an InGaAs quantum we l l o f thickness 50 n m , w i t h Խօ = 0.9 eV, ҺГо = 0.05 me v, and 
ҺГ = 1.0 meV. The distance between the interface and quantum w e l l is taken as d = 100 n m . 
Substantial angles o f incidence on the G a A s / A I A s interface can be achieved by using a pr ism 
or d i f f rac t ion grat ing on the external boundary o f the sample. The ref lect ion spectra o f the 
dielectr ic interface w i t h the quantum we l l place behind i t are shown in figure 6.2 (a) are fo r 
a number o f angles o f incidence exceeding the cr i t ica l angle fo r total internal ref lect ion, and 
figure 6.2 (b) fo r angles be low the cr i t ica l angle. 
I t fo l l ows f r o m equations 6.34 and 6.72 fo r the ref lect ion o f the quantum we l l near an 
exci ton resonance that the interact ion o f l ight and the quantum we l l exc i ton is enhanced 
substantial ly i f the angle o f incidence on the dielectr ic interface θι is close to the cr i t ica l 
value Өс. A s θι Өс f r o m be low Өс, the angle o f refract ion 9շ - > π / 2 . Hence the exci ton 
radiat ive broadening ro = Г о / C O S օշ 》 г, where г is the non-radiat ive exci ton damping. 
When θι > Өс, the angle o f refract ion is complex , where the real part o f this angle is π / 2 . 
As θι ֊>• Өс f r o m above Өс, the imaginary part o f the complex angle o f refract ion approaches 
zero, and re in equat ion 6.72 becomes large. F igure 6.2 shows that i f the incidence angle 
θι is much less than Өс, the ref lect ion spectrum is represented by the usual type o f resonant 
curve w i t h a relat ively smal l magni tude modu la t ion . However , increase o f θχ leads to a 
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Figure 6.2 Reflection spectra of a dielectric interface with a quantum well placed behind 
it, as shown in figure 6.1, for various angles of incidence on the dielectric interface. The 
critical angle for tota! internal reflection at the interface is Өс = 54.175, and the red lines 
show spectra for angles of incidence close to Өс- (a) Angles of incidence exceeding Өс: 
54.18°, 54.5°, 56°, 60°. (b) Angles of incidence below Өе: 45°, 51°, 52°, 53°, 54° and 
54.17°. 
growth o f the modu la t ion , and the shape o f the spectrum changes substantial ly. When θι 
becomes close to Өс the background ref lect iv i ty tends to un i ty and a Lorentz ian d ip appears 
at the frequency o f the exci ton resonance. Note that the pos i t ion o f the d ip corresponds to the 
exci ton resonance frequency UQ, despite the fact that the pole i n ľqw (equat ion 6.72) is shi f ted 
f r om ωο by r e , w h i c h i tsel f is qui te large i f the incidence angle is close to Өс. Subsequent 
increase o f the angle o f incidence leads to a decrease o f the depth o f the exci tonic d ip . 
Note that i f θι is exactly equal to the cr i t ica l value Өс, the relat ive depth o f the exci tonic 
d ip exceeds 5 0 % fo r the chosen parameters, despite the non-radi ati ve damping o f the exc i ­
ton being 20 t imes stronger than its radiat ive counterpart. Such ampl i f ica t ion o f the exci tonic 
modula t ion o f ref lect ion spectra makes the spectroscopy o f quantum we l l exci tons in the ge­
ometry o f total internal ref lect ion a p romis ing tool fo r the precise determinat ion o f exci tonic 
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Figure 6.3 Top֊֊the refractive index profile of the waveguide, ท {z). The parameters used in 
the numerical calculations were those appropriate for a AlAs:GaAs:AlAs waveguide (Ու = 
3.0 and Ո շ = 3.7) wi th a thickness of ๘2 = 150 nm. Bo t tom―the electric field profile 
of the fundamental TEo mode of the waveguide. Vertical grey lines indicate the dielectric 
interfaces between the guiding layer and cladding of the waveguide. A quantum well can be 
embedded a distance L from the centre of the waveguide structure, as indicated. 
parameters. 
6.4 Dielectric slab waveguides 
A dielectr ic slab waveguide is essential ly a th in dielectr ic film o f refract ive index Ոշ and 
thickness ๘2, embedded i n another dielectr ic material o f refract ive index ทI < Ո շ , as shown 
in figure 6.3. I t is also possible to construct non-symmetr ic waveguides, where the two 
semi- inf in i te c ladd ing layers that surround the gu id ing layer are made o f d i f ferent materials. 
The opt ical modes o f a planar dielectr ic waveguide have an electr ic field o f the f o r m 
Em (z) exp {ikxX - ւաէ), where Em {z) is the electr ic field prof i le o f the mode, found by 
so lv ing the M a x w e l l equations in the three regions o f the waveguide. For gu ided modes, 
the electric field decays exponent ia l ly in to the c ladding. The integer m is the mode number 
label , and gives the number o f nodes in the field prof i le . F igure 6.3 shows the TEo mode o f a 
planar dielectr ic waveguide w i t h parameters o f a A l A s : G a A s : A l A s structure (ท1 = 3.0 and 
Ոշ ― 3.7) and a gu id ing layer that is 150 n m th ick. 
For waveguid ing, the propagat ion angle in the waveguide, Օշ, must exceed the cr i t ica l 
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angle fo r total internal ref lect ion 
s i n օշ > ― 
Ոշ 
(6.85) 
Therefore, using Snel l 's law ท1 s in θι = Ոշ s in օշ, where θι is the "angle o f inc idence" f r o m 
the c ladd ing to the gu id ing layer, 
sinOi > 1 (6.86) 
Thus the angle o f incidence in the c ladd ing layer is complex. I t also fo l l ows that COS θι is 
imaginary, and θι = π / 2 — ¿ l n ( ծ ^ \ / が 一 1 ) , where b = s in θι = ( ո շ / ո ւ ) s in օշ. 
T h e waveguide is also characterised by a cu t -o f f frequency. Th is is the frequency fo r 
wh i ch the angle o f propagat ion a long the waveguide is 02 = π / 2 , such that the wavevector i n 
the gu id ing layer is directed a long the waveguide axis. Thus fo r wavegu id ing , ki ぐ kx ぐ հշ, 
where kl = ทιω/с, հչ = Ո շ է մ / շ and kx = kļ s in θι = հշ s in Օշ. For any angle o f propagat ion, 
when the frequency exceeds the cu t -o f f frequency, opt ical conf inement is lost, and the field 
spreads into the c ladd ing o f the waveguide. 
6.4.1 Transfer matrix 
The transfer matr ix in a basis o f tangential components o f the electromagnet ic fields (see 
section 2.1) across the gu id ing layer o f the waveguide is 
M = 
cos (A;2,íí¿2) {ւ/բշ) s in (/ะ2,^ส่2) 
ÌP2 s i n (^2,г^2) COS ( ^ շ , շ ^ շ ) 
(6.87) 
where P2 = Ոշ COS Օշ f o r TE-po lar ised waves and P2 = COS օ շ / ո շ f o r TM-po la r i sed waves. 
た2,г = կ COS օշ. To find the eigenmodes o f the waveguide, the fields at the boundaries o f the 
c ladd ing and gu id ing layer are coupled by the transfer mat r ix , and outgo ing wave boundary 
condi t ions are appl ied, 
厂 1 ไ โ 1 1 
(6.88) 
where л is a constant. I n the wavegu id ing regime, the eigenfrequencies o f the waveguide 
w i l l be real, as the l i fe t imes o f the gu ided modes in the waveguide are in f in i te . 
Fo r TE-polar ised modes, e l im ina t ing л f r o m the set o f t w o coup led equations i n equa-
1 1 
M = л 
一 Pl Pl 
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t ion 6.88 gives 
M u + MuPl + М г і / р і + Իմշշ = О 
or 
2 cos (ki^zdi) + ί ( ζ - + ψ-՝] s in {k2,zd2) = 0 
\P2 Pi ノ 
Thus rearranging 
or in terms o f the wavevectors = ί χ and կ,շ, where X is real , and 
t a n (A;2,,d2) = れ も む 
(6.89) 
(6.90) 
(6.91) 
kh 一 X' 
(6.92) 
wh i ch is the eigenvalue equat ion for the TE-po lansed gu ided modes. T w o di f ferent classes 
o f solut ion leads to the symmetr ic and ant isymmetr ic modes. The eigenvalues are 
тҡс с " „ a 、 
ω = ^ _ „ , I n r i (6.93) 
Ո շ COS ๙2 ๘2 Ո շ COS օշ Օշ 
where odd values o f the integer m g ive the frequencies o f the ant isymmetr ic modes and even 
values g ive the symmetr ic modes. T\ is the value o f the ref lect ion coef f ic ient at the dielectr ic 
interface between the gu id ing layer and the c ladd ing o f the waveguide, and is g iven by the 
Fresnel f o rmu la as 
r i = p֊^ = ^ i + p ^ ֊ 2 / i ^ ^ (6.94) 
P2 +Pi PÍ - Pl 
where Pl and P2 are def ined fo r the t w o polarisat ions as in chapter 2 (equation 2.3 and equa­
t ion 2.4). I n the wavegu id ing regime fo r TE-po lar ised l igh t 
Pi = ท1 cos θι = ւոշ \ ļ տ ա ՛ օշ ― տ ա ՛ Өс 
Р2 = Ո շ COS θι 
(6.95) 
(6.96) 
and for TM-po la r i sed l igh t 
cos θι . 1 տււՐՕշ , 
Pl ―― = г—\ ֊^үт-֊ 1 
щ П\ V s in Өс 
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(6.97) 
COS օշ ,, „„ 
Vi = (6.98) 
れ շ 
Өс is the cr i t ica l angle fo r total internal ref lect ion at the interface o f the gu id ing layer and 
c ladding o f the waveguide. Subst i tut ion o f equation 6.95 and 6.96 in to equation 6.94 gives 
the ref lect ion coeff ic ient fo r T E polar ised l igh t as 
— 1 — 2 s i n 2 θ-, + sin^ Өг. - 2Ż cos Өо ν s in օշ - s in^ Өс 
1 - รгпЧс ( ՚ ) 
and thus | г і | = 1 , as expected fo r total internal ref lect ion. The phase o f the ref lect ion 
coeff ic ient φ is g iven by 
—2 c o s ^ V տ ա 2 օշ - տ տ 2 Өс , , ， ハ ハ 、 t a n ω = . о ^ ՜ ՜ ՜ ： Õ-7——- (6.100) 
For T M polar ised l ight , subst i tut ion o f equation 6.97 and 6.98 in to equat ion 6.94 gives the 
values o f the ref lect ion coeff ic ient and its phase as 
cos2ö,+ ( ^ ) ' ( | S ^ ֊ l ) . 
zl^ķ^ļ^E^ (6.102) 
Subst i tut ing Г і = e ゆ in to equat ion 6.93 gives the eigenfrequencies o f the guided modes 
as 
w= ձ ռ ^ ( ^ ^ - ψ) (6.103) Ո շ COS օշՕէշ 
Thus the eigenfrequencies are purely real fo r the wavegu id ing reg ime ref lect ing their in f in i te 
l i fe t ime. The eigenfrequencies are shi f ted f r o m the frequencies o f the corresponding Fabry-
Perot modes in the structure by the value οφ/η2 ա տ օ շ է / շ . Th i s sh i f t o f the eigenfrequencies 
is due to the phase shi f t o f the l ight upon total internal ref lect ion at ei ther dielectr ic interface 
where the l ight undergoes total internal ref lect ion. Th is phase shi f t is connected to the Goos-
Hänchen shi f t [173 ] , w h i c h is the lateral displacement that a l igh t beam undergoes upon total 
internal ref lect ion at a dielectr ic interface. 
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6.4,2 Numerical method of finding eigenfrequencies 
To find the eigenfrequencies o f a general planar layered structure, the transfer matr ix 
must be calculated and the roots o f equat ion 6.89 found. Th i s can be done numer ica l ly by 
searching fo r the roots o f the func t ion in the complex angular f requency plane. 
F (ω) = M i l + M i a P i + M a i / p i + M22 = 0 (6.104) 
Since F {ω) is a complex func t ion , the numer ical search proceeds by finding the m i n i m u m in 
\F (ω) I and check ing that the m i n i m u m are also the roots o f F (ω) that are required. First the 
parameters o f the search in the complex frequency plane are def ined, and then the func t ion 
\F [ω) I is m in im ised w i t h respect to the real part o f ω and then w i t h respect to the imaginary 
part o f ω. Th is procedure gives a value o f ω i n the v ic in i t y o f the root. For example, figure 6.4 
shows the func t ion ļF (ω) I i n the v i c in i t y o f a complex eigenfrequency o f a gu ided mode o f 
the waveguide structure shown in figure 6.3. Once in the v i c in i t y o f the root , the gradient o f 
the funct ion \F (ω)I can be evaluated, and a new estimate fo r the root f ound by m o v i n g in 
the d i rect ion o f this gradient in the complex plane. A f te r several i terat ions o f this New ton -
Raphson method, the m i n i m u m in the funct ion \F (cu) I w i l l be reached, and then i t must be 
checked that this m i n i m u m is also a root by ensur ing (to w i t h i n numer ica l accuracy) that 
\F (ω)I = 0 or F {ω) = 0. A s can be seen in figure 6.4, \F {ω)\ is a smooth, we l l behaved 
func t ion in the v ic in i t y o f the eigenfrequencies o f the waveguide. 
6.5 Waveguides with embedded quantum well 
When a waveguide is embedded in a planar dielectr ic waveguide, there are two dist inct 
choices o f structure֊֊either the quantum we l l can be placed in the gu id ing layer, where i t 
w i l l interact w i t h the propagat ing field, or i t can be placed in the c ladd ing , where i t w i l l 
interact w i t h the evanescent fields present there. The latter case is i l lust rated in figure 6.3. 
6.5.1 Quantum well in the guiding layer 
We consider the case o f a quantum we l l p laced at the centre o f the gu id ing layer corre­
sponding to L = 0 in figure 6.3 first. I n the TE-po lar isa t ion , the transfer mat r ix across hal f 
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Figure 6.4 \Ғ{ш)\ for the waveguide structure in figure 6.3 in the vicinity of an eigenfre-
quency of a guided mode of the waveguide. 
the waveguide is 
cos - . A U A / 2 ) ¿sin(A;2,.d2/2) 
ip2 s in {k2^zd2/2) cos (¿2,2^2/2) 
(6.105) 
The transfer matr ix across a structure can be expressed in terms o f the ref lect ion and trans­
miss ion coeff ic ients o f the structure. For a symmetr ic structure i n w h i c h the lef t and right 
bound ing media are the same ( ท / = щ), such as fo r a quantum w e l l embedded in a dielectr ic 
layer, then 
M = 
1 
2t 
¿2 - r2 + 1 
-p ( ( 1 - гү - ŕ' 
― ( ( 1 + rý - í ๆ /р 
¿2 - /-2 -f 1 
(6.106) 
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I n the case o f a quantum w e l l , น, = 1 + Կพ and the transfer mat r ix fo r the quantum we l l is 
1 0 
(6.107) 
Therefore the transfer mat r ix for the structure when the quantum w e l l is placed at the centre 
o f the waveguide is 
M i l M i 2 
M = Му,дМд^М^д = 
М г і M22 
where 
(6.108) 
(6.109) 
(6.110) 
(6.111) 
(6.112) 
M i l = M22 = cos {k2^zd-¿) 一 г . ^՚ ՛՝" sin(/гг.гСЇг) 
1 + •พ 
Ми = ― s in {k2,zd2) + ————รiň^ {Խ,է(1շ/2) 
P2 P2I + կพ 
M21 = гр2 s in ( / օ շ ,^^շ ) - 2p2 , cos 2 (հշ^^ժշ/շ) 
1 + Гдіи 
N o w , f r o m equat ion 6.34, _ 
_ Vgw _ гГо 
1 + Гҫи, ώο - ω - гГ 
for TE-po lar ised waves. Far f r o m the resonance frequency ώο. the quant i ty in equat ion 6.112 
is sma l l , and the transfer matr ix elements in equat ion 6.109 to 6.111 have the same f o r m as 
fo r a waveguide w i t h no quantum w e l l . However , as ω ¿Do, the mat r i x elements depart 
s igni f icant ly f r o m the values in the absence o f a quantum w e l l , as shown in figure 6.5. 
6.5.2 Dispersion relations 
B y adjust ing value o f the in-plane wavevector and so lv ing fo r the eigenvalues in the 
waveguide us ing equation 6.104, the dispersion re lat ion ω (kx) o f the waveguide can be 
p lo t ted. F igure 6.6 (a) shows the calculated dispersion relat ions fo r the cases L = 0 (quantum 
we l l i n the centre o f the waveguide, blue l ine) , L = 9 0 n m (quantum w e l l i n the c ladd ing, 
red l ine) and a bare waveguide w i t h no quantum we l l (dashed l ine) . 
T h e dispersion o f the bare waveguide is approx imate ly l inear, and is described by the 
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Figure 6.5 Transfer matrix elements as a function of the frequency ω for a dielectric waveg­
uide (black) and a dielectric waveguide with a quantam well placed at the centre of the 
waveguide (red). The waveguide has parameters as shown in figure 6.3. 
ef fect ive refract ive index Ոքքք o f the waveguide mode, where 
kx = ո ω e f f - (6.113) 
The ef fect ive refract ive index Пе/f — щ s in 9ļ = Ոշ s in Օշ can take values between Ո լ and 
Ո շ f o r the wavegu id ing regime to be realised and is a measure o f how much o f the electric 
field o f the mode is conf ined to the gu id ing layer. 
W h e n a quantum we l l is placed in the waveguide, a classic ant i -crossing o f the strongly 
coupled waveguide mode and exci ton mode can be seen in figure 6.6 (a). Th is is the polar i ton 
effect, and the t w o branches o f the dispersion relat ion are the upper and lower waveguide 
polar i ton modes. The imaginary parts o f the complex eigenfrequencies (or mode damping 
coeff ic ients) are shown in figure 6.6 (b) . The so l id l ines are the mode damping coeff ic ients o f 
the lower po lar i ton mode, and the dashed l ines are fo r the upper mode. As a who le , figure 6.6 
shows the transi t ion between exc i ton- l ike modes, w i t h no dispersion and finite l i fe t imes, to 
waveguide- l ike modes, w i t h a l inear dispersion relat ion and in f in i te l i fe t imes. The curves in 
between these t w o regions describe the waveguide po l ari tons modes. 
The Rabi sp l i t t ing o f the upper and lower polar i ton modes is 6.6 m e V fo r a quantum we l l 
at the centre o f the waveguide, and 4.7 m e V when the quantum we l l is placed in the c ladding 
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0.023 0.028 
Figure 6,6 The dispersion relations for the TEo waveguide mode interacting with a quantum 
well exciton. The blue lines relate to the case of the quantum well at the centre of the 
waveguide {L = 0)， whereas the red Unes are for the quanณm well in the cladding of the 
waveguide (L = 90 nm). The complex eigenfrequencies of the waveguide polaritons have 
been calculated, wi th the real parts shown in (a), and the imaginary parts shown in (b) (the 
solid and dashed lines for the lower and upper waveguide polanton modes respectively). The 
dashed lines in (a) show the dispersion of the empty waveguide and the dash-dot lines show 
the cut-off frequencies for waveguiding. The quantum well exciton was modelled with the 
fol lowing parameters: huQ = 1.49 eV， ҺГо = 0.03 meV, ҺГ = ОЛ meV. 
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at L = 90 n m . The magni tude o f the sp l i t t ing is smal ler i n the L = 9 0 n m case than the 
L = 0 case due to the smaller electr ic field interact ing w i t h the quantum we l l exc i ton. I n 
both cases, at the anti-crossing po in t the two polar i ton modes have l i fe t imes o f т =  7 ps 
and a group veloci ty o f Vg = dw/dk^ - 0.14c, wh ich corresponds to a propagat ion distance 
a long the waveguide o f VgT = 0.3 m m . 
6.6 Conclusions 
Th is chapter has been concerned w i t h the mode l l i ng o f a structure i n wh i ch waveguide 
polar i tons occur. A semi-classical fo rma l i sm based on non- loca l dielectr ic response theory 
has been developed to describe the interact ion o f a quantum w e l l exc i ton w i t h an evanescent 
plane wave, such as exists behind a dielectr ic interface where l ight undergoes total internal 
ref lect ion as in the c ladd ing o f a dielectr ic waveguide in the gu id ing regime o f l ight . Exact 
solut ions o f the M a x w e l l equations are obtained in a Green funct ion method, fo r both the 
T E and TM-po lar isa t ions o f l ight. Ref lect ion and transmission coeff ic ients fo r an evanescent 
p iane wave interact ing w i t h a quantum we l l are shown to be ident ical to the case o f propa­
gat ing waves interact ing w i t h the quantum we l l , as long as a complex angle o f incidence o f 
the evanescent wave onto the quantum we l l , g iven by a generalised S n e l ľ s law, is used to 
describe the electromagnetic fields. 
The exci tonic response o f a quantum we l l placed behind a dielectr ic interface has been 
mode l led and i t is found that i f the angle o f incidence o f the l igh t is equal to the cr i t ical angle 
fo r total internal ref lect ion, the exci tonic response in the ref lect ion spectrum becomes signif­
icant ly more pronounced and is an order o f magni tude greater than in the normal incidence 
case. 
A transfer mat r ix method has been appl ied to calculate the dispersion relat ion o f a quan­
t um we l l exc i ton interact ing w i th the fundamental electromagnetic mode o f a planar dielec­
tr ic waveguide. Quantum wel ls in both the gu id ing layer and c ladd ing o f the waveguide have 
been model led using exper imenta l ly feasible parameters fo r the waveguide and quantum 
we l l system. For the waveguide and quantum we l l parameters considered, strongly coupled 
waveguide polar i ton modes were apparent in the behaviour o f the dispersion curves fo r both 
cases. A t the ant i -crossing point o f the upper and lower polar i ton branches, the waveguide 
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polar i tons are calculated to have l i fet imes o f around 7 ps, corresponding to a displacement 
a long the waveguide axis o f 0.3 m m . The Rabi -sp l i t t ing o f the two polar i ton branches o f the 
dispersion relat ion is 6.6 m e V when the quantum we l l is p laced at the centre o f the waveguide 
to interact w i t h the ant i-node o f electric field o f the fundamenta l waveguide mode. A smal ler 
sp l i t t ing o f the polar i ton modes (4.7 m e V ) was found fo r the case o f a quantum we l l placed in 
the c ladding o f the waveguide, where i t interacts w i t h the evanescent electromagnetic fields 
present there. 
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Chapter 7 
Summary and Conclusions 
Th is thesis has been concerned w i t h the computat ional study o f photonic crystals and 
other photonic microstructures, wh i ch have been the focus o f wo r l d -w ide research fo r the 
past 15 years ow ing to the potential f o r their use in a w ide range o f applications. M a n y o f 
the proposed appl icat ions rely on the existence o f a photonic band gap that can be fo rmed 
using such structures; hence this thesis has chosen to concentrate on the photonic band gap. 
Theoret ical methods fo r so lv ing the M a x w e l l equations in one and two-d imensional dielec­
tr ic structures are given (chapter 2 and chapter 3)， and appropriate computat ional schemes 
are discussed. Nove l designs for a 2 D photonic crystal , based on an etched Bragg reflector 
(chapter 3) and an octagonal quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l (chapter 5) , are proposed and shown 
to possess complete photonic band gaps for one polar isat ion o f l ight . The parameters o f the 
structures wh i ch opt imise the properties (such as the w id th and isot ropy) o f the photonic 
band gap have been found . The contro l led in t roduct ion o f photonic modes w i th f requen­
cies in the band gap v ia the in t roduct ion o f microcavi t ies in to the photonic crystal has been 
discussed. The use o f such modes is demonstrated in the design o f a mul t i layered opt ical 
bandpass filter (chapter 2) . The uncontro l led in t roduct ion o f photonic modes into the band 
gap caused by disorder in the otherwise periodic relative permi t t i v i t y in the photonic crystals 
is also investigated (chapter 4) . 
I n chapter 2, i t has been shown that a defect or microcav i ty layer can introduce a local ised 
mode at a frequency that lies in the I D photonic band gap o f a per iodic mul t i layer structure 
(a Bragg ref lector). Such modes can be split in frequency by coup l ing together two or more 
microcavi t ies, and i t is shown that f o r a large number o f coupled microcavi t ies, a min iband 
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o f a l lowed photonic states fo rms w i t h i n the photonic band gap. A s imple analyt ical approach 
has been developed to engineer the l ine shapes and tune the frequencies o f the microcavi ty 
modes, and has been appl ied to design an opt ical passband filter based on coupled microcav-
it ies. I t was found that the o p t i m u m square-shaped passband occurs at the transit ion between 
strong and weak coup l ing o f the microcav i ty modes, and the parameters and properties o f an 
opt imal structure have been prov ided fo r a part icular case. 
The opt ical properties o f a novel design for a 2 D photonic crystal based on the deep etch­
ing o f a B ragg ref lector w i t h air grooves paral lel to the g rowth d i rect ion have been studied in 
chapter 3. The etched Bragg reflector was found to possess a w ide complete photonic band 
gap for one polar isat ion o f l ight for a large range o f geometr ical parameters o f the structure, 
but on ly very narrow absolute photonic band gaps (where the complete band gaps o f both 
polarisat ions overlap spectral ly) were demonstrated, and then on ly fo r a very restrict ive set 
o f geometr ical parameters. However, a w ide spectral band where there is a signif icant reduc­
t ion (up to a factor o f 20) in the total density o f photonic states as compared to a un i f o rm 
med ium characterised by the same mean relat ive permi t t i v i t y is f ound fo r a large range o f 
parameters o f the etched Bragg reflector. These structures possess the ab i l i ty to suppress 
strongly the spontaneous emission rate o f an ent i ty in the plane o f the photonic crystal , and 
cou ld also be used to prov ide effect ive opt ical conf inement in two рефепсіісиїаг direct ions. 
A systematic search o f the geometr ical parameter space o f the etched Bragg reflector has 
been conducted, and the parameters o f the structure wh i ch opt imise the w id th o f the com­
plete band gap, and the spectral band o f reduced density o f states, are g iven. The calculated 
bandstructure, density o f states and transmission spectra o f the opt imised structures have 
been presented. 
The ef fect o f disorder in an otherwise periodic modu la t ion o f the relat ive permi t t i v i ty is 
investigated fo r both I D and 2 D photonic crystals in chapter 4. For disorder in I D photonic 
crystals, the transfer matr ix method was used to calculate d i rect ly the eigenfrequencies and 
l i fet imes o f modes in disordered Bragg reflectors. The photonic eigenmodes o f an ensemble 
o f l O 4 randomly disordered Bragg reflectors were invest igated stat ist ical ly f o r three models 
o f disorder. B y parameter is ing the level o f disorder present i n an ensemble o f Bragg reflec­
tors by the m a x i m u m deviat ion o f the opt ical per iod away f r o m that in the ideal structure, i t 
is shown that the tai l o f the density o f photonic states in the band gap is described by the tai l 
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of a Gaussian func t ion and is characterised by a penetrat ion depth parameter. The relative 
penetration depth parameter is f ound to be di rect ly propor t ional to the disorder parameter 
and the square root o f the relative w id th o f the photonic band gap. These dependences mean 
that the photonic band gap is resi l ient to disorder in I D photonic c r y s t a l s ― i t is apparent that 
there is a certain level o f disorder be low wh ich the probabi l i ty o f finding disorder- induced 
states w i t h eigenfrequencies at the centre o f the photonic band gap is negl ig ib le. The ef­
fect o f the mode structure on the transmission o f an ensemble o f l O 6 disordered structures 
was investigated, and i t is shown that the penetration o f photonic states in to the band gap 
produces a threshold- l ike behaviour o f the ensemble-averaged transmission at the centre o f 
the band gap as a func t ion o f the disorder parameter. For smal l disorder below the thresh­
o ld , perturbed edge states ո arrow the band gap, but t ransmission at the centre o f the band 
gap increases s low ly w i t h increase o f the disorder parameter. For disorder levels above the 
threshold, states have a signif icant probabi l i ty o f appearing throughout the band gap, and 
the ensemble-averaged transmission at the centre o f the band gap increases rap id ly w i t h the 
disorder. For large disorder, states in the band gap are shown to have the characteristics o f 
being local ised on random microcavi t ies, as we l l as perturbed edge states. 
Two-d imens iona l hexagonal photonic crystals consist ing o f cy l inders o f air in a dielec­
tr ic substrate, where the cyl inders are randomly displaced f r o m an ideal latt ice, have been 
studied. The greater computat ional resources required to mode l 2 D systems compared to I D 
systems meant that a sample o f on ly 10 disordered photonic crystals cou ld be considered 
fo r each set o f parameters. However, conclusions drawn f r o m the statistical study o f the 
eigenmodes o f disordered I D photonic crystals can be used to guide the interpretat ion o f the 
results fo r disordered 2 D photonic crystals. The transmission o f both bal l is t ic and scattered 
l ight have been model led. A threshold behaviour o f the ensemble-averaged bal l ist ic trans­
mission as a func t ion o f the disorder parameter is seen, s imi la r to the case o f transmission 
through disordered I D photonic crystals, and this again is expla ined by the penetration o f 
disorder- induced states in to the photonic band gap. For large disorder, these states are shown 
to have the characteristics o f states local ised on random microcavi t ies w i t h i n the disordered 
2 D photonic crystal . However, the scattered transmission was shown to have a di f ferent 
dependence on the disorder parameter, and grows rap id ly fo r smal l disorder. 
The effect o f disorder on a 2 D photonic crystal w i t h an incomplete band gap was also 
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considered. I t was found that the c los ing o f the band gap fo r certain direct ions al lows the 
l ight to be scattered f r o m evanescent states in the incident d i rect ion to propagat ing states 
in other direct ions in the crystal , and Fabry-Perot l ike modes are seen i n the transmission 
spectra o f the scattered l ight. The scattered transmission also becomes asymmetr ic due to 
the curvature o f the a l lowed photonic bands above and below the incomplete band gap being 
di f ferent , so that the m i n i m u m in the transmission no longer coincides w i t h the centre o f the 
band gap. 
The bandstructures o f two-d imensional photonic crystals w i t h octagonal quasicrystal l ine 
uni t cells were calculated for a range o f uni t cells sizes and filling fract ions in chapter 5. 
A complete 2 D photonic band gap is f ound fo r one polar isat ion o f l ight , and i t is shown 
that the band gap becomes more isotropic as the size o f the uni t cel l is increased. Th is is 
attr ibuted to the increase in the range o f the local quasicrystal l ine order in the unit cel l o f 
the crystal. For smal l filling fract ions, a m i n i m u m size o f the un i t cel l is needed fo r the 
fo rmat ion o f a complete photonic band gap, but the widest band gaps are found fo r unit 
cells o f intermediate size. The fo rmat ion o f the photonic band gap is attr ibuted to Bragg- l ike 
d i f f rac t ion f r o m certain planes in the quasicrystal l ine uni t ce l l . 
B y consider ing the above photonic crystal w i t h a quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l as a photonic 
quasicrystal in a supercell approx imat ion, several microcavi t ies at inequivalent sites in the 
photonic quasicrystal were considered. The eigenfrequencies o f the mic rocav i ty modes as 
a func t ion o f the filling f ract ion were calculated, and the associated electromagnetic field 
profi les presented. 
I n chapter 6, a semi-classical fo rma l i sm based on a non- local dielectr ic response theory 
is used to describe the interact ion o f a quantum we l l exci ton w i t h evanescent electromagnetic 
plane waves. S imp l i f i ed expressions fo r the ref lect ion and transmission o f plane evanescent 
waves f r o m a quantum we l l exci ton are g iven, and i t is shown that these are ident ical to the 
usual case o f the interact ion w i t h propagat ing plane waves, as long as a complex angle o f 
propagat ion found f r o m a generalised Snel l 's law is used to describe the electromagnetic 
field o f the evanescent plane wave. 
The exci tonic response o f a quantum we l l placed behind a dielectr ic interface where 
total internal ref lect ion can take place was calculated, and a large enhancement (by an order 
o f magni tude) o f the exci tonic modula t ion o f the ref lect ion spectrum was demonstrated for 
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angles o f incidence on the dielectr ic interface close to the cr i t ica l angle fo r total internal 
ref lect ion. A generalised transfer mat r ix method was then used to calculate the dispersion 
relations o f waveguide polar i tons. T w o cases were cons ide red― the quantum we l l embedded 
in the gu id ing layer o f the waveguide, and the quantum we l l embedded in the c ladding, where 
i t interacts w i t h the evanescent wave present there. For the parameters used fo r the waveguide 
and quantum we l l systems, an anti-crossing o f the waveguide and exc i ton modes is seen fo r 
both cases, ind icat ing that the strong coup l ing regime is realised. For the parameters used, 
the l i fe t imes o f the upper and lower polar i tons at the ant i-crossing po in t were both close 
to 7ps , corresponding to a displacement a long the waveguide axis o f 0.3 m m . The Rabi -
sp l i t t ing fo r a quantum we l l at the centre o f the waveguide (6.6 m e V ) is larger than fo r the 
quantum we l l placed in the c ladding (4.7 m e V ) due to the magni tude o f the electric field in 
the centre o f the waveguide being larger than that in the c ladding. 
7.1 Suggestions for further work 
This section attempts to present some possible extensions to w o r k in this thesis and also 
some other possible avenues o f research along the same themes. 
I t was found in chapter 3 that the etched Bragg reflector structures can support a wide 
photonic band gap fo r one polar isat ion o f l ight . The effect o f disorder on the photonic band 
gap in this structure cou ld be studied. The effect o f a random displacement o f the h igh 
relat ive permi t t i v i t y " w a l l s " in each uni t cel l w o u l d be especial ly interest ing, as i t w o u l d 
simulate the surface roughness that w o u l d surely result f r o m any etching procedures on the 
scale required to fabricate a structure for use at v is ib le frequencies. A l so , defects or m i -
crocavit ies, and the field profi les o f modes local ised on them, cou ld be studied, either by 
remov ing dielectr ic f r o m the h igh relative permi t t i v i t y wal ls or adding dielectr ic material 
to the air grooves. Such studies cou ld be per formed using s imi lar methods to the study o f 
disorder in 2 D photonic crystals o f chapter 4. 
Photonic crystals w i t h octagonal quasicrystal l ine uni t cel l were studied in chapter 5. Sev­
eral d i f ferent sized square uni t cel l can be chosen that are based on the octagonal quasicrys-
tal . One possible extension o f this w o r k w o u l d be to repeat the study w i t h a dodecagonal 
quasicrystal (w i th 12- fo ld rotat ional symmet ry ) where several d i f ferent sized hexagonal unit 
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cells cou ld be chosen. The methods used fo r such a study w o u l d be the same as in chapter 5, 
and i t w o u l d be interest ing to compare and contrast the results o f such as a study w i t h those 
already found here. 
A major theme o f this w o r k has been the effects o f disorder on the properties o f photonic 
crystals. However, many facets o f disorder are unexplored i n the l i terature on photonic crys­
tals, and cou ld serve as the basis o f future work . For example, an interface between photonic 
crystals or a surface o f a photonic crystal is known to support local ised interface/surface 
modes [181 ,182 ] . For any photonic crystal to be technological ly usefu l , we must be able to 
couple l ight in to the photonic crystal at an interface or surface, and since al l photonic crystals 
w i l l be disordered to some extent, i t w o u l d be interest ing to know the effect o f disorder on 
these interface/surface modes. The interface match ing technique in ref. [59] cou ld be used 
as a calculat ional basis fo r this invest igat ion, but other methods o f invest igat ing interfaces or 
surfaces also exist, inc lud ing supercell approximat ions in the plane wave method. Another 
extension w o u l d be to study disorder in 3 D photonic crystals. As computers become more 
power fu l , i t w i l l become feasible to study disorder in 3 D photonic crystals using a supercell 
approach in a more systematic way than has current ly been attempted. 
Chapter 3 presented a transfer matr ix method fo r the calculat ion o f ref lect ion and trans­
mission coeff ic ients o f 2 D structures by the solut ion o f the M a x w e l l equations on a mesh. 
Th is method cou ld be reformulated to inc lude outgo ing wave boundary condi t ions, s imi lar 
to those used in the transfer matr ix method fo r I D mul t i layers in chapter 2， in order to calcu­
late d i rect ly the frequencies and l i fe t imes o f the eigenmodes o f finite 2 D photonic structures. 
Numer ica l routines contained in the pub l i c l y available code by Pendry et al. [ 20 ,106 ,107 ] 
cou ld be mod i f ied once the f o r m o f the re formula t ion is known . However , this w o u l d be a far 
f r om t r iv ia l task, and the final success is in some doubt due to the numer ical instabi l i t ies that 
the transfer mat r ix method suffers f r om. I f successful, the new method w o u l d be a useful tool 
in the invest igat ion o f the properties o f all 2 D photonic structures. I n part icular, i t cou ld be 
used fo r the statistical study o f the eigenmodes o f disordered 2 D photonic crystals s imi lar to 
that carr ied out fo r I D photonic crystals in chapter 4， al though the sample size o f disordered 
systems w o u l d st i l l be l im i ted by the available computat ional resources. 
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